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Modern as tomorrow, but traditional for its subdued beauty and unimpeachable good taste, is the new bronze front of the Hotel Canterbury, Boston.

WHEN ARCHITECTS and owners seek metal work of richness and distinction, their first choice, with few exceptions, is Architectural Bronze...Moderate in cost and readily adaptable to original design, Bronze gives lasting service. It is easily cleaned and retains its original beauty with occasional attention. Even when bronze work has been long neglected, cleaning and polishing restore its natural lustre.

The American Brass Company is the principal supplier of bronze, copper and nickel silver in the form of extruded shapes, drawn shapes, sheets, etc., as used in ornamental metal work of every description.

Quality workmanship and quality cement are doubly important in structures which must keep water in or out. Use the right amount of water per bag of cement; proportion carefully; mix thoroughly; place without separation; then, and most important, keep the concrete wet until thoroughly cured. That kind of concrete, made with Lone Star Cement or 'Incor' 24-Hour Cement, gives watertight service through the years.

Where job conditions make it impossible to keep concrete wet for 6 days or longer, 'Incor' gives you watertight curing in 24 to 48 hours. Where time-saving and the added certainty of thorough curing offset the slight extra cost of 'Incor*', that is the cement to use; otherwise, use Lone Star. You gain either way, because better cement makes better concrete.

Write for copy of "Watertight Concrete." Lone Star Cement Corporation, Room 2247, 342 Madison Avenue, New York.

"No fooling!... These glass block partitions go up faster’n they can make vice presidents"

You're due for a surprise if you haven't already prescribed your first partition of metal-locked glass blocks; it goes up so quickly and easily. It is strong and rigid, giving a feeling of permanence, yet it can be taken down and erected in a new location, with 100% of the materials salvaged.

The architect has been quick to recognize the decorative possibilities of glass block for interior work. Now he can allow free rein to his imagination, knowing that what’s outmoded tomorrow can easily be changed to meet new requirements, and at low cost.

Extruded Aluminum shapes, used for the metal members in this construction, hold every course of blocks in uniform alignment. And Aluminum, with its subdued beauty and neutral color, fits in well with the sparkling beauty of the glass blocks. The smooth surfaces of blocks and metal are trim and neat in appearance, and are easily cleaned. Aluminum offers endless decorative possibilities, here and elsewhere, architecturally.

You can get complete data on metal-locked glass block construction from Owens-Illinois Glass Company, Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, and Revere Copper & Brass, Inc. Or write Aluminum Company of America, 2198 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Sloane-Blabon Linoleum
One of Your Dependable Aids

A striking note is achieved by the use of special insets in this child's room of a home in Newton Center, Massachusetts.

Sloane-Blabon Battleship Linoleum was specified for installation throughout the new U. S. Veterans' Hospital at Dallas.

In the new Men's Dormitory at Ohio State University, Columbus, 10,000 square yards of Sloane-Blabon Battleship Linoleum was used.

Its durability, ease of maintenance and quietness made Sloane-Blabon Linoleum the choice for the offices of the Cities Service Company, N. Y.

Wherever installed, Sloane-Blabon Linoleum offers the plus advantages of cleanliness and of ease and economy of maintenance.

An exclusive feature of Sloane-Blabon Linoleum is that it is delivered to the job mill waxed, a factor that means a substantial saving in your cost estimates to the owner.

You can confidently specify Sloane-Blabon Linoleum for any flooring need.

Sloane-Blabon Linoleum is giving satisfactory service in thousands of commercial, institutional and residential installations throughout the country. With distributors everywhere carrying complete stocks, it is quickly available wherever your specifications require.

LINOLEUMS
BY
Sloane-Blabon
CORPORATION
295 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
A National Organization with Distributors Everywhere
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Miller Porcelain Enamel Troffers (Continuous Trough Lighting) distribute new high levels of illumination of white or daylight quality over ENTIRE room areas with complete uniformity and perfect diffusion. Their use makes possible the relocating of plant or office operating equipment at any time without the necessity of changing the lighting. And their lower installation cost makes Fluorescent lighting available more economically than ever before for the general illumination of stores, offices, drafting rooms, factories and similar locations.

Men* who have worked under Miller Troffer lighting report — “Less eye fatigue. No shadows. Lighting absolutely uniform throughout working area.”

Substantial savings are made possible by planning lighting installations to use Miller Porcelain Enamel Troffers — because they come completely wired with operating auxiliaries, sockets, starters and feeder conductors, all ready for making line connections quickly, easily and inexpensively.

Specify MILLER Porcelain Enamel Troffers for Greater Lighting Efficiency and Economy.

WRITE TODAY for Catalog Section 2G giving complete data with illustrations.

THE MILLER COMPANY
Pioneers in Good Lighting Since 1844 - Meriden, Conn.
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FOR 50 YEARS THE LEADING
STEEL PIPE

*LEADING in value
*LEADING in usefulness
*LEADING in sales

FIFTY years ago, steel pipe began its phenomenal growth. Many builders and industrial engineers soon found that this "new kind of pipe" was what they wanted — strong, durable, and low in cost. It proved so practical for so many applications that it moved to leadership in the following years.

Today finds steel pipe still setting the pace — still ahead of the field — the world's largest-selling pipe — the most practical to use in the vast majority of applications.

During all these years, to satisfy the changing needs of industry, NATIONAL Pipe, though still fundamentally the same strong steel pipe of fifty years ago, has been constantly improved. NATIONAL Pipe today is cleaner, stronger, more uniform, easier to work. Higher quality steels, processes for removal of scale, methods of retarding corrosion — all have contributed to give the greatest value per dollar of cost.

Distributors, located in strategic parts of the country, are at your service.

NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Columbia Steel Company, San Francisco, Pacific Coast Distributors • United States Steel Export Company, New York

UNITED STATES STEEL
FOR FLOORS AND ROOFS

The fundamental purpose of gypsum units bound with steel is to obtain fire-safe floors and roof-decks of masonry strength at a cost approaching that of wood. GYPSTEEL PLANK gives the greatest satisfaction for this purpose because of the superior and unduplicated structural advantages of its design. It is a structural unit shaped like lumber. The core is of extra dense, nailable gypsum, which is encased at the ends and sides with a one-piece framework of galvanized steel. All four sides of this framework are tongued and grooved to lock and form a strong, continuous I-Beam. The gypsum core is reinforced with steel wire mesh. PLANK is vermin-proof, termite-proof, will not shrink or warp. Here are the special advantages of GYPSTEEL PLANK's design:

The steel tongues and grooves mesh tightly so that adjacent units work together. GYPSTEEL PLANK floors and roof-decks have greater, more uniform strength.

Note the unique way in which the steel binding is locked at the corners to form a one-piece frame. This assures still greater strength and a more rigid frame, and also eliminates damage in handling and shipping.

The binding is clinched into the gypsum surface to stay put. Cross-section shows how steel and gypsum are flush and smooth, presenting a level, uniform surface for flooring or roofing.

The binding meshes to form a steel I-Beam that gives PLANK its definitely calculable strength and permits you to safely break joints between supports. Yet both steel and gypsum are flexible enough to use on curved or warped areas.

Slate, tile, shingle and other roofings and rough underfloorings may be nailed directly to PLANK. No special equipment or training is required. It is like working with wood. You eliminate nailing strips and sleeper clips.

Every GYPSTEEL PLANK unit bears an embossed signature on the groove end to identify it as the genuine original PLANK—"Senior" for the heavy duty, "Junior" for the shorter spans.

Put this adaptable product to work on your next project that calls for a fire-safe floor or roof-deck on steel framing and watch your labor costs go down. It inexpensively provides all the advantages of masonry construction. Full information in the 28-page Plank Bulletin. Write for your copy today.

*The term PLANK as applied to cementitious building products is a trade-mark of the American Cyanamid & Chemical Corporation.

AMERICAN CYANAMID & CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Structural Gypsum Division
47 WEST 49th STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y.
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WHY EVERY PIECE OF CARRARA GLASS HAS A GROUND AND POLISHED FINISH

When a structural glass is used, only one which is mechanically ground and polished can contribute the maximum beauty and effectiveness to architectural design. Only ground and polished glass has the mirror-like reflectivity, the richness, the perfect brilliance of surface which can add so much to any installation.

That's why every piece of Carrara . . . whatever its color, thickness or size . . . is mechanically ground and polished. When you specify Carrara, you know you are getting structural glass at its best.

In addition to its beauty, Carrara has exceptional sanitary qualities. It is easy to clean. It is permanent. It offers a wide choice of colors, thicknesses and decorative treatments. We believe you will find our booklet "Carrara, the Modern Structural Glass" interesting and helpful. It is well illustrated, and contains complete information. Write for your free copy to Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 2046 Grant Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

"PITTSBURGH" stands for Quality Glass

CARRARA
The modern Structural Glass
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
CONSISTING of Bar-Z-Studs and Bar-X-Lath, the Bar-Z-System of hollow plastered partitions has no elements to burn. Government tests prove that Bar-Z-Partitions, plastered with 3/4" gypsum plaster, have a one hour fire rating. In addition to this vital protection, this construction offers sound deadening properties which are of great importance in homes for invalids and the aged, institutions and hospitals. Specify the Bar-Z-System and insure lasting protection for the beauty of your plastered interiors. Informative data upon request.

"IT'S WHEELING STEEL"

"The Musical Steelmakers"—It's Wheeling Steel
—return to the air October 6, 1940—Mutual Broadcasting System—from Coast to Coast
MOST home owners have a fairly definite idea of what they want. Few of them are familiar with all the features they should have in a new home—to give it needed structural strength and year-round comfort—to make it economical to heat—to make it easily salable in case resale becomes necessary, thus protecting their investment.

They look to you for guidance on the points which are unfamiliar to them. For instance, most owners today know they want insulation. But in many cases it is left to you to recommend the most serviceable, the most economical insulation for sidewalls and top-floor ceilings.

By specifying Celotex Guaranteed Insulation, you will earn their everlasting thanks. Because Celotex Vapor-seal Sheathing and Vapor-seal Lath provide needed structural strength and continuous fuel savings—because these products are permanently protected against termites and dry rot by the exclusive, patented Ferox Process—and because they are guaranteed in writing for the life of the building!* Yet, with all these advantages, Celotex Guaranteed Insulation is economical—because it replaces other needed materials!

Celotex national advertising now tells your clients: "NOW IS THE TIME TO BUILD! It is a hedge against inflation • Financing is easy • Interest rates are low • Material costs are low • Labor is plentiful!"

*When issued, applies only within Continental United States

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION
919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Please send complete information about Celotex Guaranteed Insulation.

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ____________________________
County: __________________________ State

CELOTEX SPURS BUILDING

Celotex national advertising now tells your clients: "NOW IS THE TIME TO BUILD! It is a hedge against inflation • Financing is easy • Interest rates are low • Material costs are low • Labor is plentiful!"

CELOTEX SPURS BUILDING

Celotex national advertising now tells your clients: "NOW IS THE TIME TO BUILD! It is a hedge against inflation • Financing is easy • Interest rates are low • Material costs are low • Labor is plentiful!"

CELOTEX BUILDING PRODUCTS

INSULATING SHEATHING, LATH, INTERIOR FINISHES
ASPHALT SHINGLES, SIDING, ROLL ROOFING
HARD BOARDS • ROCK WOOL BLANKETS, BATTs
GYPSUM PLASTERS, LATH, WALL BOARDS
Sales Distributors Throughout the World

W. C. Tackett, Inc., Builders, Chicago Herman Braun, Architect
All members of the building industry agree that it is to everyone's advantage to have buildings wired adequately. Of course, true adequate wiring means more than the proper installation of heavy wires and sufficient circuits and outlets. It also means the use of dependable, quality materials that will give good service indefinitely.

G-E HIGH-QUALITY MATERIALS
General Electric wiring materials are ideal to use for an adequate wiring system. G-E conduit, wire and cable, and wiring devices are all uniformly high in quality. Only the finest raw materials are used. Manufacturing is done according to rigid specifications. And the line is complete, which means that exactly the right materials for any wiring job are available.

THREE G-E MANUALS FREE
Three manuals have been prepared by General Electric offering suggestions for adequate wiring in factories, on farms, and in homes, and showing appropriate wiring materials. To obtain any one, or all three, of these manuals or to obtain further information on G-E Wiring Materials see the nearest G-E Merchandise Distributor or check and mail the coupon below.

General Electric Company
Section CDW-0719
Appliance and Merchandise Dept.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Sir: Please send me the material checked.
( ) Adequate Wiring for Industry
( ) Farm Wiring Handbook
( ) G-E Home Wiring Manual
( ) Wiring Material Information

Name ..........................................................................................................
Address ..................................................................................................
City. ...................................................................................................... State
This high school has had a number of electric current interruptions in the last year. Previously, at the time of the hurricane, the Exide Unit was in use for 18 hours."—From the report of an Exide Operating Engineer.

For adequate protection in a school, restaurant, theatre, store, and especially in a hospital—the emergency lighting unit must spring into action within a split second, functioning both instantaneously and automatically.

This is what an Exide Unit does. That it also has ample reserve power to continue giving protection for long periods is shown by many instances such as that mentioned here—in which an Exide Unit furnished a school with emergency light for 18 continuous hours.

The utility companies take every precaution, but cannot control the effects of storms, floods, fires, or street accidents. An Exide Unit is absolutely dependable—and requires no other attention than the addition of water a few times a year.

If you are working on a project that needs this protection, write or wire the nearest Exide Branch and an experienced Exide Field Engineer will call promptly to help with plans and specifications.

The Exide Emergency Lighting flashed on...

...and stayed on for 18 hours
EVERY detail of design, material, and construction in the new Bankers Life Company Home Office in Des Moines, Iowa was planned to produce a building which would be outstanding. That’s why you’ll find cork on the job throughout: Armstrong’s Corkboard insulates the walls and roof, and air conditioning ducts; Armstrong’s Cork Covering insulates cold lines.

Take a look at the engine room, for instance. Cold lines of the air conditioning and cooling system are thoroughly insulated with Armstrong’s Cork Covering... and here’s why: Cork is efficient, and it stays efficient. Not only does this Cork Covering prevent condensation and reduce operating costs when first installed, but it will also give the same good service for years.

This dependability is one of the chief reasons for the widespread use of Armstrong’s Corkboard and Cork Covering in air conditioning. Cork is highly moisture-resistant; it presents a lasting barrier to the passage of heat. Armstrong’s Cork Covering is strong and rigid, won’t sag away from lines, valves, and fittings. It comes accurately molded to fit standard sizes of pipes and fittings and in thicknesses to meet every temperature need. Write today for complete data, to Armstrong Cork Co., Building Materials Div., 922 Concord St., Lancaster, Pa.
ARCHITECTS who are familiar with public seating problems did not gain their knowledge in school. They learned about sight lines, floor slopes, maximum seating capacity and other such technicalities through long experience. Sometimes they learned the hard way—at the expense of costly mistakes.

Many of them, however, learned the easy way—by consulting specialists in this highly specialized field. They called upon the vast public seating experience of the American Seating Company.

Whereas most architects may deal with public seating problems only a few times in their careers, the American Seating Company deals with them every day in a wide variety of fields. As a result the widest and most specialized knowledge of public seating has been accumulated.

This great store of technical knowledge and experience in public seating is available to every interested architect without cost or obligation.

If you are planning a church, theatre, school, auditorium or any other building requiring seating, we invite you to consult us. We sincerely believe you will find our friendly cooperation extremely helpful.

American Seating Company

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Pioneers and pacemakers in theatre, auditorium, school, church, stadium and transportation seating

Branch Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities
For Every Man

... and his every sketch or drafting purpose there is a MICROTONIC VAN DYKE of ideal softness or hardness of lead. So accurately graded are the 18 degrees that through a year or a lifetime in architecture the most delicate touch can discern no difference between VAN DYKE leads of the same degree.

MICROTOMIC
VAN DYKE

THE EBERHARD FABER DRAWING PENCIL WITH THE MICROTONIC LEAD...18 DEGREES...AND 6 ALSO WITH CHISEL POINT LEADS
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HERE, THERE, THIS & THAT

SOME "FIRSTS" IN THIS ISSUE

Several innovations in Pencil Points editorial treatment may be noted in this issue by our readers. For the benefit of those who find a particular interest in departure from the customary, we wish to call attention to the Bibliography on Page 552. This was compiled by Alan Mather to provide a ready reference for the housing field—which also will serve those just now turning their attention to this subject as a "key" to the store of professional information already available.

A bibliography of this sort seems so practical that the Editors have arranged with Mr. Mather to continue his highly productive library-browsing. He is at work on a bibliography of publications relating to Airport Design (for inclusion in our October issue) and will follow that with other bibliographies closely related to the subjects of the succeeding issues.

We are also departing from custom this month in treatment of one of our best-established features—the Selected Details. For the first time, we are presenting an entire set from the office of one architect, Antonin Raymond, of New York. This portfolio presentation is also unusual in that typed captions and no’s (as used by Mr. Raymond) have been substituted for the usual lettering by our accomplished draftsman E. A. Bennett. It should be noted that the subjects are construction details originated by Mr. Raymond for execution by craftsmen of the Pennsylvania countryside where the examples illustrated have been built.

It would be unfair to omit mention here of that greatest “first” touched upon in this issue—the experimental and advanced Housing built during World War I. An appraisal of this successful pioneering effort is offered on Page 535 by Frederick Lee Ackerman, F.A.I.A., authority on Housing and Town Planning. It is interesting to recall that the results represented something of personal triumph for Mr. Ackerman, as well as a contribution to Housing practice. Following his World War I activities as Supervisor of Design, Emergency Fleet Corporation, he received a gold match box engraved with a tribute from “the Project Architects, who in the year of America’s participation in the great war, under his direction, designed towns for American ship builders, as a token of their appreciation of the breadth of his vision, the depth of his convictions, and the sweetness and unselfishness of his character — December 19, 1918.”

POTOMAC PATTER

If you’ve never been in your nation’s capital during August (our humid season), you are lucky! There is so much moisture content in the air that unless concrete forms are designed and constructed at shrinkage scale, the finished result will be inches short. Why even the beaver-board partitions in the Commerce Building have assumed bulges. (Slight exaggeration, perhaps, but this is the season for puffery.)

Dan C. Jensen, Maritime stylist, couldn’t understand why monuments should be going up at this time. From his window he can see the Straus Memorial foundation forms being erected directly opposite the Commerce Building — on government property. Logical to assume therefore that government funds were being expended. We explained: like the Mellon Art Gallery, it is being built with private funds—the government supplying the site. And again like the Mellon project, The Straus Memorial (in honor of Oscar Straus, the first Secretary of Commerce) was designed by the same office, John Russell Pope and Eggers & Higgins.

(Continued on page 20)

Inspiration for this drawing of a weathered Vermont silo was found by William G. Distin, Architect of Saranac Lake, New York, in a photographic portfolio of these simple Yankee structures, collected by Robert Imandt.
Turn old buildings into new...

WITH THIS WALL 2 INCHES THICK

Architectural Concrete Slabs provide an exterior facing with the structural strength of concrete and steel and the lasting beauty of crushed stone aggregates in an endless variety of colors, patterns and textures.

These thin slabs are quickly, easily and economically erected and anchored to old masonry. Only a bare two inches thick, they are applied frequently without ripping off old walls to keep within the building line. Their large sizes and varied shapes increase freedom of design and may eliminate up to 90% of joints. A single slab often is used to include window head above and window sill below, or to include window head and coping.

Architectural Concrete Slabs are precast, factory-made units of strongly reinforced concrete. They are large—up to 100 square feet or more—but only two inches thick. They are made with selected aggregates—quartz, marble, granite, ceramics, or vitreous enamel—exposed in a matrix of Atlas White portland cement. They make possible new and economical variations in colors, patterns and surface textures. Write for more information on this new, modern material for new as well as old buildings—for interior as well as exterior walls, or see SWEET'S CATALOG, Section 4. Universal Atlas Cement Co. (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), Dept. A3, Chrysler Building, New York City.

ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE SLABS
MADE WITH ATLAS WHITE CEMENT
The Ford Playhouse
AT THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR
A SYMPHONY IN GOLD, WALTER DORWIN TEAGUE, DESIGNER

The color scheme of the Ford Playhouse is as delightful and as unique as the multi-purpose theatre itself. First to catch the eye are two giant entrance pylons, and fourteen circular columns treated with Dutch Leaf Flexglass. U.S.G. acoustical blocks on the ceiling are gilded to blend with the golden tone of the glass columns. Gold-tufted satin walls above a wainscot of Pale Mahogany Flexwood, and Bigelow-Sanford carpeting in Ford Salon Red, complete a striking and luxurious ensemble. Adjoining the sitting area is a new kind of car Salon, with cars painted a pinkish beige to harmonize with the scheme. Other important Flexglass installations at The World's Fair are in The World of Fashion, The Chrysler Building, The Terrace Club and The Coty Building. Flexglass is real glass in 30 different colors and patterns in four types... opaque, flat mirror, rolled pattern mirror and metallics. Easily cemented to any hard, smooth surface... indoors or outdoors... Flexglass is exciting and exotic. Design and decorative possibilities are unlimited. Please write for sample and information.

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION, 103 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK
Manufacturers of flexwood
U.S. Patents - Re. 21313 and 21285 DESAGNAT Other patents pending. See our Catalog in SWEET'S.
Flexglass is manufactured and marketed jointly by The Mengel Co., Louisville, Ky., and the United States Plywood Corp., New York
There's a CRANE Heating System for EVERY House You Plan

LOW cost cottage or tycoon's mansion—modest bungalow or two-storied residence—no matter what type of house you design there is a Crane heating system exactly suited to that plan.

The Crane line of heating equipment includes boilers designed for coal—for oil—for gas—boiler burner units in various sizes—various capacities of furnaces for any fuel as well as stokers, oil burners, radiators, convector s, winter air conditioners, controls, water specialties, water heaters, valves and fittings.

Because of one source of supply, supervision is simplified when you mention "Heating by Crane" in your specifications.

Because every item carries the name Crane, your clients are assured of a completely unified system—all parts working together for greatest efficiency.

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES:
836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO

NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS, PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
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Word comes to us that Harry B. Carter, erstwhile consultant for Public Buildings, is now hack in his home town in Illinois and doing nicely. Good Luck, Harry.

Speaking of consultants, we understand that Public Buildings will soon be required to do some more slashing of the payroll and the only ones left (temporaries) are a couple of handfuls of architects and engineers, a few administrators, and four consultants. The last are Howard L. Cheney, Gilbert Stanley Underwood, William Dewey Foster, and Rudolph Stanley-Brown. P.B. is a quiet outfit these days and certainly more so in comparison to the activity of the present emergency defense building program carried on by the Construction Division of both the Quartermaster General's Office, War Department, and the Bureau of Yards and Docks, Navy Department.

Greenbelt, the pet dwelling project of the present Administration, is again in the limelight. Here is a project designed for a lower-income group of government employees and desirable to the extent of creating a waiting list. It was inevitable that those whose income increased beyond eligibility to remain would be reluctant to surrender their habitat with its clean living and modern conveniences so well provided by your Uncle Sam. And at such cheap rental! Naturally such a group of ineligibles developed and, being in that aforementioned state of unwillingness to depart from an established homestead, began to look about for ways and means of remaining—if not in the Federal dwellings, at least on the adjacent public land, undevelopment notwithstanding. This group, together with some outsiders, includes about forty interested families who are now taking steps to become an entity by incorporation for the purpose of leasing nearby government land upon which to build their own homes. (Don't rush, boys! Designer Bob Humphries, Silver Springs, Maryland, and Architect Alfred Kastner, D. C., were seen in the huddle.)

Of course, the land would have to be improved with the necessary utilities but information is that the generous W.P.A. would provide same if the cost of the houses is kept in the $3,500 class. It has been suggested that about $3,500 worth of decent house be built at this time, with provision made for future expansion. Some fun for the architects—even at six per cent!

Whether the action of this group has provided the solution to the Farm Security Administration's problem regarding the use of the acres around Greenbelt is a matter not revealed to us; but the fact remains that the FSA is now considering throwing the surrounding land open for lease (99 years) to private building enterprises. Of course, government standards must be maintained.

DESIGN LECTURES

Modern industrial design as related particularly to advertising, retail merchandising and industrial architecture will be covered in a new program, beginning in late September, in the New York University School of Architecture and Allied Arts, according to Dean F. Raymond Bossange. Ten of the outstanding industrial designers of the country will participate in a series of lectures.
Speed of erection, now more than ever, is an important requirement of modern buildings. Buildings must go up faster, yet have great strength and rigidity. The logical material for that specification is Stran-Steel, the low-cost, fire-safe building material being used by leading architects and builders everywhere.

Stran-Steel is a lightweight, nailable steel framework for houses, apartments, barracks, airplane hangars, etc. The nailing feature alone permits unusual time savings in attaching collateral materials such as lath, sheathing, etc., all of which may be nailed direct to the steel.

The Stran-Steel design, with all the facilities for shop fabrication and speedy field erection of the pre-fabricated wall panels by well-trained crews familiar with this work, appeals to the general contractor as a definite time saver, a vital element in the successful organization of the job—and the consequent savings in overhead.

Complete technical data and descriptive literature on this modern, high-speed building material is available on request. Write for it today.
Ethelinda Whittlesey, who has been working in the office of Barber & Shelton, Architects, of Knoxville, Tennessee, made this pencil drawing of the Tellico Plains Methodist Church, which was designed recently in that office.

AALTO AT M.I.T.

Alvar Aalto, distinguished Finnish architect who was chosen to direct reconstruction of his country following the Russian invasion, will join the faculty of the M.I.T. School of Architecture for the new academic year, Dean MacCornack has announced. After spending some time in Finland starting the program of reconstruction, Mr. Aalto will return in the late fall to serve as research professor in architecture.

His work will be a step toward solving basic problems in low-cost housing as well as a method of advancing a teaching technique, according to Dean MacCornack. The Bemis Foundation will cooperate in carrying out this research program.

BOSTON NOTES

Popular demand, and financial help from the ski industry, have revived the Get-Summer Club. Henry Murphy accepted the lead, with a palm leaf fan in one hand, a sponge in the other, and drafted Arthur Manaselian to the presidency-in-charge-of-vice. First act of the new board was to announce a public essay competition; subject: “Do you accept summer as a fundamental necessity?”

But August’s contribution, the blossoming Althaea (Hibiscus syriacus), somehow reminds us that the season and collar-wilt are on the run, that we may look forward to the happy whirl of the sered leaf and a coating of frost on somebody’s pumpkins.

It seems pitiful to us New Englanders when human feet, albeit attached to well-known legs, are implanted in soft cement to give a sidewalk personality. The feet we use for such business may be a little rudimentary in appearance and the legs were styled for service, but they’ve been recorded in stone for millions of years (ever since there was ooze in Massa-
Crisp, clean, bold strokes like these make virile drawings, but they test the mettle of your drawing pencil. Made under heavy pressure, such strokes call for a point with extra resistance to breakage. Just another reason why so many artists and architects are changing to Eagle TURQUOISE, the "Chemi-Sealed" pencil whose super bonded construction unites lead and wood so inseparably that the point stands up when you bear down. Rare waxes, impregnated to the very core of the lead, lubricate every particle of graphite for swifter, smoother work. And super-refined materials, extruded under sixty tons pressure, form close-textured, uniform leads that wear down slowly even in the softest grades. For brilliant big black areas, turn to TURQUOISE!

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE PENCIL OR LEAD in any grade, naming your supplier and this publication.

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, 703 East 13th Street, New York

You can now obtain TURQUOISE grading, smoothness and durability in the new TURQUOISE DRAWING LEADS . . . made in one diameter to fit all standard holders. Grades: 2B to 6H.
In short, dinosaur tracks from the Connecticut River Valley! The Nash Brothers of South Hadley, in this State, deal in just that item, with a side line of fossil fish and wood, and they have placed excerpts from the perambulations of our ancestors in more gardens, terraces, and rustic fireplaces than you could shake a stick at. Why not try a few among the stepping stones to your bombproof shelter?

The flight is on, and it gives us some concern. I've heard only one jobless man in recent weeks who is interested in possible chances for architectural employment, in the offices. Most of the boys are headed straight for the fringes, and purpose to stay there, so they say. Occasional “economic improvements” that occur in this readjustment help to make it a permanent desire or intention, because even if the adjusted one got homesick his wife would think of the old pay and have a bad attack of stomachic queasiness. Practical souls, these little women, when it comes to executives their private Departments of Ways and Means.

Only this afternoon an M.I.T. graduate of my own ostensibly mature vintage, and who has no dissatisfaction with his own lot, outlined a complete disillusionment relative to anything the organized profession will do to save itself. He contends it is fundamentally maladjusted to the times, and will be but a dim recollection long before the dulcet memories of Ann Corio recede into the mists of our gathering years. He sees two sorts of useful draftsmen, one of whom pursues even great talent behind the shelter of a firm and is unworlly enough merely to tighten his belt when he’s hungry; but the second won’t do that if he can help it. He rails at the profession’s tactical ineptitudes, its leisure class inertia in a fighting age; and gets out or gets the gravy if he can, in one of the mushrooming new departures of the building industry. There will always be building and a demand for draftsmen and it is a matter of social indifference to him whether he works for architect, engineer, or industrial concern.

Thursday, July 25, a well-attended meeting of the Architectural League of Boston was held in the cool recesses of the Boston Architectural Club. John T. Whitmore was unable to be present as speaker, but forwarded his material to a pinch-hitter. An open discussion which followed relieved general pressure and extended to the road ahead led to industry or the engineers. The architectural man as cog or monkey wrench in an engineering office received coverage, some declaring for the one and others for the useless latter. As these men were reporting from personal experience it was apparent that you could not generalize for the engineers any more than for the architects.

The bent of an office and the degree to which its organization had been stratified made space for an architectural man or listed him as a liability. Bela Sziklás outlined a proposed League seminar for intensive study of industrial construction and discovered plenty of customers. Altogether you got the impression that ten years hence, if our natural progress is unimpeded by foreign substances you may look for these changes in the New England draftsman—

(a) Disappearance of the broad “a.”
(b) Ether supersedes eyether.

(Continued on page 26)
There was a time, thirty-three years ago, when Medusa White, the original white Portland cement, had few uses. But today its applications are limited only by the architect's creative ability. Every day terrazzo floors of marvelous beauty are being fashioned with Medusa White. Public, industrial and store buildings are being transformed and modernized with plant mixed Medusa White stucco. Cast stone of Medusa White trims handsome brick and stone structures. Wainscoting, stair treads and columns are constructed with the aid of this non-staining White Portland Cement. Architects are calling for Medusa White for pre-cast concrete slabs. These are but a few of many applications.

This original White Portland Cement can be used white or tinted and can be given a wide variety of surface treatments to harmonize with other building materials and to meet every design requirement. If you seek greater charm and individuality in your work, send in the coupon below and let us send you information on Medusa White Portland Cement, Plain and Waterproofed, that will help you attain those ends.
We are indebted to A. D. Taylor, President of the American Society of Landscape Architects, for bringing to our attention the notable activities of the "Cleveland Professional Committee on Construction Preparedness," sponsored by the Cleveland Chapter of the A.S.L.A., A.I.A. and the A.S.C.E. Through monthly circulars the Committee is informing members of the various professional societies of developments in the National Defense Program. The following excerpts from the latest circular of the Committee, containing information to August 1 from the Federal agencies concerned, indicate the value of the Preparedness Committee's work.

The Defense Program is now becoming crystallized, to the extent that the Advisory Board (working with the Construction Division of the Quartermaster General's office), and the Bureau of Yards and Docks, have awarded negotiated contracts on a "cost-plus-fee basis" to contractors, engineers, and architects having organizations and professional experience qualifying them to proceed without delay on a number of large projects. These men, who have had applications filed with the Bureau of Yards and Docks in the Navy Department and with the Construction Division of the Quartermaster General's office, have been approved by the Advisory Committees in these respective agencies. Others who desire similar contracts as general contractors, engineers, architects, and landscape architects, are making their qualifications available in specific communications to the Quartermaster General's office in the Army, and to the Bureau of Yards and Docks in the Navy. (See Item 15 in Circular No. 1, of July 20, 1940.)*

In the immediate future, if this program of defense preparation increases, it is hoped that information will be available as to the specific sources of employment and the method of procedure to adopt, for those who wish to procure positions upon a salary basis in some of the government agencies, to provide technical planning and supervisory service. The effort in the government agencies (especially the War and the Navy Departments) at the present time is for the employment of offices who undertake construction and planning programs on a large scale. The opportunities for salaried employment, therefore, are through those offices who procure contracts on a fee basis, to provide technical services on a large scale.

2. Work on barracks; cantonments; army and navy bases; new industrial plants; air fields for the army and navy; civilian airports; highways; and housing for low rent occupancy, for skilled labor and personnel of the army and navy posts is rapidly getting under way.

*Circular No. 1, Item 15: Following instructions have been issued by the office of the Quartermaster General, War Department, as to information required from architects and consulting engineers desiring consideration in designing Army construction projects:—

"Submit a letter to the Quartermaster General, Washington, D. C., requesting consideration in case design contracts for various projects are awarded to civilian architects or consulting engineers on a fee basis; letter to contain the following information:

1. Full experience record indicating clients by name, location of project, type of project, and money value.

2. Organization available with particular view to rapid completion of plans and specifications.

3. List of projects designed for Federal agencies."

3. Information concerning the specific projects for which funds are allocated by the National Defense Council, by other agencies operating under the direction of the Defense Council, is available in the releases which from day to day or at intervals are sent out from the National Defense Council, the Quartermaster General's office, the Bureau of Yards and Docks, the Works Progress Administration, and the United States Housing Authority... Releases containing this information seem to be procurable as follows:

National Defense Council by writing direct to the National Defense Council, attention of the office of Mr. Horton, Federal Reserve Building, Washington, D. C.

Army projects—no list available to date for general releases. Specific releases sent as requested, through Construction Division (Major Grogan, Room 2012) Quartermaster General's Office, Munitions Building.

Navy projects—no general list available to date. Releases sent upon specific request to the Bureau of Yards and Docks (Room 2075, Commander Berry) Navy Building, Washington, D. C.

United States Housing Authority—on request, name may be placed on list to receive releases as and when issued covering housing projects for which funds are allocated.

Civilian air fields—specific information probably available through state offices of Works Progress Administration through whose funds the major part of this improvement will be accomplished.

(Continued on page 30)
The photograph above shows a cylinder of Brixment mortar (left) and a cylinder of mortar made with portland cement and lime (right). Both specimens were made at the same time, and subjected to exactly the same treatment. After curing for 30 days, 1/4" of water was put into the tray and the cylinders were alternately frozen and thawed 15 times. Note in photo 2 that the Brixment mortar remains intact, whereas the other mortar has crumbled badly. This simple test can be made in any ice-manufacturing plant, or in the freezing unit of a domestic mechanical refrigerator.

BRIXMENT Mortar is More DURABLE!

FOR permanent strength and beauty, mortar must be durable—must be able to withstand the alternate freezing and thawing to which it is subjected many times each winter.

Brixment mortar is more durable. This greater durability is due partly to the strength and soundness of Brixment mortar, and partly to the fact that Brixment is waterproofed during manufacture. This waterproofing helps prevent excessive moisture from entering the hardened mortar—hence helps prevent scaling and spalling when the Brixment mortar is frozen.

Walls built with Brixment mortar therefore retain their original strength and appearance. Even in parapet walls and chimneys, where exposure is particularly severe, Brixment mortar will never require re-pointing.

BRIXMENT For Mortar and Stucco
6. It continues to be the attitude of the officials in the War and Navy Departments that projects will be awarded to the outstanding engineering construction firms who in turn will employ the necessary professional technical abilities, and they will be reimbursed for the moneys expended for these technical services, as a part of the cost of the work on which the contractor's fee will be based . . . In most cases, direct contracts between the government and the professional technical men will be executed, in which procedure the government agency will select: (a) Architects and/or Engineers; (b) General Contractor; (c) Heating Contractor; (d) Plumbing Contractor; (e) Electrical Contractor; etc. This group of individuals will be asked to form a corporation for rendering service on specific projects on a cost-plus-fixed-fee basis . . . It seems that the Navy Department will make separate contracts with engineers, architects and other professional technical men when they find it necessary to employ civilian technical assistance . . .

7. Engineers, architects and landscape architects will be employed directly on the government payrolls on a salary basis, in connection with the projects now under consideration . . .

8. Defense Housing Program. Mr. C. F. Palmer, with offices in the new Lafayette Building (corner of Vermont and H Streets) has been appointed Coordinator for Defense Housing, working under the direction of the National Defense Advisory Commission, of which Mr. Knudsen is Chairman . . . There will undoubtedly be a large amount of defense housing, a great part of which it is proposed to construct under the United States Housing Authority through the local housing authorities. While the United States Housing Authority is concerned with low rent housing, it is entirely probable that through Executive order or otherwise, housing to care for the needs of skilled labor and other labor requiring housing not in the low rent class, will also be done by special arrangement . . . It is reported that a committee on defense housing has been created in the United States Housing Authority . . .

Applications from those who require additional housing because of expansion or new developments in the defense program will be made through the local housing authorities or direct through the National Defense Advisory Commission in Washington.

It is quite possible that in the more permanent locations, some of this housing for the higher income groups will be financed by private capital in cooperation with the Federal Housing Administration.

9. Under the direction of the National Resources Committee located in the State Department Building in Washington, a comprehensive "Roster of Professional and Technical Ability" is now being compiled.

10. A very extensive program of work is in progress in the Civil Aeronautics Authority, which under the Emergency Relief Act of 1941, has been granted $25,000,000 to supplement the sponsor's contribution on W.P.A. projects which may be approved . . . It is estimated that $450,000,000 or more could be expended to excellent advantage in order to create the desired and proper national system of airports.

11. Through the office of "Government Reports" (1405 G. Street, N.W., Room 500, Washington, D. C.) a revised edition under date of July 1940 is being published of the United States Government Manual which provides up-to-date information on the functions and personnel of all government agencies, including the new defense agencies. It can be purchased through the United States Government Printing Office (price $1.25) and is a valuable reference book for those professional men who wish to be fully informed on government procedures and organization under these conditions.

Through the office of "Government Reports" one may also procure a sheet entitled "The Principal Federal Agencies which are concerned with Housing." This sheet contains information assembled by the Central Housing Committee, and there is no indication on the sheet that any charge is made for this sheet.

Was the Parthenon a WPA job? LOUIS F. WAILLANT of Brooklyn, New York, appealed to us to refute a newspaper statement to that effect, but EDWARD MOULTHROP of the Princeton Graduate College did some research at our request and reports:

The statement of course is true, but: made startling by singling out the Parthenon as the relief measure; actually this building was but a part of a larger program.

The background for the actual program was the growing democratic nature of the Government at Athens, and then, Pericles' ideal of the rule of the people and the reduction of the influence of great families. Two of the four what would now be called planks on his platform were: payment of citizens for service to the State, particularly payment of jurors in law courts; and the outlay of public funds on the adornment and improvement of the city. The first of these was quite an innovation, for the idea of soldiers, sailors, and judges paid by the State was then unthinkable. Under Pericles, almost one-quarter of the population were "officials" engaged in public service, which shows to what extent it was a Social State.

As for the actual unemployment relief program, there is only a little definite information that I can find: in Pericles' defense of his use of moneys from the Delian League, he says, " . . . It is but right that the city, once it is properly equipped to prosecute a war, should use the superfluity to construct such works as will bring to her eternal glory. Those works while in the process of construction will put that superfluity of money into circulation by using it for general employment . . . ."

Then Plutarch speaks of Pericles inventing enterprises such as festivals, processions, seamanship training cruises to "rid the city of a crowd of lazy-bodies"; and his anxiety that the "undisciplined mob" of laborers get their share of funds not by going on dole, but by being given work. Therefore he boldly suggested great projects that would give all-around employment for long periods and to all the various trades. (The Acropolis development was one.)

This expenditure program, however, was the cause of many vicious attacks on his policy, most of which were based on its non-conformity with the purposes of the Delian League treasury, from which source the money was mainly derived. Also, Pericles was accused of using this program as a means of winning popular favor; as it "strengthened his hold on the proletariat." (Pericles' office was one attained by popular election of a sort, an election which he won for fifteen consecutive terms.)

(Continued on page 32)
Pella

OFFERS ONLY

COMPLETE WINDOWS WITH

WOOD-LINED STEEL FRAMES

WOOD for beauty — STEEL for strength. That's how Pella CASEMENTS are made! Frames are of 16-gauge rustproof, galvannealed (zinc impregnated) steel with all joints welded — and, full jamb width (5 5/8”). Lining is clear white pine (other woods if desired). Sash is genuine white pine, toxic treated.

Pella Alone Offers all these Other Features

ROLSCREENS built in to preserve the beauty of clear, sparkling glass. Always in place — no putting up — no taking down. 10 YEAR GUARANTEE.

PAINT CAN'T CLOG the special tempered Alumiseal Weatherstripping on Pella CASEMENTS. Adjustable, compression type. Exclusive Pella design.

DUAL GLAZING consists of a removable, single panel of Libbey-Owens DSA glass, set in a rubber-lined steel rust-proofed frame. Practically invisible. Pella meets all modern heating and air conditioning requirements.

SAVE ON WALL COST due to Pella's over-all dimensions being 20% over-size.

"Collection of Pella Window Ideas" SENT FREE
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CRITICAL YOUTH WIELDS THE FLAIL

Editor's Note — Since the March issue, we have devoted at least two pages of each "Threshing Floor" to letters contributed by undergraduates in the various Schools and Departments of Architecture. This informal symposium of opinions freely expressed seems to the Editors such a stimulating forecast of the professional thought of Tomorrow that we propose to continue the inclusion of letters from those who are now equipping themselves to become members of the profession.

Just as we have sought to give full consideration to professional contributions from even the smallest minorities among those in practice, we have reason to believe that the critical opinions of these who will succeed to professional responsibilities should be heard and carefully weighed. It is these who will be the practicing architects of America within a very few years. What will be their approach to practice? What trends can we expect? We depend on the fledgling leaders to tell us in these columns.

AN INVITATION

September suggests to many of us the beginning of a new academic year. Of immediate concern, it is the hope of those who have made this column possible, that this particular issue of Pencil Points will serve to remind the Student Readers that it welcomes their thoughts and expressions about Architecture. The mere fact that he is still pursuing his training, gives the Student a license to dream, dare, and contest—although later he may hesitate to "speak up" because of his practice or his professional attitudes.

Therefore, why not rummage now in your thoughts and feelings about Architecture, and stimulate your own and others' interest in reaching intelligent conclusions. Accept the challenge this column makes to you to speak your mind and show a spirit of adventure and inquisitiveness in your profession, without fear of starting an argument or drawing criticism of your contemporaries or elders. p. p.

DECLARATION OF INTENTIONS

It is my firm conviction that in order to make definite forward progress in any endeavor one must know where he is going, he must have an ultimate goal toward which he is striving. Otherwise he is likely to drift aimlessly, realize the utter hopelessness of his effort and become thoroughly discouraged. As I am an aspirant to the architectural profession, I have for some time been searching for that standard of perfection in architecture toward which I might direct my efforts. In my limited experience, the idea I have heard expressed have all been in general terms, put forward in an evasive manner, with apparently the idea in mind of reserving the privilege of admiring any building which one might choose, even if it be designed and built in absolute contradiction to stated principles.

Despite the too-frequent atrocities of the so-called "modernists" I find myself in sympathy with their pioneering efforts. Too long have they been accused of lowering the artistic standards of the profession. Yet I have not seen or heard a satisfactory answer to the challenge, and there obviously must be one.

It is this confused state of mind which has prompted me to probe into the matter for myself, to dispel my own misgivings. I have emerged from my sincere though perhaps unscientific investigation with a feeling of reassurance, and I believe that my thoughts will be of interest to those who have also engaged in mental combat with this problem.

Before setting down my conclusions, I shall explain my procedure and the line of reasoning on several of the more pertinent questions with which I was confronted. First, I surveyed the history of architectural thought, collected the many theories that appeared, and grouped them for the purpose of observation and discussion. Each of these either has been or is a firm conviction of some great architectural thinker. However, some were in direct contradiction to one another and others were at least inconsistent, so the next step was to consider each carefully and determine which promised to serve best as a dependable criterion.

The question of beauty has received more than its share of attention in the history of architecture. Bitter controversies have arisen concerning just what determines beauty in architecture. The elements of ornament, fair form, function, and proportion have each been proclaimed as being the only true source of architectural beauty. Even proponents of these were divided among themselves. Some advocates of good proportions, for example, believed in a numerical basis, some in one of many systems of geometric proportioning, while still others preferred to depend on modules based on musical intervals, or observations from nature. In spite of the elaborate investigations and apparent proofs by many respected architectural thinkers I am convinced that an architect should not encumber his building with fixed rules. Neither should style be the determining factor in design. Function, construction, and freedom of expression are at once endangered by either approach.

Ornament has likewise been the subject for widespread dispute among architectural thinkers. Modern architects are forsaking ornament and it is used very sparingly or not at all. There is a growing belief that it should be a spontaneous expression of the people who create it and live with it; otherwise it is bound to harm the building it is meant to enhance. We have certainly not exhausted the possibilities of our new materials and when they are better understood they will be used in such a manner as to impart a quality and texture to our buildings, relieving them of their barren coldness caused by the lack of ornament.

This detailed process of elimination and combination of the original list of theories finally resulted in the following standard of values, which I (Continued on page 34)
WHAT IS Your Part in the Defense Program?

If the plant is to run smoothly and without interruption, power and light distribution must be as perfect as it is humanly possible to make it. The electrical system is vital to continuous operation. Check it in detail—so that emergency may not find it with fatal weaknesses.

Efficient and dependable busducts—switchboards—panelboards—safety switches—and other electrical equipment for power and light distribution should be installed. These should be of ample capacity and of thoroughly reliable make!

Nearly fifty years of conscientious development and production place © Products in a strong position to meet these important requirements. They combine moderate first cost with low up-keep—and they are made better than necessary. . . . In new and modernized plants, these © Products will serve faithfully and well:

- Power and Light Distribution Panelboards (Standard and Column Types)
- Klampswitchfuz Narrow Distribution Panelboards (for floor and wall mounting)
- Feeder Busducts
- Plugin Busducts
- Shutlbrak Safety Switches
- and many others.

Will the © Column Type Panelboard fill your requirements better than the Standard Type?

The © Industrial Column Type Panelboard, with suitable cabinet, is designed to be mounted between the flanges of 8", 9" or 10" H Columns. It may also be used to advantage in any other location where the available space will not accommodate a standard width Panelboard.

These Panelboards are furnished for either single-phase, 3-wire, 115/230 volt solid neutral service, or for 3-phase, 4-wire, 120/208 volt solid neutral service—and are obtainable with 4 to 40 single-pole branch circuits.

Let Our Sales-Engineers Help You

Their long experience is at your service—without obligation, of course . . . And write for New Catalog No. 56 and Bulletin No. 60 . . . Frank Adam Electric Company, St. Louis, Mo.
have tried to make all-inclusive, yet specific enough to be of practical value.

Function—
(a) careful consideration and conscientious solution of specific needs and problems;
(b) climate and locality;
(c) orientation;
(d) social and economic concept.

Construction—
(a) should result simply from the function;
(b) suitable and frank use of materials;
(c) good construction details;
(d) good craftsmanship.

Beauty—
(a) arises from fair form, dictated by function and construction;
(b) proportions determined by architect, studied in perspective;
(c) carefully studied details, not copied;
(d) style has no place in architecture;
(e) ornament should be spontaneous, otherwise avoided;

As I have previously expressed my approval of modernism, the thought may occur to the reader that I have deliberately set out to defend modern architecture. However, I approached the problem with an open mind and employed only common sense logic, to the best of my ability, for each decision. As a matter of fact, the present century seems to offer few new architectural theories, although it does represent a more fervent belief in the principles of truthful expression of form, function and materials. Most of the surviving theories made their appearance long before 1900. In fact, the very basis of the entire standard of values—the three main divisions of architecture into function, construction and beauty—was expounded by Vitruvius as early as the time of Augustus. The newest thought that appears is that of the social and economic concept of architecture. That is, that the architect is not only reflecting his society, but is also important in shaping it.

The primary consideration is the complete inter-dependence of the three essential elements of function, construction and beauty. The early architects put too much emphasis on a conscious search for beauty, out of proportion with their consideration of the other two elements. It is equally dangerous to over-stress either function or construction. We must humanize our architecture if we are to make it livable.

My conclusions are admittedly guided by personal opinion and as each of the items is in itself a subject for lengthy debate I am well aware of my own audacity in attempting to arrive at definite conclusions on each, especially as I am equipped with such a meager supply of knowledge and experience. I do not profess to have found what exemplifies the ultimate in architecture, but have simply examined all of the existing theories of architecture known to me, preserved only what seemed to be unfailing principles and organized them to facilitate their use. The result is a standard of values which for myself is sufficiently ideal to serve as an ultimate goal, and I humbly submit these conclusions for comment and criticism.

NORRIS M. GADDIS
Columbia University
Here's the PERIOD FLOOR
Your Clients Can Afford

- No longer need you compromise on a strip floor in a home of period design. With Haskelite Compound Lumber Flooring, you can give your clients the charm and appeal of authentic plank floors at an installed cost far less than that of any other quality random width plank floor.

This low cost is accompanied by many outstanding advantages: You can lay Haskelite plank or blocks in mastic directly over concrete, or blind-nail into wood subfloors. Both wood block and plank are practically inert... no danger of warping... no perceptible shrinkage or expansion in the face of varying humidities... a penetrating finish resists wear and greatly simplifies maintenance. All flooring backed by a two-year guarantee.

Haskelite Plank is available in beautifully grained selected hard elm, in 5\(\frac{5}{8}\) and 8\(\frac{3}{8}\) inch random widths and 6 and 8 foot lengths, with or without plug inserts. It is regularly delivered factory sanded and finished in medium or dark.

Haskelite is also obtainable in 8\(\frac{1}{8}\) by 8\(\frac{1}{8}\) inch blocks.

For further details, consult Sweets, Sec. 11, Catalog No. 76. Free samples, technical data, etc., may be had by writing:

HASKELITE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
Dept. P-9, Flooring Division - 208 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

Because of its practical inertness to moisture, Haskelite may be specified with complete confidence for basement game rooms, and other floors in contact with or below the grade, as well as bedrooms, living rooms, etc.

HASKELITE Compound Lumber FLOORING
Note the great difference in appearance between the two sections of pipe illustrated above. The STREAMLINE Copper Pipe (right-hand illustration) is much neater and compact in appearance. It actually appears smaller in diameter but the STREAMLINE Copper Pipe has as great, or greater internal flow capacity than the threaded pipe.

Piping systems connected by threaded fittings are weakest at the joint because the metal is cut away to fabricate the thread. This is a potential point for future breakage and leaks.

In contrast to this copper pipe connected with STREAMLINE Fittings is actually strongest at the joint and is so constructed that its internal diameter is uniform and smooth—much less chance for clogging and pressure loss.

Copper has long been recognized as the most durable of metals for piping purposes. There are authentic cases on record where it has lasted for hundreds of years and, with the exception of a slight tarnish, just as serviceable as when first installed.

Although copper is not a cure-all for all water conditions—and there are certain sections in the country where its use is not recommended—it does fill the requirements for an all-purpose piping in the great majority of cases, and in most instances is a far superior piping to install.

An efficient—and lastingly efficient plumbing or heating piping system is one of the most vitally important factors in any home, or in any building where a conducting system is required. It is the actual nerve center upon which the very livability of the dwelling depends—and this becomes more and more apparent after some years of service.

STREAMLINE Copper Pipe connected with STREAMLINE Fittings assures a piping installation that incorporates tremendous resistance to rust, clogging and vibration. More than that, its cost is little, if any higher than materials that corrode and leak after a few years of service.

STREAMLINE Copper Pipe conducts hot water quicker with less heat loss than ferrous piping. It requires less room to install, has no threaded joints to leak and is the best possible insurance against plumbing repair bills. Like all good things, STREAMLINE has many imitations but no equals. Specify genuine STREAMLINE. Insist upon its being used.
If it isn't plate glass and it isn't window glass...  

WHAT IS IT?

You can't call this new Lustraglass a window glass because that "distorting waviness" which is characteristic of all window glass has been almost entirely removed. On the other hand, Lustraglass does sell at window glass prices. Look at a sample. See its beautiful jewel-like luster and "whiteness of metal." Notice its freedom from that greenish cast common to all other glass used for regular glazing. Remember that it transmits ultra-violet rays of sunlight and demonstrates amazing tensile strength. Compare these definite advantages of this improved Lustraglass with those of any glass at any price and give us your own opinion of how we should classify it.

AMERICAN WINDOW GLASS CO.  
PITTSBURGH, PA.

THE SHADOWGRAPH TELLS THE STORY  
by amplifying distortion and defects 20 times

(1) This is high quality cylinder drawn window glass. The bent and twisted lines shown by the shadowgraph testing device indicate the presence of considerable distortion. This glass became obsolete in 1928.

(2) Here is what most manufacturers offer today as top quality window glass . . . Made by the sheet drawn process, it shows a characteristic distortion in the waviness of the black lines.

(3) Now look at this "shadowgraphed" sample of the new Lustraglass. Obviously an important improvement. The lines are straight, showing relatively perfect vision—freedom from distortion.

Write for the new Windowgraph Slide Rule Chart and a sample of the new Lustraglass. Examine both—then tell us what you think.
The lady, too, is
ARCHITECTURAL
CONCRETE

Concrete is adaptable to practically any shape or form, making it the ideal medium of design. The new Lansing Waterworks, for example, was designed in concrete; walls, frame, floors and detail including sculptured figure were formed as one economical, firesafe unit.

Concrete offers not only new beauty but economy of first cost and maintenance for your new factory, office, store or public building. Helpful manual, "Forms for Architectural Concrete" or other literature on request. See Sweet's 4/48.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. 9-25, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill.

A national organization to improve and extend the use of concrete...through scientific research and engineering field work.

* Lansing, Mich., Waterworks. The 32-ft. sculptured figure was formed against a plaster waste mold. Designed by Board of Water Supply and Electric Light Commissioners, Claude Erickson, engineer; Black & Black, consulting architects; Alvord, Burdick & Howson, Chicago, consulting engineers.
Whatever your heating or air conditioning problem may be ... General Electric's complete lines will solve it for you!

G-E Oil Furnaces (for steam, hot water or vapor), compact, high heat transfer rate and low water content offer quick steaming ... unusually economical in operation. Year 'round domestic hot water coil optional.

G-E Oil Winter Air Conditioners circulate warm, clean, moistened air from one compact unit. Highly efficient in operation. Adding a single switch offers the advantages of air circulation in summer. Cooling equipment can be added at any time desired.

G-E Unit Air Conditioners for low-cost air conditioning in shops, restaurants, offices, etc. Available in a complete range of sizes. Low in cost. Easily installed, little or no duct work needed.

There is a G-E Water Cooler for every commercial and industrial need. G-E Condensing Units are available in a wide range of beverage coolers, food display cases, storage refrigerators, ice cube makers, walk-in refrigerators and locker storage plants.

"Shucks! If we had one of them new-fangled G-E gas furnaces, Maw wouldn't have to git up all winter t'keep a fire burnin'."

Have you seen this new G-E line of gas furnaces?

You owe it to yourself and to your clients to look into these new General Electric gas furnaces for steam, hot water, vapor and warm air before specifying your next gas job. Clean, efficient, entirely automatic, they are the last word for carefree heating comfort! See, especially, the new Gas Winter Air Conditioner which gives the double benefits of automatic warm air heat plus winter air conditioning! Send for literature.

For full details on the G-E complete line, see Sweed's Catalog or write to

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Div. 199-550, Bloomfield, N. J.

HEATING ... AIR CONDITIONING ... COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION
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The creative architect seeks to free his work from the stigma of the "ordinary" or the "commonplace". The struggle between "adherence to basic fundamentals of established architectural types" and "permissible departures from orthodox treatments" is a never-ending conflict.

These are times when Truscon Residence Steel Casements and Casement Doors give the creative architect a freedom of expression unsurpassed by any other building products.

Almost limitless are the possible and practical window and door arrangements afforded by the 600 standard types and sizes of Truscon Residence Casements and Casement Doors.

Aside from their wide design possibilities, every modern advantage of enduring construction and easy operation are incorporated. In Truscon's 80-page catalog in "Sweet's" you will find complete information. Or, if you wish, we will gladly send you a specially prepared 32-page catalog featuring Truscon Residence Casements and Casement Doors.
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HOW CAN I BE USEFUL?

A GUEST EDITORIAL

Today, in the midst of one of the gravest of world crises, one need not be a master of military tactics to acknowledge the fact that experts and, more especially, organizations of experts are winning this war; and that lack of experts is losing it.

What are we in the United States going to do about our experts, our specialists? Already much has been published about undertaking surveys of resources and of needs. This must be done. One must begin at the beginning; find out what is on hand; estimate what goal is to be reached; and from this knowledge determine those steps which must be taken now in order to develop, increase, and transform what there is into what there must be.

My own field is a special one. I am part of that huge and vague thing called “Building Industry.” As such I am asking myself: “How can I be useful, how can I do my share?” How can we, experts in that particular field of building—architects, engineers, builders—serve?

Many of my friends are asking: “What are we in the United States going to do about construction? What about architecture?” Buildings are needed. Obviously all kinds of buildings: plants, shops, factories, garages, hospitals, barracks, administration buildings, airports, workers’ houses, and shelters.

What are we in the United States going to do about these? Where are our experts? Are we going to seek their advice? Are we going to ask them to pool their knowledge and to organize? Already much has been published about the billions which we are willing to spend. How will we spend them? What value will we receive for these large expenditures on construction — temporary value or lasting, real value?

Again I must emphasize, expenditures for mass production of engines, of guns, of planes, are not things about which these experts — architects, engineers, builders — could advise us, but they could on construction, on buildings. Should we not have asked them to organize by now in self-reliant units, in order to have them ready to carry out work when the emergency comes?

Let us be frank. In many places—official and political circles, War and Navy circles, in the mind of a large part of the public— the functions and the services of architects are not understood. Many people still hold to a Nineteenth Century notion. They still think that one shouldn’t bother calling an architect in unless it’s a matter of looks, of decoration; unless it’s a building of marble and granite. And now they say that since we need useful structures, purely temporary, we really can’t afford to have architects.

I say we can’t afford not to enlist all of our experts. We can’t afford not to insure that in each field, in each area, the right people be put to do the right job.

As a matter of fact, some architects have not waited until 1940 to re-discover and re-state what their true functions, their real services are. During the last twenty years, these men have perfected a technique — a method which is ready now to serve their fellow men intelligently and economically. That method is modern architecture.

Just as in 1939, it became quite clear and certain that the technique which had won the War of 1914-1918 would not be the technique which would win the present war; so it is becoming increasingly clear that only sheer folly or stupidity would suggest that we continue thinking and building today in terms of the Nineteenth Century.

WILLIAM LESCAZE
The Architect's Place in the Preparedness Program

II - HOUSING
TYPICAL UNITS OF UNITED STATES HOUSING CORPORATION DEVELOPMENT (1918-19) AT BATH, MAINE, AS RECENTLY PHOTOGRAPHED BY KENNETH REID. PARKER, THOMAS, & RICE, OF BOSTON, ARCHITECTS
AN APPRAISAL
OF WAR HOUSING

BY FREDERICK LEE ACKERMAN

A quarter century has passed since we launched a far-flung industrial effort to make the world safe for Democracy. We are now about to engage in another effort of staggering proportions, with aims phrased in much the same terms. Although the Great War of a quarter century ago was waged in the interests of Democracy, it is now plain that the terms of its settlement were such as to deny the aims under which it was fought. The purpose of this note is to deal primarily with one of the by-products of the first great industrial effort—with Housing, which was thrust out of the debased position it occupied as one of the channels through which brazen exploitation of land, light, and air was carried on openly and without censure, except on the part of a few reformers.

Before we actually entered World War I, not only munition plants and shipbuilding yards but a long list of industrial plants had been expanded and new ones built to fill the orders which came in a continuous stream from the European nations, later to become our allies. With few exceptions, this work of expansion had been made without forethought as to the imperative need of supplying some kind of shelter for those who were to provide the man power and skills. It was obvious that the launching of ships needed deep harbors, but from the record we know that it was then assumed that the workmen required to build and launch ships could get on somehow without additional provision for shelter. This is not to distort the point of view which gave rise to many months of delay before the exigencies of the case forced the Federal Government to abandon its attempt to load the full responsibility of supplying shelter for workers upon the owners of munition plants and shipyards, or upon the local communities within which this rapid industrial expansion was taking place. It should be recalled that Government or Municipal Housing was, at that time, an alien idea of revolutionary character—to be resisted as in the case of an alien enemy. Not until well into 1918 was it possible for members of Congress and Administration officials to summon sufficient courage to assume, by the appropriation of funds, the responsibility of housing workers upon whom, in a very large number of cases, depended the production of munitions and ships.

Looking back on that long period of delay it seems as if the debate sought to determine the relative consequences— the danger of losing the war against the danger of introducing Housing as a Governmental function, even though the aim was adequate preparation for a war which was to end war and save Democracy. Looking back now on that highly-prejudiced debate, a major question is raised whether we then had any very clear idea of what we were really trying to say, and what we were really trying to do.

Limited space does not permit going into the details of that first effort which was carried on under two Governmental agencies: The United States Housing Corporation, created to provide shelter for workers in new and
expanded munition plants; and the Housing Division of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, whose function was to provide shelter for workers engaged in an enormously expanded program of ship building. To one who is familiar with the time schedules covering the production of housing projects today, the contrast is startling. The bulk of the work done by one of these agencies, which was not organized until the early months of 1918, was launched and completed within a twelve months' period. The urgency was such that in this case there was no time to manufacture enough red tape to entangle those engaged in the work; and there being no source from which to draw facts and data, there was nothing to do but to make use of a very limited experience and such criteria as could be drawn up from the ever-flowing wells of common sense.

The War Housing projects produced by these two agencies are in use today and one may now appraise them under the test of a quarter-century of unprecedented social and economic change. It is not for those who were responsible for those projects to pass judgment upon their adequacy and how they have stood the test, but it may be said that the way in which they have stood up generally, has exceeded the expectations of those who engaged in the hectic work of design and construction.

Whatever may be said in favor of or against the character and quality of our first venture in Governmental Housing, the responsibility, with minor qualifications, rests directly upon the technicians involved in the case—architects, engineers, and builders who had been called in, for the first time in our history, to guide and direct a piece of work of this kind. Technical men could be drawn into service by social forces which operated much the same as an official draft, for a dollar a year or for very low salaries or fixed fees—such was the emotional environment at a time when there was little else for them to do. Under such circumstances, it was, perhaps, logical that the work should fall into the hands of the more competent; and it should be recalled that there was not
TWENTY YEARS HAVE MUCH IMPROVED THE APPEARANCE OF "ATLANTIC HEIGHTS" AT PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE, WITHOUT ALTERING THE SCENE BEYOND RECOGNITION AS THESE PHOTOGRAPHS SHOW. THE OLD PICTURE ABOVE INCLUDES THE SAME TYPE OF HOUSES SHOWN IN THE RECENT PHOTOGRAPH.
Looking at the photograph above made recently at "Atlantic Heights" it is difficult to realize that the buildings were as bleak in 1918 as the little picture below indicates.
THE LARGER UNITS (6 DWELLINGS) OF THE “ATLANTIC HEIGHTS” DEVELOPMENT WERE HANDLED BY KILHAM & HOPKINS IN THE MANNER SHOWN IN THE UPPER PHOTOGRAPH—INTERESTING TO COMPARE WITH THE SAME SIZE BUILDING DESIGNED AT THE SAME TIME FOR “YORKSHIP VILLAGE,” CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY, BY ELECTUS D. LITCHFIELD, NEW YORK ARCHITECT, ALSO FOR EMERGENCY FLEET CORPORATION
when all costs were included, did not add too much in view of the certainty that a serious shortage of houses would follow in the wake of war. And so, durable rather than temporary structures came to characterize the work of the two Federal agencies. These few items of history have been recalled, since World War I seems a remote page of history to those who are confronted with the present situation.

When one mentions this first Federal venture in housing in the presence of those who have been engaged upon New Deal programs, it is not unusual to hear the first effort referred to disparagingly. While a very few notable, moderate rental, housing projects were launched as limited-dividend-private-enterprises during the 1920's, it remains true that the Federal venture of 1918-19 had relatively minor influence upon Housing during the decade which followed, when the provision of shelter was very largely the by-product of a most fantastic speculative adventure in which we went in for high urban population densities for rich and poor alike. At no previous period had we gone so far in our preparations for present-day urban discomfort as in that fantastic decade. More potential slums were financed, I suspect, in the 1920's than in any decade before or since.

During the last twenty-three years, the writer has visited many of the war-time housing projects and has noted how the areas adjacent which, in many cases, were developed during the 1920's, fall short in many respects (except in the provision of gadgets) when compared with the hastily conceived war projects of 1918-19. Many of these 23-year-old housing projects stand out; some carry marks of distinction quite apart from style; and even now they arrest attention by reason of their unity.

The present program of Federal and Local Housing was launched under guidance of the aim to decrease unemployment. But it was necessary to float it upon a more popular idea—Slum Clearance. Notwithstanding the complete failure of the 1917-18 attempt to place the responsibility of financing and ownership other than upon the Federal Gov-
A RECENT PHOTOGRAPH OF THE APARTMENTS FACING ON YORKSHIP SQUARE SHOWS THE CHARM OF "YORKSHIP VILLAGE" AFTER THE PASSAGE OF TWENTY YEARS. PHOTOGRAPH BY SAMUEL H. GOTTSCHE
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ernment, the depression program of 1933 was set up with the same ends in view. Naturally, this latter effort also failed: no one cared to venture an equity investment at a time when stability of mortgages was so much in question that another branch of the government was insuring lenders upon mortgages against loss. The Housing Division of the PWA was soon forced to initiate and assume all responsibilities and risks.

By the time the USHA was in working order a sufficient number of Local Authorities, created to function as equity investors, had been established to make it possible to launch a large program of Slum Clearance and Low Rental Housing under the terms of an Act of Congress. This Act provided a subsidy of sufficient magnitude to insure rentals within the reach of a very considerable proportion of the families which the projects were designed to serve. This work has been so thoroughly publicised that reference will here be made to only a few points of immediate bearing.

However one may view the present Federal Housing Program as contributing toward overcoming two of the most conspicuous failures of our economic system, it stands as an acknowledgment of those failures, and it
constitutes an attempt to do something about the discrepancy between family income and the cost of the use of shelter for a considerable fraction of our entire population. And it also is an attempt to replace areas of decayed and obsolete habitations, an essential step in the processes of growth which, in the case of urban centers, our economy seems designed to obstruct.

But one already notes a drift away from the original aims under which this Depression program was launched. Population densities, height and coverage are slowly creeping upward: and the importance of simple amenities of living is gradually falling into the background, among the aims. Some of the more recently built projects present a bleak and forbidding appearance; and the increasing height and coverage make some of them not readily distinguishable from surrounding obsolete structures when seen from a short distance.

Such a drift is to be expected under the operation of our price system, for notwithstanding the whole Housing enterprise being based upon the use of a large subsidy, it seems quite impossible to lift this work from the jurisdiction of criteria which have guided promotion and investment in habita-
tions which by reason of their dramatic inadequacy were obsolete upon the day of completion and due, therefore, rapidly to degenerate into slums.

The projects of the last decade of Depression differ in one radical way from those of the first Federal venture in War Housing. The latter were designed to become "Own Your Own Home" communities at the close of the War: the Depression Projects were designed to be leased under strict regulation as to their occupancy as defined by the enabling legislation. This mandatory requirement as to rental opened up new vistas in design: the super-block yielded better distribution of open spaces to serve the many functions of living.

But it should be noted that these new projects, except those designed for rural situations, become a part of an ancient and obsolete pattern of streets and transportation systems which surround them. We assume that by expanding these projects we will transform our cities. But as matters stand, this remains an item of wishful thinking. It is perfectly clear that as yet our urban centers are rigidly chained to their old pattern by the bonds of capitalization attached to items of decay and obsolescence. But such matters lie outside the field of these notes, which have to do primarily with Housing.

However vague the Program of National Defense at present, it is safe to say that a number of industrial plants will be expanded and new ones built. Where this occurs, additional housing facilities will certainly be needed—both temporary and permanent—as in World War I. Opinion will be divided and a strong plea will be made for structures of lowest possible cost. It is highly probable that this work will be initiated in much the same way as in World War I; and hence the geographical distribution of the defense industries will take shape out of distribution of contracts through a combination of price competition and influence. But this time there should be no long debate and consequent delay in providing the needed housing, as in the last war. Federal, local, and State agencies are prepared to take on the job, though some new legislation may be required. Not being at war, and still within a Depression, there will be no lack of competent technical men and workers to make the plans and turn them into effect.

Any attempt at this time to prescribe in detail what should be done in the field of Housing and Community Design would be as presumptuous as starting a cruise without chart and compass. No one can possibly see down the vistas of the years ahead, for they are blocked from view by the black pall of utter confusion which now hangs over the world. But in view of the general aims of the Program of National Defense it seems out of place to now debate how far down the scale we should go in providing the lowest-priced housing which can be designed, and communities minus the amenities of living. We have an abundance of material and ample industrial capacity, the knowledge and the skills, to produce adequate housing without curtailing the program of producing ships and munitions of war. There is no more reason for resorting to half-way measures in this field than in the production of ships, tanks, planes, and munitions of war. Our knowledge, experience and ability should also be turned loose upon this problem of Housing: it would give point to our expressed aims.

We have no more than a nebulous idea concerning the thing against which we are to erect our defenses: hence our shifting Program of National Defense. Only one thing seems clear. We are living within the frame, not of wars between powerful nations but of an all-embracing World Revolution. The old order is fading into the dusk of a predatory era. For better or worse, new institutional forms are being forged in deep anguish. Not only must we make these preparations to combat physical and economic aggression, but we must also make such institutional changes as will insure our autonomy within a new frame of world relations which will obtain at the provisional conclusion of the conflicts now raging.

EDITORIAL NOTE — Other housing projects of the type referred to in Mr. Ackerman's article are shown on the following pages.
In a recent Architect and Building News of London, H. S. Goodhart-Rendell, a past president of the R.I.B.A., wrote: "Official neglect of architectural services has already produced in our buildings for war a Nemesis almost comical in its severity." It is obviously the great task of the architects of America, as a profession, to see that this does not occur in the vast amounts of construction necessitated by our own defense program. This is a much deeper question than any matter of jobs for architects. It is rather a matter of seeing that the technical knowledge, the creative talent, the particular genius for planning, which are architects', should be made available to the body politic in a time of need. This is no time for false modesty. If the architects have contributions to make they must, if necessary, even force this contribution upon a thoughtless state.

And the possible contributions of architecture are colossal. It is architects who must preserve, as it were, the visual integrity of the country in all buildings, temporary or permanent; it is architects who can best envisage the human qualities in factories or housing developments made necessary by an increased industrial plant. The engineer may plan for efficiency or economy, but too often the engineer's training, the whole bias of his profession, is concerned with machines rather than with men.

Ultimately, of course, the problem is as essentially a human problem as it is a mechanical problem, for the health and welfare, the pleasantness of working conditions, and the richness and social efficiency of dwelling communities must form, whether we plan it so or not, an essential part of the efficiency of our population. It is not enough to force these people into barracks unkempt and unplanned, with the thought that they too are making their sacrifices for the common cause; morale is as necessary in the civil population as in the military forces. The final defense against Nazism must lie, ultimately, in the attitude of our own people; and nothing could be more conducive to a breakdown in morale, to the loss of a real sense of the value of our own American ways, than to force large numbers of working people into conditions alike of work and of living that are tawdry, ill-planned, ugly. Democracy must vindicate itself in the quality of its technical services and its technical planning, and it must do this on the human level, so that every individual who is affected by the defense program may in the very course of his efforts for defense be cognizant at every moment of the fact that democracy stands for human welfare and the richness of human life.

To accomplish this, architectural leadership is the best if not the only way, for in public as in private work it is the architect as a professional man who mediates between the final aims of social good and the immediate necessities of individual or group buildings. He it is whose training and experience have enabled him to put himself into the position of each individual who uses or sees the buildings he has designed, he it is whose imagination pierces behind the needs of any one structure into the effect it will have on
THE PLEASANT CHARACTER OF ANOTHER OF THE PROJECTS OWNED BY THE BRIDGEPORT HOUSING COMPANY IS SHOWN IN THIS PHOTOGRAPH BY GEORGE VAN ANDA OF GARDEN APARTMENTS AT "BLACK ROCK" ALSO DESIGNED BY R. CLIPSTON STURGIS AND A. H. HEPBURN, ASSOCIATE ARCHITECTS, WITH ARTHUR A. SHURTELF AS TOWN PLANNER, AS A PROJECT OF THE UNITED STATES HOUSING CORPORATION (1918). BUT THIS DID NOT ALWAYS APPEAR AS INVITING, AS THE OLD PHOTOGRAPH BELOW REVEALS.
its community, he it is perhaps more than anyone else who is enabled to envisage not only the form of communities in being but also their aims and their effects. Although the buildings which he designs may be but temporary and the means at his hand insufficient and exiguous, nevertheless the true architect must always in them see opportunities to richer, to more perfect, to more efficient living; and, whether or not he succeeds in achieving his ideals, whether or not individual conditions at any one time may be such as to permit their final embodiment into houses and factories, schools and playgrounds, community buildings and street arrangements, he will judge his work by this larger and greater ideal and bring into it, as far as he is able, those qualities which will enhance personal life.

Now this, it seems to me, is one of the most pressing parts of the whole defense program. The official mind tends to see much of it in the shape of temporary buildings only and, since the buildings are temporary, tends to feel that any such matters as adequate technical architectural service are unnecessary—as though squalor and indecency, ugliness and confusion, were any less powerful because, forsooth, they were not to last forever. All the structures we build are temporary in the larger sense; we live by all sorts of temporary or even momentary experiences. Yet the whole quality of life which we enjoy comes from the summation of these temporary or even momentary events. And the same is true of architecture. The fact that a building or a group of buildings is temporary should be no excuse for planlessness or chaos. In one sense, it is even more necessary to furnish adequate planning and design for so-called temporary projects than for those more permanent, because the very temporary nature of the project leads to a don't-care kind of attitude in its inhabitants. Only the most carefully planned, most clean and efficiently designed, most systematic and pleasant arrangement can overcome this disintegrating atmosphere.

The field for the architect, then, is large. It comprises building design of all types, temporary and permanent. Especially is the field great in such things as camps to take care of increased military forces, and communities built around new factories to take care of increased military manufactures. The draft camp of the last war varied from adequate to horrible. Hardly any could be called really good, in plan, in use of site, or arrangement of buildings. There is no necessity for such mistakes now. The plan of military camps is, to be sure, held down by many technical requirements; yet every site is a different one, and the adequate adjustment of the military and technical needs to the special site in hand is a planning problem full of rich opportunities. Even the individual barracks or community buildings themselves, in such a camp, furnish endlessly interesting architectural problems. To use materials which are easily obtainable in stock sizes or lengths in such a way as to necessitate the least possible field labor, to compose of these units forms which have mass, simplicity, straightforward effectiveness, is something which is directly within the architect's field. The differences between the designed and the undesigned, between the satisfactory and the ugly, are matters frequently which have nothing to do with economy or available materials; they are matters of proportion and carefully thought out detail, and where there is opportunity for such architectural effect, where there is architectural talent clamoring to be used, it would be indeed tragic if through mere inertia or carelessness it was the ugly and confused which came to rule.

And what is true of barracks or camps is, of course, even more true of industrial communities. Here the record of 1917-19 in America is much better, for here the government felt or was shown the need of technical services, and the industrial housing groups which grew up by dozens all over the country were many of them excellent in lay-out and furnished residences which were homes as well as shelters. Strangely enough, this is the side of the government's effort during the last war which seems almost altogether forgotten. From it there are to be obtained any number of lessons of value, in
unit type planning as well as in community arrangement. There are lessons, too, in matters of larger policy—such, for instance, as the differences between temporary and permanent developments. Many of the World War communities designed only with an eye to short-time use still stand; fallen into private hands, they tend inevitably to form the germs of new slums, their cheap materials disintegrating, their maintenance overlooked. Others, designed obviously with the aim of more permanent occupancy, built at greater immediate cost, of better and more permanent materials, are also standing; but, instead of suburban slums, they form in almost every case attractive and value-making adjuncts to a locality. Yorkshire Village, designed by Electus Litchfield, is still among the most attractive American towns of its size, despite its standardized units — or should we say because of them? — and because of its strong, direct plan conception. The great number of brick houses built in communities in and around Bridgeport, Conn., designed by R. Clipston Sturgis, have become lovelier and lovelier as the planting has grown around them, and the little open courts and quadrangles of which they are chiefly formed and the curving streets which are part of their layout make them even today outstanding examples of suburban design. Bridgeport had the good fortune to have the greater amount of its war housing fall into the hands not of private speculators but of a public-spirited corporation, the Bridgeport Housing Company, so that effective maintenance has preserved and even improved its original architectural achievements.

Today I think we must go even further, by avoiding as far as possible cheap and temporary construction to form future slums, as well as by seeing to it that the housing which is built is adequately administered by local housing authorities and is continued indefinitely in public ownership. Only so can the vast expenditures of these years be vindicated in the future and become the means, not of enriching a future generation of land speculators, but of increasing the value and the decency of our towns and cities.
In this effort, of course, all problems of applied stylisms must be rigidly eradicated from our architectural thought. The necessity for an efficient economy should see to that. The greatest fault to be found with much of the past war housing was its affected picturesqueness of line and texture on the one hand, or its sometimes affected colonialesque formality on the other. In almost every case it is the simplest of houses which have worn the best, because the effect came from relationship of wall and window and roof. We must rigidly apply ourselves to contemporary thinking in this wartime building, or fall under the combined indictment of sentimentality and extravagance. We must see that every penny of architectural expenditure goes into real human values, which include of course aesthetic values, and is not used up to display our individual love of any one style or type, ancient or modern.

We are fortunate in having adequate machinery to take care of most of these matters. The United States Housing Authority and the local housing authorities between them have built up a large force of technically trained, socially minded, enthusiastic workers; and more and more as the architects of the country work on these housing projects of the present day they are building up an invaluable store of knowledge of the needs of communities and the ways to meet them. Not to use these facilities for large-scale residential planning and design would be foolish in the extreme. One lesson which the housing authorities have learned is especially valuable today—the danger of overmuch centralization. In a country with the climate differences of America, with its enormous variations in materials and technique, to attempt blanket design in a centralized bureau would be fatal. Standardization of standards perhaps is permissible and may guarantee a certain basic adequacy, but standardization of design not only produces buildings unfitted for their locality but entails manifest waste. We must perhaps count even more strongly on local materials than in the past, for, once our great industrial defense program is well under way, transit facilities for freight will become crowded, if not clogged, and pressures on centralized plants for manufactured materials will be instantly great. Any means of building adequately with materials requiring the minimum of haulage will prove a great assistance to the whole field of production, just as any means of designing buildings which will be adequately fitted for the people of any one region—although perhaps not to others—will aid in the development of community spirit and local efficiency. This will mean, of course, the employment of local architects as far as possible. Working under suitable supervision, it should do much to make the vast flood of architectural talent present in this country available and useful in this time of emergency.

How, then, may this result be achieved? Governmental bodies by and large have little idea of what architecture is or what the architect's service may be. As “practical men” they tend to lump architecture along with all the arts as something to keep the womenfolk interested and good enough even for a man's amusement in his spare time; but of architecture as a creative force, which forms our communities and to a tremendous extent governs the lives and the ideals of those who live in them, few of these men have the slightest conception. To the importance of architecture, as of all the arts, in forming national enthusiasms, in creating national morale, they are profoundly blind. Yet it is this type of man who will in large measure control defense expenditure, and it is this type of mind with which the architect must deal. There is no longer time for slow and patient education of the so-called “practical man.” What the architects need first and foremost is self-confidence, a belief not only that the job of building design is really theirs, but also the firm and confident faith that they can accomplish it. Armed with this, they can demand that their talents be used, and not, as too often heretofore, merely beg. With adequate leadership they should go far. Speed in this effort is the great necessity. If as professional men we architects are interested in making our contribution to the
country's welfare as great as possible, we should not haggle over terms or methods by which this contribution can be made. Professionalism has, of course, two sides: one the great ideal of public service, the other the dignity and welfare of the practitioner. Today it must be the former of these which dominates our thinking. Whether in salaried positions, by fixed fee, or by ordinary professional methods, whether as government employees or as individual architects, we must make our skill count. We must enter into the great cooperative effort of seeing that national emergency becomes a means for national betterment and not for national disintegration. We must see that the necessary planning is planning of long-range validity and not mere snap-judgment extemporizing. Any means to achieve this is the architect's part today.

Nevertheless there is one professional danger to guard against. Whatever the details of the method of employment, it must be such as to guarantee to the country the best services the architect can give. He must never let himself be jockeyed into the position of becoming a mere draftsman for some "practical man's" magnificent ill judgment. He must never allow himself to be the mere line drawer of rashly conceived and ill-planned projects. For the sake of the country itself, the architect, in matters of building design and arrangement, in matters of community planning and creation, must demand to be the leader.

Such a position would be no innovation in American life. From the very beginning of the country, for over a half century, the architects were called on again and again. L'Enfant was commissioned to design Washington, Mangin was consulted with regard to the fortification of New York, and John McComb designed Castle Garden and the West Battery on the Hudson. Latrobe was the architect of much of the Washington Navy Yard and of the arsenal and military station in Pittsburgh; he was consulted over and over again with regard to other naval building and general matters of military construction. Robert Mills, in more peaceful times, built naval hospitals and customs houses all over the country. Four decades later the country called on its architects again for its wartime housing, and the contrast in excellence and adequacy of design between the greater number of these housing communities and the greater number of the draft camps shows something of what the architects gave then and could give now.

That housing effort was recent enough so that its lessons are still easy to read, though all too frequently now forgotten. Most of the men who worked on that enterprise are still with us to give the benefit of their experience. Henry Wright often said that one of the tragic things about the present-day American housing movement was the fact that it had so little studied the achievements of those years, and had had to learn all over again many of the lessons already taught. We should not repeat this fault. Would it not be an admirable time for one of the Institute committees, perhaps that on housing, to start at once on a study of those wartime communities today to find out which have lasted well and why, to seek the causes of obsolescence or of longtime life, to correlate design with true efficiency as these communities have exemplified it or the reverse? Another committee, perhaps that on structural materials, might study the temporary wartime construction of the past two years in Europe — barrack types, camp layouts, methods of combining decency with economy and speed. The materials for this study exist largely in foreign architectural periodicals, especially the English magazines; and from the lessons there to be learned much information could be gained about such questions as the possible use of evacuation or military camps for subsequent recreational purposes or other peacetime services. It is the answers to all of these problems which are going to determine whether the United States ten years from now shall be a country spotted with new slums, scarred with useless wastes and the ruins of cheap shacks, or whether it will be enriched with new communities — modern, healthy, pleasant — new recreational facilities, new means for popular happiness and welfare.
RECENT LITERATURE ON LOW-COST HOUSING

COMPILED BY ALAN MATHER

A selected list of those books, magazine articles and pamphlets published since 1935 which contain information useful to the designer of housing for the industrial wage-earner is presented herewith.

The magazines from which articles have been chosen are: Architectural Forum, Architectural Record, Pencil Points, American Architect, Architecture, Public Housing, Monthly Labor Review, and Housing Study Bulletin.


For a free list of the U. S. Government publications on housing write to the Superintendent of Public Documents, United States Government Printing Office, for PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST TO SUBURBANITES AND HOME-BUILDERS (Price List No. 72). This includes the reports of the tests of the National Bureau of Standards.

The Federal Works Agency: United States Housing Authority, Washington, D. C., will send, upon request, a list entitled PUBLICATIONS OF THE U. S. HOUSING AUTHORITY. This includes titles of all bulletins on policy and procedure covering site planning, dwelling unit planning, preparation of drawings and specifications, heating, etc.

Literature on air raid defense measures, some of which has a relation to the design of housing in these times is included in a SELECTED LIST OF REFERENCES ON PLANNING AGAINST AIR RaIDS, Harvard University, 1938. This was compiled in the library of the Department of Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning, by Katherine McNamara. English magazines are full of the subject. "Structural Precautions Against Air Attack," a series of articles by Oscar A. Bayne in The Builder for Jan. 13, Feb. 24, March 24, and May 26, 1939 (supplements) deal with it fully. The Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects has annotated bibliographies on air raid defense measures in its issues of May 8 and May 22, 1939.

All the architectural literature listed here is in Avery Library, Columbia University.

Two publications which appeared before 1935 are listed here because of their exceptional usefulness. Of the printed matter which deals with public health, social and town planning aspects, only that is included here which has a direct bearing on architectural design. If the reader is amazed by the scarcity of magazine articles dealing with proportion, scale, texture, line, mass, history, and criticism—in a word, with architecture—let him realize that I have concentrated almost exclusively on those masterpieces of mechanical prefabrication—our architectural magazines.

A. M.

GENERAL WORKS

Books

- HENRY WRIGHT. Rehousing Urban America. (Columbia University Press, New York, 1935, 173 pages, $7.50.) Relation between housing and city rehabilitation. Technique of planning group dwellings and apartment dwellings. Evolution of housing in Germany as observed by the author in his visit to that country in 1932.

CITY PLANNING ASPECTS

Books:


• CLARENCE ARTHUR PERRY. Housing for the Machine Age. (Russell Sage Foundation, New York, 1939. 261 pages, $2.50.) Principles of planning single-family house and apartment house neighborhood units.

• THOMAS ADAMS. The Design of Residential Areas. (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1934. 296 pages, $3.50.) Control of land subdivision; zoning; economic factors in housing; street type; comparison of costs of various block layouts. Plans for neighborhood units. Comparison of English and American model communities.


• ROBERT WHITTEM. The Planning of Housing Projects. (Russell Sage Foundation, New York, 1936. 239 pages, $3.50.) Principles of planning single-family house and apartment house neighborhood units.

• THOMAS ADAMS. The Design of Residential Areas. (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1934. 296 pages, $3.50.) Control of land subdivision; zoning; economic factors in housing; street type; comparison of costs of various block layouts. Plans for neighborhood units. Comparison of English and American model communities.


AUXILIARY BUILDINGS, AMENITIES

Pamphlets:


SOCIAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH ASPECTS

Pamphlets:

• AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION. Basic Principles of Healthful Housing. American Public Health Association, 1939, 32 pages, 25 cents. Outlines those details of planning and equipment which have relation to physiological and psychological needs.

• CATHERINE F. LANSING. Studies of Community Planning. In Terms of the Span of Life. New York City Housing Authority, New York, N. Y., 1937, 43 pages. Information on age groups which will be useful in establishing the proper proportion of varying sized apartments in housing projects. Some notes on apartment planning for aged persons. Bibliography.

• ROBERT WHITTEM. Superblock vs. Gridiron. (Architectural Forum, Vol. 73, July, 1940, pages 66 and 67. Data compiled by an architect presented in the style of a Henry Luce publication. Comparative plans and breakdown of site improvement costs for two developments having an equal number of dwelling units and equal area. Savings are claimed for the superblock.

• "Site Planning for Low-Rent Housing." Architectural Record, Vol. 85, March, 1939, pages 83 to 120. Data and illustrations adapted from publications of U. S. Housing Authority. Model site plans and dwelling unit plans. Plans, renderings of Mexican housing project at Austin, Texas, and Queensbridge Houses in New York.

• "Housing and Subdivision." Architectural Record, Vol. 81, May, 1937, in Building Types section, pages 1 to 42. Site plans, photos, general description of privately-financed Buckingham, Va.; Hillcrest in Meadville, Pa., and of the Public Works Administration, Liberty Square, Miami, Fla.; Pickwick Landing Dam Community in Tennessee; Parklawn in Milwaukee and others. Check list of factors determining location and type of subdivision. Selected list of books and articles.

PLANNING OF DWELLINGS

Books and pamphlets:

• FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION. Architectural Planning and Procedure for Rental Housing. Federal Housing Administration, Washington, D. C., 1938. 27 pages. List of data to be submitted when applying for mortgage insurance under the provisions of Sections 207 and 210 of the National Housing Act. Unit plans. Standards for closets, rooms, etc. General discussion of site planning. Outline of criteria and minimum requirements in planning construction, finishes, and mechanical equipment.


Magazine articles:


• DON GRAF. "Rooms in Multiple Housing." Data Sheets. Pencil Palms, Vol. 19, Nov. 1938, pages 708 and 709. Material taken in part from the FHA booklet on planning for rental housing.


• "Building for Intensive Use of dollars and planning for intensive use of space." Architectural Forum, Vol. 64, April 1936, pages 232 to 241. A summary of the methods used by speculative builders to attain construction cost reductions, and of lunch wagon, yacht and airplane designers to achieve economies in space.

**REVIEW OF PROJECTS**

**Magazine articles**

- TEXAS PLANNING BOARD. Low-Income Housing for Southern Texas Conditions. Texas Planning Board, Austin, 1913. 44 pages. Site plans, dwelling unit plans, construction details, estimate of construction costs for a 100-family low cost housing project designed for Mexican and Negro families. Financial setup based on rent-paying ability of tenants—i.e. $1 to $3 per room per week.

**Pamphlets**

- "U.S. Housing: Four Representative Examples." Architectural Forum, Vol. 73, Jan. 1940, pages 13 to 22. Site plans, dwelling unit plans, photos, outline of construction, equipment and costs of Queensbridge, N. Y.; Brentwood Park, Jacksonville, Fla.; Santa Rita, Austin, Texas, and Willett Park, Buford, N. Y.

- "Low-Rent Suburban Apartment Buildings." Architectural Record, Vol. 86, Sept. 1939, pages 88 to 104 of Building Types section. Data developed from middle-income group housing experience of the Rental Housing Division of the FHA Model site and dwelling unit layouts. Site plans and dwelling unit plans, description of construction and equipment of FHA insured Wynnewood Village, Los Angeles, Calif., and Interlaken Garden Apartments, Westchester, N. Y.


- "Buckingham: Housing Laboratory." Architectural Record, Vol. 83, Jan. 1938, pages 68 to 82. Site plan, apartment plans, description of construction of one of the last housing projects designed by Henry Wright. Tables on financing, project area.

- "Houses Designed by Technicians, of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Resettlement Administration." Architectural Forum, Vol. 66, June 1937, pages 473 to 500. Twelve single houses of simple design suitable for use in small industrial communities. Plans, photos, construction outline. Examples have been picked for the suitability of their design to the materials, customs and climate of their region.


- ALBERT MAYER. "A Critique of the Hosiery Workers housing development in Philadelphia." Architecture, Vol. 71, April 1935, pages 189 to 194. Discussion of planning, materials and equipment of the 108-room apartment project built under the Housing Division of the PWA.

**CONSTRUCTION, MATERIALS, FABRICATION**

**Books and pamphlets**


- FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION. Recent Developments in Dwelling Construction. U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1937. 17 pages, 5 cents. Summarizes the points which should be considered in making a comparison between traditional and "prefabrication" methods of construction and outlines prospects for the latter. Concerns offering systematized metal, wood and concrete construction are listed and their systems described.


**Magazine articles**


THE SITE OF EAST RIVER HOUSES IS OUTLINED AT THE LEFT OF THIS AIR PHOTO WHICH SHOWS ITS POSITION BETWEEN 102ND AND 105TH STREETS WHERE THEY MEET THE EAST RIVER DRIVE. WARD'S ISLAND APPEARS AT THE LOWER RIGHT. MANHATTAN TRIBOROUGH BRIDGE APPROACH AT UPPER RIGHT

EAST RIVER HOUSES

A HIGH DENSITY HOUSING PROJECT

East River Houses, a United States Housing Administration project, now being erected under the sponsorship of the New York City Housing Authority, was designed by a group of Associated Architects comprising Voorhees, Walker, Foley & Smith, Alfred Easton Poor, and C. W. Schlusing, with Perry Coke Smith as Chief Architect.

The designers not only profited by the accumulated experience of earlier housing projects but made a number of noteworthy contributions to the art of low-cost urban housing, a few of which are recorded hereafter.

First in importance, perhaps, in the list of innovations is the introduction of buildings taller than six stories into the low-cost housing picture. In this project, buildings of ten and eleven stories have been placed on the north and west sides of the property with the result that it has been possible to reduce the land coverage materially without reducing the accommodation provided. And this has been done at a substantial saving in cost if we may believe the rather careful comparative study recorded in part on the following page. The contrast between Scheme "B," in which all the buildings were to be
SCHEME "A" (THE ONE ADOPTED)

Number of Apartments: 1,170
Total Full Rooms: 4,316
Number of 6-Story Units: 23
Number of 10-Story Units: 4
Number of 11-Story Units: 2

Net Area of First Floor of Eleven-Story Building
Devoted to Nursery, Clinic, Management, etc.: 12,300

SCHEME "B" (THE ONE REJECTED)

Number of Apartments: 1,175
Total Full Rooms: 4,326
Number of 6-Story Units: 40

Net Area of First Floor Space Allowed for Accommodating Nursery, Clinic, Management, etc.: 14,850

COST COMPARISON ON BASIS OF ESTIMATES BY ARCHITECTS AND THREE GENERAL CONTRACTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Contractor &quot;X&quot;</th>
<th>Contractor &quot;Y&quot;</th>
<th>Contractor &quot;Z&quot;</th>
<th>Architects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scheme &quot;A&quot;</td>
<td>$4,372,670</td>
<td>$4,194,116</td>
<td>$4,162,220</td>
<td>$4,173,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme &quot;B&quot;</td>
<td>$4,506,978</td>
<td>$4,275,188</td>
<td>$4,215,260</td>
<td>$4,205,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: These estimates were made on the basis of identical unit plans, the two site plans shown above, and the specifications used for Queensbridge Houses, another project completed under the same Authority on a site only a few miles distant. Scheme "A" was consistently less costly and was consequently adopted.

BREAKDOWN OF COMPARATIVE ESTIMATE FIGURES SUBMITTED BY CONTRACTOR "X"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Scheme &quot;A&quot;</th>
<th>Scheme &quot;B&quot;</th>
<th>Commission 5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Conditions</td>
<td>$160,758</td>
<td>$168,461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excavation</td>
<td>53,354</td>
<td>63,210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundations</td>
<td>99,568</td>
<td>125,272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforced Concrete</td>
<td>657,473</td>
<td>642,536</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masonry (including Slate)</td>
<td>562,482</td>
<td>569,379</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement Finish</td>
<td>91,074</td>
<td>91,796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Lath—Plaster</td>
<td>382,904</td>
<td>383,373</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marble (Safes only)</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tile</td>
<td>24,154</td>
<td>23,765</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt Tile</td>
<td>96,730</td>
<td>93,105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpentry (including Weather-stripping)</td>
<td>166,572</td>
<td>173,713</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofing and Sheet Metal</td>
<td>35,874</td>
<td>45,914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterproofing and Caulking</td>
<td>16,775</td>
<td>20,125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Lintels (included in Misc. Iron)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ornamental and Misc. Iron</td>
<td>75,319</td>
<td>81,150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal and Kalamine Work</td>
<td>64,732</td>
<td>63,035</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Windows</td>
<td>105,256</td>
<td>111,856</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass and Glazing</td>
<td>42,550</td>
<td>44,365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finish Hardware</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,372,670</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,506,978</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,041,399</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EAST RIVER HOUSES, BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN
of six stories, and Scheme "A," in which some taller ones were included, is quite striking. It can hardly be doubted that the more open arrangement of the site will result in a more livable and architecturally desirable group than the other.

The placing of the buildings parallel to the diagonals of the site, instead of to the bounding streets, came about through the requirement that 46,000 square feet of park had to be turned over to the City, rather than through any considerations of orientation. This park had to be located so as to include the approach to a proposed foot bridge which may some day be built over to Ward's Island. The designers concluded that a triangular shape for this park would be most logical, the long side fronting the river drive and the others extending back at about 45 degrees. This idea was accepted at the outset by Park Commissioner Moses and subsequent studies for the placing of the buildings to best advantage developed naturally into the diagonal scheme.

In arranging the buildings on the site, great attention was paid to the proportioning and disposition of spaces between the buildings. The property was well broken up into open areas of agreeable dimensions, so that extremely long vistas through unbroken space, such as have been found unpleasant in some earlier projects, were avoided.

The result is a well balanced composition in which the open areas are in good scale relationship with the buildings.

The next noteworthy innovation in this project appears in the treatment of the landscape work. Since the population density un-

PHOTOS ON THIS PAGE WERE TAKEN UNDER THE "SUN MACHINE" AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY AS A CHECK ON THE SUNLIGHT AND SHADOW CONDITIONS FOR THE GROUP OF BUILDINGS AT DIFFERENT SEASONS AND TIMES OF DAY. THIS STUDY HAD NO EFFECT ON THE ORIENTATION WHICH HAD ALREADY BEEN ESTABLISHED AS SHOWN BY THE SMALL SCALE BLOCK MODEL BUT MERELY DEMON-STRATED THAT LIGHT CONDITIONS WOULD BE SATISFACTORY UNDER THE ADOPTED SCHEME. MANY SUCH PHOTOS WERE MADE COVERING ALL ESSENTIAL SIGNIFICANT SUNLIGHT DIRECTIONS
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der the terms of the program was quite high (the project contains 403 people to the acre), the problem was definitely urban in character. In treating a project in the suburbs, where density is not so great, it might be proper to begin by assuming that most of the area should be grassed in. Circulation for automobile and pedestrian traffic might then be provided as needed in the form of driveways and paved walks. Trees and shrubbery could be arranged to enhance the effect.

In this case, the designers proceeded along totally different lines. In close consultation with Alfred Geiffert, who was responsible for the landscape design, they undertook to provide for a maximum of pedestrian circulation by assuming a maximum of paved space. Shrubbery was confined to relatively small areas contiguous to the buildings. Planting in these areas is to be hardy, thorny shrubs, mostly barberry, designed to keep people at a sufficient distance from the lower story windows to insure privacy and reasonable quiet for the tenants. The rest of the space was laid out for maximum use, the necessary greenery being supplied by a large number of trees planted so as to afford an agreeable pattern and provide shade for the people walking about or sitting on benches under them. Along and under the rows of trees, rectangular strips paved with Belgian block were employed to develop a feeling of orderliness and break monotony. The rest of the surface will be paved with asphalt. This treatment will make practically the en-
tire property open for foot passage, so that every tenant may proceed on a rather direct course from the bounding streets to his own entrance door.

Only two automobile driveways were found necessary, each terminating in a square turnaround near the center of the property. These will take care of deliveries, removal of garbage, etc. No entrance doorway is more than 200 feet from vehicle access.

Elevators in the six-story buildings will stop only at the first, third, and fifth floors. The taller units will be equipped with two elevators, one stopping at first, third, and fifth, and the other at first, third, fifth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, and (in two units) eleventh floors. Tenants on second, fourth, and sixth floors will walk down one flight from the landing above in each case. No stair climbing will be necessary except for top floor tenants of six-story buildings who will walk up one flight.

It is obvious that the placing of the taller units will not interfere with the sunlight so far as the project itself is concerned. In the case of adjacent areas to the north and west, more light will get through between the well-separated high buildings than would be admitted over the tops of the solid rows of six-story buildings necessary to provide equal accommodations.

The two following pages of details show two minor innovations worth noting. The ornamental detail, thoughtfully designed to add interest and variety to the building (Continued on page 566)
The three unit plans shown on these two pages are typical of the five basic arrangements used on East River Houses. A noteworthy contribution was made by the architects in the form of a careful study of furniture arrangements in connection with the location of doors, windows, and steam radiators. Assumption was made of the probable furniture needs of the tenants, particularly for bedrooms and living-dining spaces. A full-sized bed, a baby crib, a chest of drawers, and a dressing table were assumed for one bedroom in each apartment. Living room furniture included one sofa, two easy chairs, and several tables of different sizes and types. With these as a basis the radiator and window locations were changed in several places to reduce interference. The United States Housing Administration thought so well of this type of furniture study that it is now a standard requirement.

East River Houses, Borough of Manhattan

September 1940
A distinctive yet simple and inexpensive form of architectural embellishment was devised by the designers of East River Houses in an effort to get away from the commonplace use of belt courses for this purpose. Three standardized cast stone units and one type of special moulded brick, combined in 11 different ways at 22 points carefully distributed about the group, will not only satisfy the desire for ornament but may serve as convenient marks of identification by which to distinguish one building from another. The brick is three shades of red (North River common) and cast stone units are colored to the intermediate shade. Chester Price's sketch shows one of the ornamental combinations in place.

EAST RIVER HOUSES, BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN
To get away from the twelve-inch thick brick parapet commonly used on buildings of this type (but which often develops cracking and efflorescence at the course where the flashing is carried through), a most ingenious galvanized iron railing was designed to be economically fabricated and easily assembled. The rectangular panels are of expanded metal road reinforcement, each enframed within a 2½" x ¾" rim welded all around and carrying at each end two curved clips with slotted holes. The supports are of the simplest possible design. Ease of assembly is obvious and the curved clips take care of expansion as well as tolerance for dimensions. Costs were less than for the brick type.

East River Houses, Borough of Manhattan

September 1910
JUST OUTSIDE THE BABY CLINIC, WHICH IS LOCATED ON THE GROUND FLOOR OF THE 11 STORY BUILDING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE SITE, IT WAS FOUND DESIRABLE TO PROVIDE A SHELTER FOR PER­­AMBULATORS. BRICK, WOOD, CONCRETE, AND IRON PIPE WERE COMBINED TO PRODUCE A SIMPLE, IN­­CONSPICUOUS, AND HIGHLY USEFUL STRUCTURE AS DETAILED ABOVE. WHILE IT HAS, OF COURSE, NOTHING TO DO WITH THE DETAIL, ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE MISSPELLING OF THE WORD “LOUVER” ON THE DRAWING. OUR DRAFTSMAN, IN COMMON WITH MANY OTHER PEOPLE, CONFUSES THE WORD PROPERLY SPILLED “LOUVER” WITH THE MORE FAMILIAR “LOUVRE” WHICH APPLIES ONLY TO THE FAMOUS MUSEUM OF THE SAME NAME. TAKE CARE, GENTLEMEN, THAT IT DOES NOT HAPPEN AGAIN—AND WE WILL TOO.

EAST RIVER HOUSES, BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN
At three strategic points on the grounds of East River Houses, convenient to the play areas (as may be seen by reference to the site plan on page 558), are located shelters of another type, designed to be used in case of unexpected rain. They are for standees only; hence no benches are provided under them. Plentiful shade for protection against the summer sun is available everywhere under the trees where benches of comfortable design will be provided in adequate numbers. Their location, incidentally, was made the subject of a careful study to the end that they should be placed so as to insure maximum utility and comfort to users, as well as contributing to the general orderliness of the grounds.

EAST RIVER HOUSES, BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN
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teriors, is at the same time economical. The cost of this feature for the entire project will be less than $5,000. The parapet treatment is an ingenious effort to add distinctiveness without adding expense. By this means also certain construction difficulties that arise with brick parapets are avoided. A number of money-saving practices which have been developed on other USHA projects are being employed on this one as well. All closets are doorless except for one in each apartment which is provided with a door that can be locked. Iron pipe curtain rods and clothes poles are built-in so that they cannot be removed, an improvement over the removable type used on other projects. Saddles are being shop-welded into the door-bucks before they are delivered to the job, a practice that has been found to make for efficient and economical installation. Partitions are two-inch solid plaster throughout, supported by \(\frac{3}{4}\)" channels and metal lath. The structural design, which placed a row of columns down the center of each wing, eliminated any need for ceiling beams, the floor slabs carrying the load between supports.

Taking everything into consideration, it may be reasonably said that the designers of East River Houses have done a thoughtful piece of work into which they have incorporated many of the ideas developed out of the profession's experience on other projects and have introduced a number of first-rate ideas of their own to carry forward the art of low cost urban housing.
The Architect who is engaged to build the successive units of a growing housing development has more than “another job” if he seizes that opportunity to make a continuing study of the needs of the tenants and of planning economics—as shown by the work of Gustave W. Iser, New York Architect, at Dundalk, Maryland. The start of work there on “Liberty Park Project,” the second unit of a privately-financed low-income dwelling community, is significant because it unit costs and rentals under those of the first unit, without sacrifice of those amenities which have made the project a success.

The architectural character of the new project is depicted by Burt Sullivan in the drawing, above, representing one of the three courts of “Liberty Park.” This is being built adjacent to the first Dundalk unit, which was completed in 1937 and houses 272 families. (See photographs overpage and plot plans on pages 570 and 571.)

Families living in the first Dundalk unit are satisfied and show good community spirit, according to Iser, largely because of the privacy created for each family and the planning of the project as a unit, with land coverage of but 22 per cent. The owning corporation also purchases gas and electricity for tenants, giving them the benefit of wholesale rates and including the utility charges in the low rental.

The unit now under construction will house 136 families in duplex apartments at the following monthly rental scale: 3½ rooms, $38.50; Junior 4½ rooms, $45.50; 4½ rooms, $50.75. This rental includes heat and hot water (from four plants), gas, and electricity. The rental scale is made possible by the full cooperation of the sponsors with Architect Iser and the builder, Parklap National Builders, Inc., of New York. The architect and builder are paid in stock of the owning corporation, and have coordinated their efforts as efficiently as possible.
The first unit of the Dundalk project designed by Gustave W. Iser, New York architect, is seen above from the community school grounds. A comfortable residential scale has been achieved by avoiding long, unbroken facades and by a pleasing disposition of the buildings and planted areas. The view below is across the existing unit, looking toward the school grounds and the site of the second unit where construction has been started. The street fronts of the buildings have been kept rather formal, but private porches have been provided for all the duplex units on the sheltered side overlooking the individual gardens.
A VISTA ON ONE OF THE STREETS OF THE FIRST DUNDALK UNIT EXPLAINS THE PRIDE TAKEN IN THE COMMUNITY BY THE RESIDENTS. EACH DWELLING HAS ITS OWN ENTRANCE, AVOIDING THE TWO OR FOUR-APARTMENT HALLWAY WHICH IS SO OFTEN AN OBJECTIONABLE FEATURE OF THE MULTIPLE DWELLING. THE PHOTOGRAPH BELOW SHOWS THE SUBSTANTIAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE UNIT NOW BEING BUILT. ISER MAINTAINS THAT ECONOMIES IN LOW-COST HOME BUILDING SHOULD BE ATTAINED THROUGH CAREFUL PLANNING RATHER THAN THROUGH STINTING ON MATERIALS OR BY FAILING TO PROVIDE FOR THE TENANTS COMFORTS EXPECTED AND USUALLY PROVIDED IN AN AMERICAN WORKINGMAN’S HOME.
PLOT PLAN OF DUNDALK PROJECT—UNIT UNDER CONSTRUCTION, "LIBERTY PARK," JUST ABOVE CENTER OF PAGE. NOTE THAT IT WILL BE DUPLICATED ULTIMATELY ON OTHER HALF OF THE BLOCK (AT TOP)
LEGEND — LIBERTY PARK AT DUNDALK, MARYLAND

(One-Half Now Being Built)

Gross Area of Land
623'-0" x 980'-0" = 610,540 Sq. Ft.

Net Area of Land
558'-0" x 920'-0" = 513,360 Sq. Ft.

Land Coverage—22 per cent.

Persons per acre (including field of school)—42 persons.

Public Utilities included in cost of project as follows:
1. Paving, sewers, water mains for Cornwall Road, Shipway Road, and Liberty Parkway. Plot Plan indicates present sewers and size. Dunmanway Road now paved but has no utilities.
2. Include new paving shown for garages including all necessary utilities and also storm drainage.
3. Gas and Electric utilities will be installed by Utility Company at no expense to project except cost of permits which is to be verified.

Project consists of 272 building units as follows:
112—3½ Rm. Duplex Apts.
48—Jr. 4½ Rm. Duplex Apts.
112—Sr. 4½ Rm. Duplex Apts.

Total 272 Apts.—1112 Rms.

8 Central Heating Units
112 Garages
All brick garden walls about 3'-6" high
2 Complete playgrounds (children)

THE FIRST UNIT OF THE DUNDALK PROJECT IS SHOWN HERE, FACING THE SCHOOL BLOCK, DIAGONALLY ADJACENT TO THE UNIT NOW BEING BUILT. BUILDINGS COVER 22% OF LAND
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THE GROUND PLAN OF THE "LIBERTY PARK" PROJECT AT DUNDALK, MARYLAND, DESIGNED BY GUSTAVE W. ISER, IS SHOWN BY THE DISPOSITION OF THE HALF-PLANS OF THE FIRST AND SECOND FLOORS, ABOVE AND ACROSS-PAGE. THE CORRESPONDING DWELLING UNIT PLANS SHOWN BELOW ILLUSTRATE SOME OF THE ECONOMIES WHICH HAVE RESULTED IN LOWER RENTALS. THE UNIFORM UNITS ARE 14'-0" WIDE, SO THAT STOCK LENGTH JOISTS CAN BE USED FOR FLOORS AND FLAT ROOFS WITHOUT CUTTING ON THE JOB; STAIRS ARE ALL TYPICAL AND FRAME PARALLEL WITH THE STRUCTURAL FRAMING TO ELIMINATE HEADERS, TRIMMERS, ETC.; KITCHENS BACK-TO-BACK AND BATHROOMS (THE SAME) DIRECTLY ABOVE THEM PERMIT ONE SOIL LINE FOR FOUR SETS OF PLUMBING, AND AS ALL THESE ARE IN LINE AT THE REAR OF EACH BUILDING, HOUSE DRAINS ON ONE SIDE ONLY; THE BUILDINGS ARE CLOSE TO THE FINISHED GRADE AND HAVE NO CELLARS, EXCEPT FOR THE SEVERAL CENTRALLY-LOCATED HEATING PLANTS.
Each of the dwelling units of "Liberty Park" project has its private entrance from the street or from a garden court, also a service entrance from the service courts. Playgrounds are located away from traffic and are easily accessible from any apartment, across the enclosed service areas. Each dwelling unit has cross-ventilation, at least seven closets, ample wall space for furniture in every room, a dining alcove off the kitchen, and a soundproof partition separating neighbors. Railings were considered unnecessary at the entrances as they are all close to the finished grade. It should be noted that the garage courts are readily accessible for all residents but are close to streets and are separated in plan from playgrounds and pedestrian walks. Note that in unit B, below, there is an apartment which has only one bedroom and the bath on the second floor.
"LIBERTY PARK" DETAILS — TYPICAL WALL SECTION OF PROJECT UNIT, TYPE WITH FLAT ROOF

TYPICAL WALL SECTION WITH PITCHED ROOF, TAKEN AT KITCHEN AND BATHROOM WINDOWS

PENCIL POINTS
ENTRANCES OF "LIBERTY PARK" DWELLING UNITS ARE STOCK DOORS SINGLY OR IN PAIRS IN FRAMES DESIGNED BY GUSTAVE W. ISER
“PEASANT ACRES,” THE FORMER RANCHO BONITA AT TARZANA, CALIFORNIA, WAS RECENTLY REBUILT UNDER THE DIRECTION OF PAUL LASZLO OF BEVERLY HILLS AS THE COUNTRY HOME OF MR. AND MRS. HENRY BLANKE. THE HOUSE, THE PATIO, AND SURROUNDING LAWNS ARE SUITED TO INFORMAL ENTERTAINING IN THE MANNER OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. MR. BLANKE IS A MOTION PICTURE PRODUCER. THE HOUSE IS FRAME CONSTRUCTION ON CONTINUOUS REINFORCED CONCRETE FOOTING. THE EXTERIOR WALLS ARE FINISHED WITH THREE COATS OF STUCCO ON GALVANIZED WIRE MESH. THE ROOF IS OF MISSION TILE OVER SOLID SHEETING AND TWO LAYERS OF 15-POUND ASPHALT-IMPREGNATED RAG FELT MOPPED WITH HOT ASPHALT. WINDOWS ARE WOOD SASH CASEMENT TYPE. THE PHOTOGRAPHS ARE BY HAVEMAN AND BY JULIUS SHULMAN.

CALIFORNIA HOUSE REBUILT BY PAUL LASZLO, BEVERLY HILLS

SEPTEMBER 1940
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THIS VIEW IN THE PATIO SHOWS THE STURDINESS OF THE CONSTRUCTION AND THE IMAGINATIVE DETAIL DEVISED BY PAUL LASZLO WHEN REBUILDING "PEASANT ACRES," A SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RANCH HOUSE
THE APPROACH TO THE FRONT DOOR OF "PEASANT ACRES" IS ALONG ONE SIDE OF THE PATIO THROUGH AN OPEN GALLERY PAVED WITH BRICK AND TILE. THE HEAVY NAIL-STUDDED DOOR IS OF OREGON PINE
ENTRANCE HALL ABOVE AND A CORNER OF THE OUTDOOR KITCHEN AT "PEASANT ACRES" AT TARZANA, CALIFORNIA
TWO VIEWS OF THE LIVING ROOM OF "PEASANT ACRES." THE FLOORING IS PLANK OAK, WALLS ARE PLASTERED, AND THE CEILING IS BLEACHED OREGON PINE. THE INVITING PATIO VISTA IS FROM THE HEARTH.
The approach to the ranch house at "Peasant Acres" is through this pleasant covered passage beside the six-car garage (below). This vista crosses the main axis of the house through the living room and patio. The doors of the garage are the overhead type. Other buildings on the ranch include dressing and shower rooms beside the swimming pool, stables, and an outdoor kitchen and smoke house. There is a vegetable garden and also an orchard of citrus and almond trees near the house. Photos by Haveman and Shulman.
SELECTED DETAILS—THE WORK OF ANTONIN RAYMOND, ARCHITECT

SEPTEMBER 1940
SELECTED DETAILS—THE WORK OF ANTONIN RAYMOND, ARCHITECT

PENCIL POINTS
SELECTED DETAILS—THE WORK OF ANTONIN RAYMOND, ARCHITECT

SEPTEMBER 1940
SECTION A-A

ELEVATION

- hole cut in weldboard
- translucent paper covering
- removable strip
- ELEVATION

SECTION B-B

SELECTED DETAILS—THE WORK OF ANTONIN RAYMOND, ARCHITECT
SELECTED DETAILS—THE WORK OF ANTONIN RAYMOND, ARCHITECT
SELECTED DETAILS—THE WORK OF ANTONIN RAYMOND, ARCHITECT
PANEL JOINTS

- Weldboard
- Elevation
- Stud
- Section

Scale

ELEVATION towards STAIRS

SELECTED DETAILS—THE WORK OF ANTONIN RAYMOND, ARCHITECT

SEPTEMBER 1948
SELECTED DETAILS—THE WORK OF ANTONIN RAYMOND, ARCHITECT
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SELECTED DETAILS—THE WORK OF ANTONIN RAYMOND, ARCHITECT

UPPER CABINET
- Ceiling
- Center post
- Shelf
- Front of post
- 1/4" plywood
- 3/4" x 1 3/4" post at center
- Birch track

LOWER CABINET
- Scale 0 to 3'
- 1/4" plywood
- Shelf
- Center post
- Birch track

TYPICAL KITCHEN CABINET
- Plywood
- Shelves
- Section
- Elevation

WILLIAM WARD
SELECTED DETAILS—THE WORK OF ANTONIN RAYMOND, ARCHITECT

SEPTEMBER 1940
SELECTED DETAILS—THE WORK OF ANTONIN RAYMOND, ARCHITECT
PENCIL POINTS DATA SHEETS

Prepared by DON GRAF, B.S., M.Arch.
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER LOCATION

Index No. F17 b
CONSTRUCTION

PENCIL POINTS DATA SHEETS PREPARED BY DON GRAF

Sprinklers in fire section of small areas may be fed from riser in another section if warrantied notes thru partition walls allowing sprinklers to distribute water to either side are not effectual.

Each fire section should have one or more separate risers. Each riser to be of sufficient size to supply all sprinklers on riser or any one floor.

SET 18 SEP 1940

S—Maximum distance between lines and between sprinklers on lines.

A—Maximum square foot protection area allotted per sprinkler.

1/2 S—Maximum distance from wall or partition to first sprinkler in 1/2 allowable distance between sprinklers in the same direction. With OPEN JOIST construction end sprinklers on alternate lines are spaced 2'-0" max and end sprinklers on other lines are spaced 4'-0" max from walls or partitions.

TABLES FOR MAXIMUM SPRINKLER SPACING

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER INSTALLATION

Index No. F17 c
CONSTRUCTION

PENCIL POINTS DATA SHEETS PREPARED BY DON GRAF

Sprinkler deflectors installed parallel to ceilings, roofs, or inclined stairs. When in planes of pitched roof sprinklers should be horizontal. Dimensions given above should be adhered to so as to insure proper distribution of water on ceilings, proper protection of area below sprinkler, and quick response to early heat waves from a fire.

LOCATION OF HANGERS

Sprinklers should be of round wrought iron U-type or approved adjustable type. Cast iron hangers or parts of hangers should be malleable. Pipes should be supported by hangers attached directly to structural members, by means of floor plates and thru bolts, or by approved inserts set in concrete when the suitability of the concrete has been definitely determined.

Where pipes are run thru concrete beams proper sleeves should be provided. Such sleeves should not be used for support of pipes.
The Electric Storage Battery Company, 19th and Allegheny, Philadelphia, Pa. Seven Data Sheets on the selection of proper units for emergency lighting of hospitals, theaters, banks, stores, etc.

Elkay Manufacturing Co., 4704 W. Arlington Street, Chicago, Ill. Originaly 6 Data Sheets to which 2 supplementary sheets have been added, on standard and custom-built stainless steel kitchen sinks and cabinet tops.


The Hart Manufacturing Company, Hartford, Conn. Eight Data Sheets on the control of large electrical loads by a simple hand switch, time clock, thermostat, photo-electric cell or other device.

Hoffman Specialty Company, Inc., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. Eight Data Sheets outlining the advantages and shortcomings of various types of steam heating systems.

Holland Furnace Company, Holland, Mich. A new set of 7 Data Sheets describing 2 systems of Holland heating, outlining the design process for warm air heating systems. This set supersedes an earlier set of Holland Data Sheets.

Note: Under City Wter.


Independent Protection Company, Inc., 1507 S. Main Street, Goshen, Ind. Four Data Sheets describing the protection of buildings against lightning, with construction drawings.

Koppers Company, Koppers Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. Twelve Data Sheets on dampproofing, routing, with construction drawings on the waterproofing of pools.

Marsh Wall Products Company, Dover, Ohio. Four Data Sheets covering Marlite—a light-weight, easily installed and completely sanitary wall covering which is available in many attractive colors.

Milcor Steel Company, Milwaukee, Wis. A set of 6 Data Sheets, on the Milcor Steel Stud for Hollow Partitions and Milcor 2" Solid Plaster Partitions.

National Electric Products Corporation, Fulton Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. A set of 6 Data Sheets which cover the latest development in Plug-in Strips for convenience outlets and Lumiline lighting. Carefully made drawings show exact installation for various typical locations.

(Continued on page 598)

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER WATER SUPPLIES

Index No. F 17 d

CONSTRUCTION

PENCIL POINTS DATA SHEETS PREPARED BY DON GRAF


Independent Protection Company, Inc., 1507 S. Main Street, Goshen, Ind. Four Data Sheets describing the protection of buildings against lightning, with construction drawings.

Koppers Company, Koppers Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. Twelve Data Sheets on dampproofing, routing, with construction drawings on the waterproofing of pools.

Marsh Wall Products Company, Dover, Ohio. Four Data Sheets covering Marlite—a light-weight, easily installed and completely sanitary wall covering which is available in many attractive colors.

Milcor Steel Company, Milwaukee, Wis. A set of 6 Data Sheets, on the Milcor Steel Stud for Hollow Partitions and Milcor 2" Solid Plaster Partitions.

National Electric Products Corporation, Fulton Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. A set of 6 Data Sheets which cover the latest development in Plug-in Strips for convenience outlets and Lumiline lighting. Carefully made drawings show exact installation for various typical locations.

(Continued on page 598)
National Lightning Protection Co., Jefferson at Eugenia, St. Louis, Mo. Four Data Sheets giving a complete open specification for the lightning protection of various buildings.

National Terrazzo & Mosaic Association, 1420 New York Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C. A set of 8 Data Sheets, giving short form specification and details for all kinds of terrazzo work.


Rotary Lift Company, Memphis, Tennessee. A set of 6 Data Sheets with very complete installation drawings showing details of Freight-Passenger Elevators, Sidewalk Elevators and Dumbwaiters for travels of 30 feet or less.

The Ruberoid Company, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. Six Data Sheets giving a complete outline of both pitch and asphalt roofings for all types of roofing decks.

The Sisalkraft Company, 205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill. A set of 6 Data Sheets showing details of 6 uses for Sisalkraft, which complement the first set of Sisalkraft Data Sheets.

The Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn. Four Data Sheets on the construction of garage doors and doors operated by photo-electric cells.

The Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn. Second set of 4 Data Sheets on school wardrobes, accordion doors and the location of butts for ordinary doors.

The Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn. Third set of 4 Data Sheets on the planning of closets-either wide shallow closets or deep narrow closets-together with dimensions of fixtures, coat hangers, men's and women's clothing.

Henry Weis Mfg. Co., 941 Oak Street, Elkhart, Indiana. A set of 6 Data Sheets describing unit shower stalls for residences, society buildings, schools, etc.

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co., Stamford, Conn. A set of 4 Data Sheets describing the Phantom Doorman, with the necessary provisions for an economical installation.

The Sisalkraft Company, 205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill. A set of 6 Data Sheets showing details of 6 uses for Sisalkraft, which complement the first set of Sisalkraft Data Sheets.
Lesson 6—Structure and Foliage of Oak Trees
In discussing the correct drawing of trees, I wish to make it clear that my interest in distinguishing between species is not that of a scientific botanist, nor do I pretend to any botanical exactitude in my drawings. I regard the trees I draw from the point of view of an artist who wishes to be convincingly truthful and who loves trees for the sake of their interesting forms, the rhythmic lines of their structural elements, and the play of light and shade and color through their foliage masses.

The oak, which is the subject of this lesson, offers marked contrast to the pine, which was treated in the last plate. Characterized by great strength of structure, its heavy trunk and gnarled twisting limbs support a broad, heavily-leafed crown. I have chosen to illustrate here a rather symmetrical example—one whose spreading branches extend about as far horizontally as the tree reaches vertically. The general shape of the whole might be roughly contained within a great sphere and if you keep this thought in mind it will help you to feel the form as you render it.

As usual we begin by drawing lightly the structure of the tree, its thick sturdy trunk tapering up from the ground, dividing itself into several principal limbs which throw off heavy branches as they ascend with many undulations towards the top, reducing gradually their diameters until they divide into many smaller branches and twigs which carry the leaves. From the main limbs extend occasional turning, twisting minor limbs, struggling their way in many directions towards the enclosing sphere, crossing and recrossing each other as they go and casting their shadows on their neighbors. We also sketch in the foliage masses and suggest lightly the shades and shadows preparatory to their final expression with broad strokes. The light in this case is falling from the left, above and behind the observer. Keeping in mind the ball-like general mass, you will be able to determine where the lighter and darker portions will occur and cast the foliage shadows on branch, trunk, and ground. When you have drawn your tree something like the little diagram at the top of the plate, only much lighter, you will be ready to go ahead, knowing that the essentials are established.

Start with the darkest areas, putting them in with broad strokes, rather short to suggest leafage and remembering to silhouette the edges of each mass sharply against the sky with appropriately irregular profile. Heavy limbs in shadow may be shown by strokes running either lengthwise or crosswise. The short strokes running crosswise give a slight vibration to the profiles of the limbs which is in accord with the roughness of the bark and at the same time helps to suggest the play of reflected light. Longitudinal strokes may be used for the smaller branches and for limbs which catch the light on one side. Remember that limbs and branches passing in front of dark areas should be left white where they catch the light or gray where you want them to show up in shadow. Against the light sky they should show up as clean dark strokes, their values varying with light conditions. It is these many contrasts...
which give the sparkle to your drawing and make it full of life.

As you render the foliage masses, have in mind the way the leaves radiate from the twigs and branches. While you do not draw in each leaf, your individual strokes will suggest their directions, particularly around the edges. Try as you draw to feel the form of each mass and to model it with variations of tone while keeping its general value in proper key with the whole.

Observe how on the darker side of the trunk and principal limbs and even in the darkest foliage masses I have taken into account the reflected light from the ground which helps to express form and adds interest. Your skill in maintaining variety of surface in every part of your sketch while keeping it all in proper relation to the whole will develop with practice, just as mine did. Do not be content with just one or a few trials.

Make many. Go outdoors and draw from nature for a while. Then come in and apply what you have learned. Compose some trees of your own.

Do not forget throughout all this that the proper and frequent sharpening of the pencil is a fundamental preliminary to this particular technique. Success depends upon the clean-cut and precise application of pencil to paper with each stroke calculated to be of maximum expressiveness. You can’t do it with an uncontrollable point.

The next lesson will deal with the birch, a still different type of tree with quite distinct characteristics. When you have done with this series I hope you will have developed a reasonably large repertoire of tree forms so that you will be fully equipped to sketch any common variety with confidence in your ability to express its character beyond question. That’s worth working for, eh?
Softball Diamond

.... A Free Blueprint

of this drawing offers a convincing demonstration of Typhonite Eldorado quality. The blueprint is made directly from the original Typhonite Eldorado pencil drawing. For your copy, just write the address below and ask for blueprint No. 167-J9.

This Dixon Typhonite Eldorado drawing should be useful to architects and landscape architects in planning the grounds of Y.M.C.A.'s, Y.W.C.A.'s, industrial, public and school playgrounds and for commercial purposes. The diamond is similar to a baseball diamond but reduced in size because of the difference in the ball that is used.

In this drawing a Typhonite Eldorado F was used for heavy lines, solid blacks and hatchings; 2H for the light lines. It demonstrates the adaptability of Typhonite Eldorado to lines, hatchings and notes such as would occur on the small scale plot plan.

*But to completely demonstrate the quality of Dixon's Typhonite Eldorado Pencils, try them. Learn from use the result of the exclusive Dixon process by which a typhoon of superheated steam creates a new form of controlled-size natural graphite—Typhonite. Because of this matchless product, Dixon's Typhonite Eldorado Pencils are the world's finest pencils—bar none. 

* * * *

For Typhonite Eldorado quality in the colored pencil field, ask your drawing supply house for Dixon "Best" Colored Pencils—a complete palette of 36 colors.
LAPIDOLITH LIQUID

Hardens and penetrates concrete deeper than ordinary floor treatments. No other floor hardener contains the ingredient which enables LAPIDOLITH LIQUID to penetrate even the smallest pores of concrete; chemically welding it into a dense, flint-hard wearproof mass.

It is a permanent, positive method of wearproofing and dustproofing concrete floors—new or old. LAPIDOLITH LIQUID goes on a concrete floor as easily as scrub water. LAPIDOLITH LIQUID is merely flushed on finished concrete—safely, simply, economically.

Among the leaders of industry who are using LAPIDOLITH LIQUID for years:

- FORD MOTOR COMPANY, Detroit, Michigan
- BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, South Bethlehem, Pa.
- GULF REFINING COMPANY, New Orleans, La.

FOR WOOD FLOORS

Specify LIGNOPHOL

THE ONE APPLICATION PENETRATING WOOD FINISH
that preserves, beautifies and leaves nothing to wear off

*U. S. Patent Office

Dept. P 9

L. SONNEBORN SONS, INC.
88 Lexington Ave. New York City

S E R V I C E  D E P A R T M E N T S

THE MART. In this department we will print, free of charge, notices from readers (dealers excepted) having for sale or desiring to purchase books, drawing instruments, and other property pertaining directly to the profession or business in which most of us are engaged. Only those items will be listed for sale which we can no longer supply from our own stock. Such notices will be inserted in one issue only, but there is no limit to the number of different notices pertaining to different things which any subscriber may insert.

PERSONAL NOTICES. Announcements concerning the opening of new offices for the practice of architecture, changes in architectural firms, changes of address and items of personal interest will be printed free of charge.

FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE. In this department we shall continue to print, free of charge, notices from architects or others requiring designers, draftsmen, specification writers, or superintendents, as well as from those seeking similar positions.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO ARCHITECTS LOCATED OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES: Should you be interested in any building material or equipment manufactured in America, we will gladly procure and send, without charge, any information you may desire.

Notices submitted for publication in these Service Departments must reach us before the twelfth of each month if they are to be inserted in the next issue. Address all communications to 330 West 42nd Street, New York.

THE MART


We will pay 35c per copy, plus postage, for the following copies of PENCIL POINTS: July and December 1939, and May 1940. Must be in good condition. Subscription Department, care of PENCIL POINTS.

WANTED: Drafting table, at least 40x60, tilt top, preferably tilting to vertical position. Must be in good condition. W. E. Chapman, Jr., 39-13 219th Street, Bayside, L. I., New York.

Goldwin Goldsmith, University of Texas, Austin, Texas, has the following copies of PENCIL POINTS: June, September, October, November and December, 1920; September 1921; September 1923.

Sydney S. Sylvester, 3312 Perry Avenue, Bronx, New York, has the following architectural publications for sale, in extra fine condition: Architectural Review, 16 volumes (old copies); The Tuileries Brochures, 17 volumes (old copies); Service Sheets, all working drawings, Architectural Service Press Co., Philadelphia; Sketches Abroad, Julius A. Schweinfurth.

Buckeye Conduit is made of Steel, Lacquer and Loyalty

The most important element in conduit that will help you on the job is the men who make it.

Buckeye Conduit is made in the largest and most modern conduit mill in the country. We're proud of that but we're a lot more proud of the men in those mills. Conduit making is still an art, and while these men of ours are as big and tough as they come, they're artists at their jobs. You'd know in a minute what we mean if you could see how skillfully the welder proceeds with his work only when the steel is heated within the narrow limits that mean perfect welding temperatures, and the pride he takes in every length he forms; if you could see the painstaking care of the men in the cleaning, baking and finishing divisions; and finally the sharp eyes of the inspectors who ruthlessly throw out any length that is not as perfect as it can be made.

These men -- many of them here for 20 to 30 years -- are as proud of their product as any painter could be of his work. You couldn't hire them to turn out a length of Buckeye that wasn't a tribute to their loyalty and skill. It is men like these at Youngstown that make us in the sales department proud to offer you the fine conduit they produce.
ILLUSTRATIONS ACTUAL SIZE

SIZES AND APPROXIMATE STRENGTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size No.</th>
<th>Dia. of bead, in.</th>
<th>Brass or nickel silver</th>
<th>Monel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>15-20</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>.125</td>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>.187</td>
<td>45-50</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>.250</td>
<td>85-100</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>.375</td>
<td>175-200</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Non-kinkable BEAD CHAIN® has been found so satisfactory with so many products in the architectural field that it deserves the consideration of every architect, designer and engineer from a practical and decorative viewpoint.

BEAD CHAIN® is available in various metals, plated and lacquered finishes, with couplings, pendants and attachments for every need. Sample card gladly sent on request.

(Continued from page 50, Advertising Section)

from July 1935 through April 1940, cut 8½ x 11, indexed and filed in binder. Please make offer for all or in part, to be sent express collect.

Edwin Todd, Assistant Professor of Art, Park College, Parkville, Mo., would like to obtain a copy of Modern Kerken in Europa en Amerika, Dr. J. G. Wattjes, published in Amsterdam. Please state price and condition of book. He is also interested in any books having pictures of modern style churches.

DESK ROOM: Full office equipment, use of stock and shipping rooms, if desired, at no additional cost. Quiet office, very reasonable rent. Times Square section, New York City. Box No. 900.

Barnett Yurdin, 239 Mt. Hope Place, New York, N. Y., has the following books for sale: Old Philadelphia Details, J. P. Sims and C. Willing; Architecture of Southern Spain; Northern Italian Details; Small Houses of the Late Georgian Period; Dawncuts Palace, L. C. Rosenberge; Georgian Period, Student Edition; Monograph of the Work of Mellor, Meigs and House; Boston Architectural Club, 1924 and 1925; French Gothic.

PERSONALS

JAMES ROSS GILLIE and ROBERT DeBOSE BURBANK, Designers, have formed a partnership under the firm name of Burbank & Gillie, for the practice of architectural and industrial design, at 10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y. This firm was erroneously listed as Architects in the June issue.

STRUCTON COMPLETE BUILDING SERVICES have opened an office for the practice of architecture and building at 1847 Virginia Road, Los Angeles, Calif.

SIDNEY ASTOR, Architect, has opened an office for the practice of architecture at Office No. 213, Latta Arcade Building, Charlotte, N. C.

GAARWOOD M. GRIMES, Architect, has moved his office from the Republic Building to Room 312, Speed Building, Fourth and Guthrie Streets, Louisville, Kentucky. (Visitors welcome.)

ELY JACQUES KAHN, WILLIAM I. HOHAUSER, ETHAN ALLEN DENNISON, Architects, have opened offices for the Fort Greene Houses, Section No. 2, at 101 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. Mr. Carl A. Vollmer is office manager. Interviews between 4 and 5 o'clock.

HARRY L. ALPER, Architect, has moved his office to 551 Fifth Avenue, Fred F. French Building, Suite 425, New York, N. Y.

LAUREN PARROTT and CLARENCE A. SMITH II, Associated Architects, have opened offices for the Fort Greene Houses, Section No. 2, at 101 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. Mr. Carl A. Vollmer is office manager. Interviews between 4 and 5 o'clock.

OLIVER C. KJAR, Builder and Contractor, has opened new offices at 6901 Easton Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

PIER L. CHERICI, Architect, has moved his office from 277 Broadway, New York, N. Y., to 50 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
SANITATION is one big reason why the up-to-date hospital turns to Armstrong’s Linoleum Floors—not only for nurseries, but for wards, private rooms, corridors, and other hospital areas. This linoleum is easy to keep clean. Dust and dirt won’t cling to its smooth, crack-free surface. Routine sweeping, supplemented by occasional washing and waxing, is all the attention it requires.

The resilience of Armstrong’s Linoleum makes it both quiet and comfortable underfoot. The colors do not wear off because they run through the full thickness.

From a strictly practical point of view, an Armstrong’s Linoleum Floor is an especially wise choice—because expensive refinishing isn’t necessary. And with the 200-odd colorings available, you’ll find it easy to select distinctive, psychologically-correct floors for private rooms, waiting rooms, and other areas.

Send for Booklet

ARMSTRONG’S FLOORS LINOLEUM

Rubber Tile - Linotile (Oil-Bonded) - Asphalt Tile - Cork Tile - Linowall Wall Covering
PUBLICATIONS ON MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

of Interest to Architects, Draftsmen and Specification Writers

Publications mentioned here will be sent free unless otherwise noted, upon request, to readers of Pencil Points by the firm issuing them. When writing for these items please mention Pencil Points.

SADDLES AND THRESHOLDS. — A.L.A. File No. 14-b-53. Manual, containing useful source material for the architect and drafting room, shows a wide variety of architectural bronze and aluminum and hot rolled steel sections which may be used for the construction of elevator and door sashes and thresholds of all types. 16 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. Julius Blum & Co., Inc., 532 W. 22nd St., New York, N. Y.

FLEXGLASS COLOR CHART. — Spiral-bound folder presenting reproductions of the numerous colors obtainable in Flexglass, a glass that will bend concavely and convexly, and can be cemented to any smooth, hard surface. Descriptive information is included. United States Plywood Corp., 103 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

CERTAIN-TEED WAYS TO MAKE YOUR HOME STAY YOUNG. — New book designed in magazine form giving useful facts for home owners and those about to build. Descriptive data, accompanied by illustrations in full color, is presented covering such Certain-teed products as shingles, siding, structural insulation, wall board and gypsum items. 24 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. Certain-teed Products Corp., 100 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

NEW SMITH MILLS 25 HEATING BOILER.—Set of two folders describing and illustrating the new Smith Mills 25 line of heating boilers for oil burning and automatic coal firing designed especially for use in roadside restaurants, monitor stores, garages, small public buildings and large residences. Specifications, dimensions, data on accessories and trim, advantages of Sparta tiles; and many of their current uses such as for schools, hospitals, Y. M. C. A. buildings, swimming pools, public and commercial buildings, apartments and residences. Included are detail drawings, specifications, data on accessories and trim shapes, also numerous four-color plates showing designs and color combinations. 64 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. The Sparta Ceramic Co., East Sparta, Ohio.


CHOOSE FROM THESE 5 TYPES.— A.L.A. File No. 35-h-6. New brochure presents illustrations in color, enabling architects, builders, and owners to choose the type of partition that will facilitate creating the proper environment for toilet rooms in almost any type of commercial, industrial, municipal, or school building. Detailed descriptions accompany each of the 5 types illustrated. 8 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. The Sinyemetal Products Co., Inc., 1705 Urbana Road, Cleveland, O.
Nowadays, your clients recognize that clean, comfortable washrooms promote better Industrial Relations. They look to you for planned "good-will" washrooms for employees as well as executives. To help you, Scott offers this valuable Architects' Washroom Manual.

It's the first constructive book that covers basic washroom planning for efficiency in use. It shows how the Scott Washroom Advisory Service works to solve traffic, fixture-location and sanitary problems. You can use this helpful Manual to make every client's Public Relations Program more successful . . . by planning washrooms that meet every requirement of comfort, sanitation and economy.

Get a copy before you start your next washroom plans. Simply mail the coupon.

Drill holes eliminated by Scott Special Adhesive. This exclusive Scott development permits easy, rapid installation of fixtures for ScotTissue and ScotTissue Towels . . . prevents damage to walls. Fixtures stay up securely, yet can be moved quickly at any time. See our listing in Sweet's Catalog for details.

Mail Coupon for Free Book
Scott Paper Company, Dept. PP-8, Chester, Pa.

Let me have, without obligation, a free copy of your new Architects' Washroom Manual.

Name
Organization
Address
City State

Copyright, 1940, Scott Paper Company
Every business man wants a quiet office

PLAN QUIET ROOMS BY SPECIFYING CEILINGS OF Corkoustic

Noise is especially disturbing to business men and their employees. And, what’s more, it is an expense because it reduces efficiency. That’s why you increase client-satisfaction when you specify sound-absorbing ceilings of Armstrong’s Corkoustic for office buildings. This cork acoustical material is also ideal for schools, hospitals, restaurants, and other busy public buildings because it soaks up unwanted noise. Corkoustic B6 has a sound-absorption coefficient of 82 per cent at 512 cycles.

You will also find Corkoustic useful for churches, auditoriums, radio studios, theatres, and other places where acoustical correction is necessary. Easy and inexpensive to keep clean, it can be repainted without impairing its sound-absorbing efficiency. Other important qualities of this moderately priced material are its high light-reflection value, its insulation value, and its attractive texture. The rich factory-applied pastel colors make Corkoustic a pleasing interior finish.

Send for Booklet
Let us send you all the facts about Corkoustic. A file-sized, illustrated booklet “Tune Out Noise” is yours for the asking. “Sweet’s” also contains complete Corkoustic data. Armstrong Cork Company Building Materials Division, 1227 State St., Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Publications on Materials and Equipment

(Continued from page 54)

Donovan Awning Type Steel Windows.—New reference manual covering Donovan mechanically-operated awning type steel windows for schools, hospitals, auditoriums, gymnasiums, armories, power houses and public buildings. Included are specifications, typical window layouts, details, types and sizes, etc. 20 pp. 8½ x 11. Truscon Steel Co., Youngstown, O.

Published by the same firm, “Truscon Pivoted Steel Windows.” A.A.A. File No. 16-e. Catalog, dealing with the subject of Truscon pivoted steel windows, presents descriptive and specification data, sizes and types, construction details, installation instructions, etc. 22 pp. 8½ x 11.

The Memory Stone.—Issue No. 1, of Vol. XV, of this monthly publication devoted to the subject of marble, illustrates a number of applications of this kind of stone for churches, residences, memorials, etc. 8 pp. 8½ x 10¼. Vermont Marble Co., Proctor, Vt.

Ingersoll Koolshade Sun Screen Test Data. — Brochure presenting a report on the calculation of solar heat gain through windows equipped with Koolshade sun screen, based on tests made by Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory. 8 pp. 8½ x 11. Ingersoll Steel & Disc Division, Borg-Warner Corp., 310 South Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

New Frantz No. 10 Complete Garage Door Unit.—Folder announcing and describing the new Frantz No. 10 Over-the-Top complete garage door unit, consisting of door and hardware complete, pre-assembled for 8 ft. wide by 7 ft. high openings. Installation details, 4 pp. 8½ x 11. Frantz Mfg. Co., Sterling, Ill.


Flo-Line Tankless Taco. —Data sheet No. 42-40 presents descriptive and engineering data covering the Flo-Line Tankless Taco which is offered for buildings requiring a large volume of domestic hot water during heavy peak demand periods. 8½ x 11. Taco Heaters, Inc., 342 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Armstrong’s ACOUSTICAL MATERIALS

CORKOUSTIC TEMCOUSTIC

(Continued on page 58)
The Lee Hardware Company built a five story warehouse in 1903 and installed twelve Kinnear Steel Rolling Doors. These doors have been used daily for 37 years (Sundays and holidays excepted) and have given excellent service. The cost of maintenance and upkeep has been almost negligible over that period of time.

This is just a typical case—one of hundreds in the Kinnear files. Other Kinnear Doors have rolled up even longer records of “excellent service.” That’s why, for two generations, architects have been able to specify Kinnear with complete confidence.

Length of service is only one advantage of Kinnear Rolling Doors. Their space-saving efficiency is second to none. They coil completely out of the way above the lintel, leaving floor, wall and ceiling space around the opening completely clear at all times. Merchandise or materials can be stored within a few inches of the doors—inside or outside—without hindering their operation.

Also, when open, the doors are out of reach of damage by wind or vehicles. That keeps maintenance and repair costs amazingly low. And smooth, time-saving ease of operation is another important feature.

Remember too that Kinnear Rolling Doors are fire repellent, verminproof, weathertight, rust resistant—and they give extra protection against riot, theft and intrusion.

You can specify Kinnear Rolling Doors for any opening, of any size, in old or new buildings, for motor, manual or mechanical operation... because every Kinnear Rolling Door is specially made to exactly fit individual requirements. Take full advantage of Kinnear’s 45 years of door specialization. Write today for complete information—or refer to Sweet’s.

The KINNEAR Manufacturing Co., 1900-20 Fields Ave., Columbus, Ohio. Offices and Agents in All Principal Cities. Factories in Columbus, Ohio and San Francisco, California.
CARRIER AIR CONDITIONING, REFRIGERATION AND UNIT HEATING SERVICES TO INDUSTRY.—Catalog illustrating the adaptability of air conditioning to industry. Complete equipment is shown from a window ventilator handling a few hundred c.f.m. to heat diffusers delivering b.t.u. in hundreds of thousands. Self-contained room coolers for individual spaces and central station installations handling thousands of c.f.m. are also listed. The use of refrigeration by industry is demonstrated from a 1/5 hp condensing unit for cooling drinking water units to a 1,000 ton centrifugal refrigerating machine producing temperatures as low as 150°F. below 0°. Complete descriptive information includes application, operation, installation and specification data, as well as tables of capacities, dimensions, ratings and performance. 16 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, N. Y.

Published by the same firm, “Carrier Air Conditioning Data.” Air conditioning data bulletin presents Carrier psychrometric chart which has been revised for greatest accuracy with convenience in the solution of all psychrometric problems. The addition of a correction table makes the chart universal in its application. Vapor pressure tables are included. Also, fifteen examples are worked out to show the use of the charts.

TRANE CONVERSORS FOR MODERN COMFORT HEATING. — Bulletin S180 is available in two editions — one with a French fold cover for presentation by architects, engineers, contractors and builders to their preferred clients; the other, with regular trimmed flush cover punched for the convenience of Trane binder holders. Contains series of color views illustrating types of Trane convectors applications in residences both elaborate and modest, period and modern, and in theatre lobbies, offices, shops, and schools. Numerous other illustrations suggest further application possibilities in hospitals, kitchens, asylums, churches, mountain lodges, museums, public buildings, apartments and housing projects. Among the subjects covered is a thorough explanation of convective heating, as well as Trane convector advantages. Small color sketches afford a quick picture of the principles of convection heating, the method of installing recessed convectors and vector parts and construction. Ten styles and models are illustrated as representative of the large number of Trane convector styles available for every heating application. 24 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. The Trane Co., La Crosse, Wis.

(Continued on page 60)
No one would think of nailing flooring at the ends only...

Warping can be eliminated in doors, too

...use a third butt

Don't blame green lumber for warped and twisted doors. No door can be expected to remain true when supported at top and bottom only.

Light interior doors (1\frac{3}{8}"") warp more quickly than heavier doors. The third butt will keep them in line, keep them swinging freely with latch and lock clicking smoothly.

Figure your jobs with "Three Butts to a Door"—avoid the necessity of costly re-hanging later. The Stanley Works, New Britain, Connecticut.
EXTRA THICK INSULATION • SAME INSTALLED COST • WITH TEMLOK DE LUXE

The key to comfort and beauty in this classroom of the Manhattan Book Grammar School, Manhattan Beach, California, is found in the attractive and practical casing of Armstrong's Temlok De Luxe. Architect: Wardman & Brooks, Los Angeles, special! 12 x 12 x 1/2" Temlok De Luxe panels for this pleasingly decorative effect. Lumber Dealer: Builders' Material, Manhattan Beach.

You can combine fuel saving, comfort, decoration, light-reflection, and quiet when you specify this Armstrong material

O fficials of modern schools and owners of public buildings are naturally interested in attractively finished interiors. But more than that, they want an interior finish which serves a practical purpose as well.

Armstrong's Temlok De Luxe is just such a material. It is made in five factory-applied colors and in panels, planks, and boards which can be combined into interesting and highly decorative effects. In addition, the new Temlok De Luxe Structural Units, 3/4" thick, provide a full measure of insulating efficiency. Dimensions in multiples of 16" permit erection directly against standard framing when true and even, or against furring strips 16" on centers.

On the practical side, Temlok is first—

Effective insulation. It cuts heating costs and increases year-round comfort. Second, it quiets noise—especially important in schools and public buildings. Fourth, Temlok De Luxe is quick and inexpensive to install, and there need be no waiting for plaster to dry! Temlok can be erected against furring strips with convenient Tem-Clips. Where the base is plaster, gypsum lath, or a similar material, special Temlok Adhesive does the job quickly, easily, and efficiently.

All these advantages make Armstrong's Temlok De Luxe the popular choice of architects and building owners throughout the country. Get full details about this modern insulating interior finish in Sweet's (Insulation), or write to Armstrong Cork Company, Building Materials Division, 911 Concord Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

NEW TEMLOK DE LUXE STRUCTURAL UNITS

Give your clients 50% more insulation at no increase in installed cost with new Temlok De Luxe Structural Units—made in 3/4" thick panels and planks with dimensions in multiples of 16". This extra strength permits installation direct to framing members (when true and even) or to furring strips, 16" o.c., with Tem-Clips. The slight additional cost of this thicker insulation is more than offset by economies in other materials and in labor.

Armstrong's TEMLOK INSULATION

DE LUXE INTERIOR FINISHES

TEMSEAL SHEATHING • LATH • ARMSTRONG'S NONOWALL

PUBLICATIONS ON MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

(Continued from page 58)

INSULITE PRODUCTS. — Valuable reference manual for architects covering the complete line of Insulite insulating products. Construction details, engineering data, specifications, installation photographs, etc. 62 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. Insulite Co., Builders Exchange Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

MANUFACTURERS' DATA WANTED

SIDNEY ASTOR, Architect, No. 213 Latta Arcade Building, Charlotte, N. C. (Data for complete A.I.A. file.)

CHARLES IRWIN THIELE, Architect, 551 Main Street, Niagara Falls, N. Y. (Data on mechanical and structural equipment, hardware, fixtures, etc., for minimum house construction.)

STUCON COMPLETE BUILDING SERVICES, Architects, 1847 Virginia Road, Los Angeles, Calif.

BURBANK & GILLIE, Designers, 10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y. (Data for A.I.A. file, and samples of all materials that apply to architectural and industrial design.)

GAARWOOD M. GRIMES, Architect, 312 Speed Building, Fourth and Guthrie Streets, Louisville, Kentucky. (Salesmen and visitors welcome.)

SAMUEL BLANC, Architect, 421 Lafayette Avenue, Grantwood, N. J. (Data for A.I.A. file, and samples of all materials that apply to architectural and industrial design.)

GAARWOOD M. GRIMES, Architect, 312 Speed Building, Fourth and Guthrie Streets, Louisville, Kentucky. (Salesmen and visitors welcome.)

VINNER A. RANTANEN, Engineer, 18945 Greenlawn Avenue, Detroit, Mich. (Data for complete A.I.A. file.)

M. D. PEARCE, Architect and Builder, 221 Hodgson Avenue, Houston, Penna.

ROBERT CODY, Draftsman, Box 551, Route 4, Louisville, Ky. (Data for drafting room use and for complete A.I.A. file.)

NEIL R. KOCHENDOERFER, Draftsman, 230 E. 8th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. (Data for drafting room use and for complete A.I.A. file.)

EDWIN F. KEATING, Draftsman, 319 E. 8th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. (Data for complete A.I.A. file.)

GLEN GLASPEY, Student, Route 2, Walla Walla, Washington. (Also data for complete A.I.A. file.)

ARTHUR ADDISON, Student, 926 Parsons Avenue, Columbus, Ohio. (Data for complete A.I.A. file.)

CHARLES CHODL, JR., Student, 116 W. Schiller Street, Chicago, Ill. (Data for complete A.I.A. file.)
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GALVANIZED STEEL

IS IMMEDIATELY PAINTABLE ... and the Paint Grips and Lasts

Bonderizing on zinc coated sheets provides an integral coating that makes the galvanized surface immediately paintable. Bonderizing binds the paint to the surface. Just apply paint in the same way that it is applied to surrounding wood or metal, with full assurance that the paint will bond and last. Weathering tests in sub-tropical and city atmospheres prove it.

Bonderized-galvanized sheets are now generally available to the building trades. Because of this new paintability, they open new architectural possibilities for this durable, economical time tested material.

PARKER RUST PROOF COMPANY
2163 E. Milwaukee Ave. • Detroit, Michigan

Send for This Book:
It gives you the information you want about Parker Processes, and tells how they are serving the building industry by protecting iron and steel building materials from rust, lowering maintenance costs and increasing owner satisfaction.
FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
FOR READERS OF PENCIL POINTS

Replies to box numbers should be addressed care of PENCIL POINTS, 330 West 42nd Street, New York. 25 words or less in this Department FREE—over 25 words ten cents per word should accompany all notices. Copy must be in by 12th of month preceding date of issue.

POSITIONS OPEN

WANTED: Small long established middle west office needs moderate sal­aried draftsman or draftswoman especially experienced small residential and alteration work. State in detail age, education, experience, salary. Enclose small photograph. Box No. 901.

DESIGNER — Gothic architectural. Large middle west manufacturer. De­tailed reply should include education and experience. Permanent for thor­oughly qualified man. Box No. 905.

POSITIONS WANTED

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER — 14 years’ wide variety building types—unusual alterations involving additional heavy loads. Locate anywhere. Reasonable salary. Also mail orders on fee basis. A. A. de Carriere, 634 Com­mon St., New Orleans, La.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER — experienced in engineering, photography, ad­vertising and at present employed as inspector of electrical equipment. De­sires salaried position with opportunity for advancement. Norman W. Lind­say, 454 South Dallas Ave., Pitts­burgh, (8), Pa.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN, registered in New York, 12 years’ ex­perience, graduate in architecture, seeks position with architect or inte­rior decorator in New York area. Box No. 902.


ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN — 6 years’ office experience on apart­ment houses, residences, schools and industrial buildings. Plans, details, per­spectives, neatly done. Knowledge of design. Box No. 904.

DRAFTSMAN, experienced automatic machines, plant layouts, restaurant and bar equipment installations, perspec­tives. Excellent references. W. Ruben­stein, 1760 Jerome Ave., New York City.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN, 6 years’ office experience on apartment houses, residences, schools and indu­trial building. Floor layouts, elevations and details neatly drawn. Knowledge of architectural design, perspective. Box No. 910.


ENGINEERING STUDENT, 23, 1 year engineering drawing, 1 year’s sur­veying experience, wishes drafting ap­prenticeship, preferably locomotives. Harold Miller, 66 Emerson Place, Val­ley Stream, N. Y.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN — University honor graduate 1933, B. Arch. Seven years’ experience, prin­cipally concrete and masonry con­struction, as draftsman, reinforcing detailer, estimator, job and office supervisor. Now employed in major building steel corporation, Nirm­ingham, Alabama. Seeking opportunity with architectural or engineering firm. Box No. 906.

ARCHITECT, Registered New York, draftsman and detailer, 26 years’ all round experience. Rapid worker, de­sires position with growing office. Married. Box No. 907.

DRAFTSMAN-DETAILER, Colum­bia architecture graduate, 1938. One and a half years’ office practice with well established New York City firm of architects. Excellent references. Location unimportant. Box No. 908.


ARCHITECT, Reg. 25 years’ all round experience in drafting room and field, on commercial, residential, pub­lic buildings. Competent executive. Experienced in obtaining commissions. Correspondence invited. Box No. 912.

MIAMI BATHROOM CABINETS and ACCESSORIES

Beautify Bathrooms

... Bring new beauty and utility to the modern bathroom.

Built in units of popular sizes, Miami Bathroom Cabinets and Accessories are designed to make efficient use of wall space and to improve the appear­ance of the bathroom.

The most complete line — over 140 models. Write Department PP for the new Miami catalog.

MIAMI CABINET DIVISION •• The PHILIP CAREY COMPANY, Middletown, Ohio.
IN TOPEKA'S
Modern Municipal Auditorium

Wheeling CORRUGATING COMPANY

6 men can lay and weld 1,000 square feet of Long-Span floor or Roof Deck in one hour. The smooth surface of the completed deck simplifies application of the insulation and any type of built-up roofing.

EFFECTS ECONOMIES IN FIREPROOF ROOF DECK CONSTRUCTION

CONSISTING of channel-shaped joists of Wheeling rust-resisting Cop-R-Loy, the Long-Span System permits quick construction of a fireproof floor or roof deck. These joists are prefabricated for the job of the proper length to span from girder to girder or from truss to truss. They can be quickly welded into a rigid deck or floor which serves immediately as a working platform for tradesmen—roofers, steamfitters, electricians, etc. Write for details and specifications on this modern warp proof, fireproof steel floor and roof system.
In the Hotel Victor, Miami Beach, Fla., Terrazzo adds to the attractiveness of the lobby. Its colors will glow for years to come. Cleaning is the only upkeep needed. Architect: L. Murray Dixon, Miami Beach, Fla.

You won't wear out THIS floor's welcome

Terrazzo makes a hotel floor of enduring beauty... offers practically unlimited scope for your design... provides long-lasting decoration with low-cost service over the years!

With colorful TERRAZZO you can make a hotel floor that will be a warm welcome sign to guests as long as the building stands. But that is only part of the story. In TERRAZZO you have a medium for the expression of your creative ideas that has maximum flexibility and almost unlimited range of applications.

You can specify TERRAZZO to bring enduring beauty and warmth of color and design to a hotel lobby. Or you can specify it for a tough and permanent washroom floor where its use will be functional rather than decorative.

Where beauty and design are paramount, you can employ TERRAZZO in any standard or individual pattern—simple or intricate—in practically any color or combination of colors. Designs will be sharp and clear—colors will be rich for years to come. Where service alone is important, TERRAZZO gives you an extraordinarily long-wearing and easy-to-clean floor with very low upkeep.

Specify TERRAZZO for any type building—a railroad station or a theatre, an office building or a hospital, a school or a hotel. Use it in new buildings or for modernization. And use it for base, wainscot, walls and stairways, as well as floors. For the latest information on TERRAZZO, see SWEET'S CATALOG, or write The National Terrazzo and Mosaic Association, 1420 New York Avenue NW., Washington, D. C.
The door of the General Electric Home Bureau is wide open to you! Use us as a clearing house for all your electrical problems. We furnish no plans, but our staff of experts will be glad to check your plans from an electrical point of view. We invite you to try us on your next job. Join the increasing number of Architects who are taking full advantage of this free service!

1. **KITCHEN PLANNING** We will gladly check your plans and make suggestions based on many years of special attention to kitchen layouts.

2. **LAUNDRY PLANNING** Here, too, we will make what suggestions we can on equipment, arrangement, and overall design.

3. **WIRING LAYOUTS** Our engineers will suggest location of outlets, and will make general recommendations for adequate wiring systems that will give your clients the full benefit of electrical aids.

4. **HEATING LAYOUTS** We will help on heating and air conditioning problems and make suggestions on placement of outlets and heating plants.

5. **HOME LIGHTING** G-E publications are available on correct lighting which will be of interest to you.

If you have not received the new G-E Home Bureau booklets: "Kitchens Designed for Better Living," — "It's Fun to Live Electrically," — and "House Sense," send for them today. The coupon will bring them to you.

**MAIL TODAY**

General Electric Home Bureau,
Dept. PP-69, 1285 Boston Avenue,
Bridgeport, Conn.

Please send booklets mentioned.

Name: ...........................................
Address: ...........................................
City: ........................................... State: ...........................................
In thousands of buildings, concrete walls, floors and roofs are made safer, longer-lasting and more fireproof by the use of U·S·S Wire Fabric. For this sturdy reinforcing material provides a backbone of steel that assures uniform strength and rigidity throughout the concrete slab.

The cost of installing U·S·S Wire Fabric is low. The product is convenient to handle—goes down quickly and easily — lies flat and always stays in place. The speed and simplicity of installing wire fabric keep labor costs down ... make wire fabric the ideal concrete reinforcement.

U·S·S Wire Fabric is available in Electric Welded and Triangle Mesh Fabrics. Both can be furnished in rolls or sheets according to your requirements.
NEW YORK'S NEW ASPHALT PLANT

started with a pencil

in the talented hand of ELY JACQUES KAHN

A huge shell, vast enough to care for the enormous equipment of tanks, hoppers and other machinery used in the production of paving materials, and harmonizing in design and material with New York's new East Side Drive on which it is located.

This fine rendering of the Plant displays admirably the quality that a pencil can achieve. A scratchy pencil quality or lack of smoothness, opacity, and uniformity of lead could ruin such a conception. Knowing this, more architects, draughtsmen, engineers and artists use Venus than any other pencil.

Venus' colloidal lead, an exclusive process developed by American Pencil Company chemists and technicians, insures the smooth drawing qualities, the strength and absolute uniformity of grading through 17 degrees of black, that are demanded of the pencil in precise technical work and in free renderings of quality.

We will be pleased to send you samples in any grade you wish. Address Department A.

AMERICAN PENCIL COMPANY, NEW YORK—VENUS—DRAWING HB

VENUS PENCILS

$1 PER DOZEN

in 17 grades, 6H to 9H; also 3 grades for tracing

AMERICAN PENCIL CO., HOBOKEN, N.J.

ALSO MADE IN

CANADA—Venus Pencil Company, Ltd., Toronto
ENGLAND—Venus Pencil Co., Limited, London

SEPTEMBER 1940
Your judgment on insulation is backed by the experience of 250,000 families—in 250,000 homes—for more than 18 years—when you recommend Balsam-Wool, the lifetime insulation.

For Balsam-Wool is one insulation that has never asked its users to experiment—never required them to turn their homes into testing laboratories for uncertain insulation advantages.

From the start, Balsam-Wool has offered definite and positive protection... has answered every question about insulation performance on the job.

That is why Balsam-Wool, equipped with efficient moisture barriers, has never had a "moisture problem." That is why Balsam-Wool gives full protection from wind—settling—decay and vermin. That is why Balsam-Wool is highly fire resistant—high in lasting efficiency, and why it has been possible to sell Balsam-Wool under a money-back guarantee of complete satisfaction.

Constantly improved, Balsam-Wool today is better than ever before. Amid a confusion of insulation claims and insulation "fiction," it offers you the SURE way to insulate. The technical facts are yours for the asking. Write for them!

WOOD CONVERSION COMPANY

Dept. 117-9, First National Bank Building, St. Paul, Minnesota

Balsam-Wool... PRODUCTS OF WEYERHAEUSER... Nu-Wood
INSIDE GLAZING is dangerous and expensive

OUTSIDE GLAZING is convenient, safe and inexpensive

That's why MESKER offers you Pivoted Steel Sash OUTSIDE PUTTY GLAZED

...for Special Building Conditions!

OUTSIDE GLAZING has been unanimously chosen for its efficiency by owners of modern factory buildings. A whole office can be disrupted by replacing window panes from the inside... whereas replacing panes from the outside does not disturb busy employees or endanger costly furniture. And, unquestionably, the elimination of inside putty gives a clean-cut streamlined effect to office interiors which adds vastly to the appearance.

Not only are these important factors to be considered in specifying OUTSIDE GLAZING... but remember, also, IT'S INEXPENSIVE. So much safer, too... for possible accidents due to climbing over cumbersome equipment... work benches and office furniture... are completely eliminated.

Wherever your design calls for horizontal or commercial projected steel windows, add these important words to your specifications... "sash shall be glazed from the outside"... and assure your client of the utmost in attractiveness, safety, convenience, at no added expense.

See the 24-page Mesker catalog in Sweets' 1940 Architectural Files, section 15-15

- CASEMENT WINDOWS - DETENTION WINDOWS - INDUSTRIAL WINDOWS
- INDUSTRIAL DOORS - METAL SCREENS - MONUMENTAL WINDOWS

Manufacturers of Genuine Wrought Iron Windows... Steel Windows with Wrought Iron Sills and All Steel Windows

SINCE 1879

MESKER BROTHERS • ST. LOUIS, MO.
During more than twenty years, General Bronze has built a reputation for its skill and craftsmanship — its care and precision — in the fabrication of non-ferrous metal products.

Illustrated are two distinctive General Bronze installations in public schools.

Should you be designing monumental buildings, institutions, schools, apartment houses, or private residences, we shall be glad to furnish detailed specifications or illustrated folders on ornamental architectural metalwork, windows, revolving doors, entrances, grilles, gates, lamp standards, marquees, railings, signs. We invite your inquiries. Our catalogs are filed in Sweet's.

GENERAL BRONZE CORPORATION
34-19 TENTH STREET         LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF ARCHITECTURAL METAL WORK, WINDOWS, REVOLVING DOORS, TABLETS AND STATUARY IN BRONZE, ALUMINUM, STAINLESS STEEL AND NICKEL SILVER
NEW YORK’S MOST RECENT HOUSING PROJECT is assured the ultimate in heating comfort and fuel economy with five large Fitzgibbons Steel Boilers of a total capacity of 151,500 sq. ft. steam radiation. This New York City Housing Authority project will provide moderate cost homes for 1170 families.

Where operating costs are figured closely, Fitzgibbons Steel Boilers are the logical selection. The reasons are set forth in the Fitzgibbons R-Z-U catalog. Write for your copy.

Fitzgibbons Boiler Company, Inc.

General Offices: 101 Park Ave. New York, N. Y.
Works: Oswego, N. Y. Offices in Principal Cities
The use of black is a distinct design feature of modern architecture. Instead of monotonous buildings with accents obtained by ornamentation, contemporary designers resort to strong, accenting changes of materials. The demand for a black material which will retain its color and maintain its polish is met by Alberene Black Serpentine, and the wide-spread use of this natural, quarried stone by outstanding architects and designers attests their satisfaction with it. Having great toughness and density, Alberene Black Serpentine can be cut into sections as thin as $\frac{7}{8}$", which makes it even more economical for panels, spandrels, bulkheads and facing. The Centre Theatre in Baltimore, where the stone is used with Roman Travertine, shows a pleasing, accenting use. The stone is neither reflective nor mirror-like. A request on your business letter-head will bring you samples, conveniently boxed, showing the range of stones, including black and mottled dark blues and greens. Please address Alberene Stone Corporation of Virginia, 419 Fourth Avenue, New York. Quarries and Mills at Schuyler, Va. Sales offices in principal cities.

Alberene

BLACK SERPENTINE

Moderate in cost . . . negligible in upkeep
This Pair of Doors Called for Effective Concealed Control... and Got It!

When architects C. Howard Crane and Associates came to details on the entrance of the new Hughes & Hatcher store in Detroit they were sure of two points: control of these big, beautiful Herculite doors (1) must be concealed and (2) must be smooth, positive and thoroughly reliable.

LCN Supplied the Answer

Construction was such that floor type control was indicated in this case. Center pivot hanging of the doors was also desired. LCN No. 06 Single Acting Floor Type Door Closers were chosen (illustrated at right, No. 3) with results altogether pleasing and satisfactory.

Note in the picture above that no part of the door closer is seen—no mechanical feature mars the beauty of the designer’s work, yet the necessary, effective control is fully supplied.

Here, as with all LCN closers, the sound practice of carrying the door’s weight independently of the closer mechanism is followed. Also the LCN practice of using a lever arm to transmit power wherever conditions permit (as in all single-acting closers) makes for efficient operation.

LCN in 86 Types and Sizes

Today a wide variety of closers is needed for adequate door control in a sizable project. Design, draft and traffic conditions vary so much that hardly two doors are alike in their requirements. To meet these needs LCN supplies no fewer than 86 different types and sizes of door closers in three general classes—overhead concealed, floor concealed and surface (exposed) closers.

“One Thing Done Well”

The entire LCN plant and technical staff are devoted to one job and one alone—designing and manufacturing the best door control devices it is possible to produce. See our catalog in Sweet’s, section 16/25; call our nearest representative; or write us directly; your inquiry will be welcomed and promptly answered.

1. Single Acting Overhead Concealed Closer


2. Double Acting Overhead Concealed Closer

Nos. 444 and 460. Ideal for heavy traffic, double acting doors, for example, in entrances of variety and grocery chain stores; double acting doors in corridors, operating rooms, kitchens, etc., of commercial buildings, schools, hospitals and other institutions. Full rack-and-pinion control, stopping door on center without “slaps.” Special bronze ball-bearing center pivots furnished.

3. Single Acting Floor Concealed Closer

Nos. 02, 04 and 06. Door hung on special bronze ball-bearing pivots (furnished). Door’s weight rests on closer box, independent of mechanism. Power efficiently applied by lever arm engaged in concealed track. Typical LCN full rack-and-pinion control, finely adjustable. This closer is widely used for entrance and vestibule doors.

4. LCN “Miracle” Streamlined Door Closer

Here is the mechanically superior standard LCN surface type closer encased in a smooth metal housing of modern design which can easily be given any finish to meet your specification, at surprisingly low cost.

NORTON LASIER COMPANY, 466 W. Superior Street, Chicago
Sales and Service Representatives in 25 Cities
No Roofing Bond Protects Your Clients Against This:

The best roofing bond goes only half way in protecting your clients against unnecessary expense. It's true that if the roof fails at any point, the bond covers repairs. But only those needed to the roof. No bond pays for the damage that such failures can cause to the building or to the costly equipment underneath!

That's why we say: SPECIFY A ROOF WITH A SAFETY FACTOR

When you specify a J-M Smooth-Surfaced Asbestos Built-Up Roof, you don't need to worry about the shortcomings of roofing bonds. For these roofs are engineered with a "safety factor," exactly like steelwork or foundations. At flashings, drains, copings, skylights and angle supports, where 75% of all roof leaks start, J-M specifications call for a generous margin of safety, anticipating unusual punishment at these critical points. Such careful engineering is far more important than any bond, because it gives your client full and real protection to both building and equipment.

And this sound construction is backed by the finest materials that more than 60 years of research and roofing experience can produce. The felts used in J-M Smooth-Surfaced Roofs are made of asbestos...fireproof and rotproof, impervious to the intense drying-out action of the sun.

Check the facts yourself... and you'll see why J-M Asbestos Built-Up Roofs consistently outlast their bonds... give 25, 30 and more years of service with little upkeep. For details and specifications, write Johns-Manville, 22 East 40th St., New York, N. Y.

HERBST & KUENZLI, architects, Milwaukee, Wis., specified a Smooth-Surfaced Asbestos Roof for the Wauwatosa Senior and Junior H.S., to protect their client's building and equipment. Like all J-M Asbestos Roofs, it is built with a safety factor that is far more important than any bond.
DECORATIONS OF LINER

When the luxury liner “America” was put into service last month by the U. S. Lines it attracted wide notice as the largest and finest ship of its class ever built in this country. Embodying latest developments in marine architecture and engineering (Gibbs & Cox, Naval Architects) the “America” is also notable for her interior architecture and decoration—in which a dozen well-known muralists collaborated with the Architects, Eggers & Higgins, and the Decorators, Smyth, Urquhart & Marekowal.

Representative of the works of art adorning the 23 public rooms of the liner are the murals and decorations shown here and across page. In the mural above, which has the place of honor in the main library and writing room, Griffith Baily Conde (who is something of an authority on the “family tree” of the “America”) has depicted in twelve steps man’s development of “sea wings” from the first spread skin to the intricately-rigged clipper ship of the past century. The bleached woods and soft blue carpet of the room complement the decorations.
"AMERICA" DISTINCTIVE

Above is a view of one end of the richly-furnished white, silver and red ballroom—a dramatic setting for a twenty-foot mural by Andre Durenceau, who also decorated the ship's swimming pool. In subtle tints he has here depicted Neptune driving four spirited steeds through the waves. The lighting of this mural, back of the musicians' platform, affords a brilliant contrast with the general illumination which is readily changed from a brilliance to mysterious half-lights.

The aluminum sculptures shown below recall the extensive use of metals in structural and decorative detail — a modern note that gives luster to the ship's interiors. Off-white walls, aluminum hand-rails and black floors help to center interest on the dark red panels of the main stair well, where Austin Purves has fixed 26 sculptures, 18 inches high, of the Zodiac symbols and signs. These are repeated on the after stair well on background panels of light grey.

The "America's" length of 723 feet and her 26,454 gross tons make her the largest liner built in an American yard.
An Architect speaks of

OIL BURNING SYSTEMS
FOR HOTELS

JAMES OTIS POST, of the firm of George B. Post & Sons, nationally-known architects of many of the country's finest Hotels, has this to say of Oil Burning Systems:

"Based on my own experience together with that of our engineers, I have found that oil burning systems, when adapted to their special requirements, operate with the highest efficiency and satisfaction to owners and occupants. The Petro Oil Burning System gives a consistently good performance in the way of dependability and low operating costs, backed up by exceptional service from the company."

Normal demand on the heating plant of a modern hotel fluctuates over a wider range than in other types of structure. Hotel heating is complicated by fluctuating occupancy of guest space and use of public rooms, and the hot water supply must be equal to maximum demand, while still having very low points.

To meet these demand characteristics adequately and economically requires the firing equipment to maintain high combustion efficiency and practically instantaneous response at all points.

Petro's economy record in hotel installations is due in large part to Petro's Thermal Viscosity system for firing with the cheapest, preheated fuel oils. Whether the overall operations of the burners be Automatic, Semi-automatic, or Manual, the Thermal Viscosity System eliminates the "Human fallibility" element from the vital factors of oil temperature and combustion rate.

The Petro burner in itself embodies many years of design development to make such fuel- and labor-saving operation dependable and practical. The burner's strength and relative simplicity is evident to a degree in the adjacent illustration of a fully automatic Petro burner for preheated No. 6 oil.

Used with the Thermal Viscosity principle, this burner's operation is literally and wholly automatic—not just partly so. Its automatic operation includes "Cold Starts"—

CAPACITIES: To 100 gal. per hr.
336 boiler h.p.
47,000 sq. ft. steam E.D.R.

Fuel pumping, with integral pump—Instant self-adjustment of firing rate to meet fluctuating demand—Accurately automatic control of oil supply at flow rate, and temperature correct for maximum combustion efficiency. Seven sizes, Models W 2½ to W 8, are available for either No. 6 oil (preheated) or No. 5 and lighter oils. Any size, for either type oil, may be had for Automatic, Semi-automatic, or Manual operation. Each Petro Model W is a self-contained assembly of motor, fan, pump, rotary cup atomizer, and interlocked oil and air adjustments.

PETROLEUM HEAT & POWER COMPANY
STAMFORD — Makers of good Oil Burning Equipment since 1903 — CONNECTICUT
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Floors can be kept Beautiful!

Specify HILLYARD FLOOR TREATMENTS

Floors can be protected and kept beautiful at nominal cost. Hillyard Floor Treatments will protect and prolong the life of any floor, more than that, the rich coloring of the floor is brought out and maintained when Hillyard Hi-Quality Products are used.

HILLYARD Specification Cards

FLOORING MANUFACTURERS, Contractors and Leading Architects APPROVE Hillyard Floor Treatments and Methods. Write for SPECIFICATION CARDS on any type floor, or see Sweet’s Catalog, Section 17, Pages 40.

FREE The Hillyard Manual on Proper Floor Maintenance, full of practical, helpful ideas on economical maintenance. Write for copy today.

HILLYARD SALES CO.

COMPETITIONS

As its first major undertaking, the new Department of Industrial Design of the Museum of Modern Art, New York, is preparing an extensive program to discover young designers "capable of a fresh approach to design problems and for development of their designs beyond this stage into production."

Eliot F. Noyes, Director of the new department, announces that the first stage of this program is a Competition which will be open to anyone in the United States, Cuba, Mexico, Central or South America. The complete program for the Competition which will cover such fields as furniture, fabrics and lighting, will be ready in the early Fall and will be distributed widely in all these countries.

Entries will be judged early in December by a jury selected by the Museum of Modern Art. Arrangements are being made for the winning designers to receive commissions for the production of their designs and for royalties or fees instead of cash prizes. A large exhibition of the designs submitted and of the pieces produced from them is scheduled in the Museum for the early Fall of 1941. This exhibition will later be sent throughout the country by the Museum’s Department of Circulating Exhibitions, representing a Contemporary Design Expression.

As they are completed the Museum will mail programs and entry blanks to any designers interested.

COOPER UNION PRIZES

Prize awards to students in the Day and Night Art Schools of Cooper Union, for “general excellence and scholastic achievement throughout the past academic year,” have been announced by Guy Gayler Clark, Art Director. The prizes are given annually to students of outstanding talent — underclassmen as well as seniors.

The winners of this year’s architectural prizes are as follows:

Day Art School — Lina Martha Rudow, Ridgewood, L. I., fourth year student; Robert P. Metz, St. Albans, L. I., third year student.

Night Art School — Fred Charles Heine, Brooklyn, N. Y., fourth year student; John Maier, North Merrick, L. I., third year student.

PENCIL POINTS
• Windows are playing a greater part in home decoration, in health and in charm than ever before. That’s why windows must be trouble-free—to let in healthful sunbeams and not leak air or heat.

Eight years ago, Curtis introduced SILENTITE, the first “insulated” window. For the first time, homeowners could have windows which didn’t rattle, jam or stick. And they got the further benefit of a window with built-in weather-stripping to provide greater year-round comfort and to help save up to 25% of the average fuel bill. Over 100,000 American homeowners are enjoying SILENTITE windows today.

Here are some of SILENTITE’s patented features to remember when you’re selecting windows for the modern home:
1. Lifetime springs replace weights and cords;
2. Sash glides smoothly in metal channels;
3. Sturdy, built-in weather-stripping (Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory says it’s the most effective known);
4. All wood parts given Curtis toxic-dip;
5. The beautiful designs of Miterite trim add to room beauty;
6. “Pre-fit” sash—speeds installation costs;
7. Narrow mullions admit more light and look better.

Let us tell you more about the entire SILENTITE window family—first choice with America’s leading architects. If you live in Canada, write to W. C. Edwards & Co., Ltd., 991 Somerset Street West, Ottawa, Ontario.

CURTIS WOODWORK SOLD BY RELIABLE DEALERS EVERYWHERE

1866 CURTIS WOODWORK

SILENTITE PRE-FIT, the insulated window

THERE IS ONLY ONE SILENTITE AND ONLY CURTIS MAKES IT
Its patented features aren’t available in any other window

CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU
Dept. PP-9, Clinton, Iowa

Please send me full details on the SILENTITE Window Family. I’d like to know about other Curtis Woodwork too.

Name ____________________________________________

Address __________________________________________

City ___________________ State ____________________
The American way of guarding against sluggish business is to provide customers with more diversified service, added conveniences, and greater comfort. The business-getting value of modern air conditioning is recognized by stores, restaurants, hotels, and other places of business which live by serving the public. And "Control by Johnson" is applied to all types of air conditioning... In the stores pictured above, Johnson automatic temperature and humidity control systems are the "brain" of the air conditioning installations. Direct expansion coils are used for cooling. Johnson's distinctive Modulating Control of the refrigerant is an essential feature of the cooling systems.

**JOHNSON**

**Automatic Temperature and Air Conditioning Control**

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY, MILWAUKEE, WIS. & BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

---

**AT LARGE IN THE LIBRARY**


**Chinese Houses and Gardens**, by Shao Chung Lee ($5.00, 150 pages 9" x 12", 200 illustrations—Fong Inn's Limited, Honolulu, Hawaii).

In reviewing a book on Architecture, it is extremely difficult to stay within the logical limits of book-reviewing, and to refrain from the challenge offered by the contents as Architecture, or by its author as an Architect. "Houses for Good Living" presents the dilemma, but it defies the challenge on every count! Royal Barry Wills already enjoys a national reputation as a designer of small houses; his book bears witness to that peculiar sense of fitness in his buildings which justifies his reputation. It serves to identify permanently the position of one who—if he is not radically modern—is more completely contemporary than most. The 150 plans and photographs, selected from some 1,000 residences which he has designed, are no prophecy for the future, but an interpretation—comfortable and reassuring at that—of a searching, changing, yet hesitant present. It is an excellent monograph of houses in which tradition is translated in terms of modern living; and, hence, a record of an age which still sees much of life in this way.

In the foreword, frightening in its length but absorbing in its context, Mr. Wills outlines the problems involved in building a house; and then, with a real punch, proves that only a specialist can solve them all adequately. It would have been interesting if he had pointed out in detail how this had been done in each of the houses reproduced, for one suspects strongly that he is entirely capable of it.

His philosophy, however, supplies (Continued on page 84)
Here are some things we haven't told you about FREON refrigerants

"Freon" refrigerants are safe. Almost everyone interested in air conditioning knows it. They meet all the specifications for safety of life and property set by the Underwriters' laboratories and other responsible organizations.

But safety is far from being the only advantage of "Freon" refrigerants! Consider, for example, the flexibility of equipment using "Freon" refrigerants. It is light weight and compact. It requires little headroom. Because of the safety of the refrigerant and the quietness of operation, it can be placed right in the room to be cooled, or close to the material to receive the refrigeration effect. These features make possible the most efficient use of building space, and frequently reduce the amounts of ducts needed.

The initial cost of equipment is low. Systems using "Freon" refrigerants operate at low pressures, permitting lighter castings. No automatic purging apparatus is needed for decomposed gases, because "Freon" refrigerants will withstand repeated evaporation, compression and condensation without disassociation.

Operating costs are also low. "Freon" refrigerants have no corrosive action on any of the metals used in refrigerating machinery. This permits selection of materials which provide maximum heat transfer and efficiency. "Freon" refrigerants are miscible with mineral lubricating oil, assuring positive lubrication and avoiding oil logging of condensers, receivers and evaporators.

So many and so obvious are the advantages of "Freon" refrigerants that they have come to be used almost exclusively for air conditioning, and in a majority of new commercial refrigeration units. They are as adaptable to small fractional horsepower units as to commercial apparatus of hundreds of tons capacity. Some of the largest refrigerating systems in the world use "Freon" refrigerants.

Why not get a fresh estimate of air conditioning costs with the modern 1940 equipment employing "Freon" refrigerants. You may be pleasantly surprised to find how low they are.

"Freon" is Kinetic's registered trade-mark for its fluorine refrigerants.

KINETIC CHEMICALS, INC., TENTH & MARKET STREETS, WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
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the necessary integration between text and illustrations. To quote, "... it is hardly the architect's place to convert the owner ..."; "... the Architecture, not the owner, should be bent to fit ..." and "... Architecture should be judged by its effect on those within its walls ..." This does not sound very different from "... of the people, by the people, for the people ..." and if this were the sole merit his work possessed, it is quite enough, I believe, to justify its high place in contemporary American design.

* * *

A book on Modern American residential architecture that leaves little to be desired is "The Modern House in America." Examples have been selected from one end of the country to the other; the 300-odd illustrations are accompanied by outlines of individual problems in each case (too often omitted from books in this field), such as "family composition," site, climate, local construction, and, especially, price.

This denotes a broader point of view on the subject than most books suggest. The authors further illustrate their close association with modern architecture not only by discussing the most important "schools" and their more prominent adherents, but also by tracing the development of new techniques and the use of modern materials during the last decade. Last, and far from least, there is further enlightenment in the statements made by each of the architects represented, on the subject, "Modern American in contrast to Modern European."

If one is willing, for the moment, to overlook the modern house as a national social and economic problem, one is bound to admit that "The Modern House in America" is a most thorough and interesting book on the subject.

* * *

There is another book whose presentation implies great breadth of vision, this time in the reader rather than in the writer. The architect who appreciates thoroughly the internationalism of art and beauty, who is alert to new solutions of age-old problems, to new interpretations of the art of life, must acquaint himself with "Chinese Houses and Gardens" by Shao Chang Lee.

This is the first book to come to our attention which deals at length with the Chinese point of view toward such details as home decoration, furnishings, and, especially, landscaping. It illustrates a spirit which combines simplicity with ingenuity, directness with great charm, in a way that is not in the least foreign, but strangely modern. The 100-odd photographs and as many beautifully reproduced details, along with the articles on Chinese history and culture, will broaden the vocabulary of every architect.

ROBERT HENRI MUTFUX

JAPANESE ARCHITECTURE, by Prof. Hideto Kishida (35c a copy, 133 pages 5¼" x 7¾" — Board of Tourist Industry, Japanese Government Railways, Illustrated).

This volume is one of a series published to acquaint the tourist with various phases of Japanese culture. The book describes the styles of architecture in Japan, over a period of twenty-six centuries. There are numerous illustrations of ancient architecture as well as the designs of contemporary Japanese architects.

GRAPHIC ARTS

The appearance of a new quarterly magazine deserves special mention when the publication is as handsome as Print which is now being published for the Graphic Arts Industry. Priced at $5.00 a year, it is 7" x 10" and Volume I, No. 1 has 120 pages.

The contents range from a history of printing to informative discussions of prints, advertising, and text book design. The scope reflects the editors' definition of "Graphic Arts" including "all of the means by which ideas are reproduced in visual form—by use of graphic symbols such as alphabets, illustrations, photographs." It is interesting to note that a discussion of wall paper is illustrated by inclusion of several actual samples of recent printing in color.

The first issue demonstrates all of the principal printing processes and would be fascinating even to the most casual page-thumber.
Chosen for the new Kansas City Food Terminal —The "OVERHEAD DOOR" with the MIRACLE WEDGE, built at Hartford City, Indiana. Three hundred and fifteen doors ... yet this multiple installation was a simple job for "OVERHEAD DOOR" engineers.

One door or many—outside or intercommunicating—manually or electrically operated—modern production and distribution demand The "OVERHEAD DOOR" in every type of factory and warehouse. Our local representative will make a complete survey without obligation. Phone him today.

LARGE HOMES OR SMALL
Give every client a good garage door
The "OVERHEAD DOOR". Stock designs are well within the smallest budgets. Sold installed.

THE "OVERHEAD DOOR"
TRADE MARK
WITH THE
MIRACLE WEDGE
BACKED BY A NATION-WIDE SALES-INSTALLATION SERVICE

OVERHEAD DOOR CORPORATION, Hartford City, Ind., U.S.A.
PERSIAN BRICKWORK

The photographs and text of the portfolio on “Old Persian Brickwork” by Donald N. Wilber in the August issue were supplied through The Iranian Institute of New York. This organization has been active for the last decade in promoting an interest in the culture of Persia and its neighbors. It will be remembered that The Iranian Institute sponsored the recent exhibition “6,000 years of Persian Art” in New York and architects will recall the several shows of architectural photographs displayed in recent years at the Architectural League. Ten expeditions headed by Arthur Upham Pope, the Director of The Iranian Institute, have visited the limits of remote Persia and have reported the colorful and great monuments in thousands of photographs, many of them in color, and in some 200 drawings and plans. The photographs used in the August portfolio were by Arthur Upham Pope, Donald N. Wilber, and Stephen Nyman.

DEFENSE PARLEY

Plans to aid the National Defense Program will be made at a Mid-West Architectural Conference to be held at Cranbrook Academy of Art, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., September 12 and 13, under auspices of the A.I.A.

Progress in the preparedness movement which is being conducted by the Institute will be reported by Edwin Bergstrom of Los Angeles, president. Results of a nationwide survey to ascertain how every architect in the country may most effectively cooperate in defense measures are being assembled at the Institute’s national headquarters in Washington. Another aim is the selection of competent architects for direct participation in defense activities.

NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION

The Third Annual Convention of the New York State Association of Architects will be held September 26-28, at Rochester, New York. Highlights of the convention program, announced by James W. Kideney, of Buffalo, Association President, are as follows:

Wednesday, September 25 — Registration 3 to 9 P.M.
Thursday, September 26 — Registration 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. Opening of Materials Exhibit 10 A.M., Sectional meetings on “Hospitals” and “Schools” 10:30 A.M. Opening of the Convention 12:30 P.M. First Assembly 2 P.M. Informal dinner 6:30 P.M. Friday, September 27 — Sectional meetings (“Hospitals” and “Schools” continued). “City Planning and the Architect’s Opportunity.” “Large Scale Housing.” Convention luncheon 12:30 P.M. (Second Assembly). Third Annual Banquet 7 P.M.
Saturday, September 28 — Third Assembly 10 A.M. (Final report of Resolutions Committee). Convention luncheon 12:30 P.M. Trips and exhibits.

THE FINE ARTS

A series of symposia in the Fine Arts will be conducted September 16-18 at the University of Pennsylvania during a Bi-Centennial Conference arranged in commemoration of the 200th anniversary of the University.

TEXAS SOCIETY

The Texas Society of Architects has scheduled its first convention in Austin, September 26-28, to discuss means of promoting better public service among the Texas members of the profession and a Statewide basis for architects’ participation in the National Defense Program. A three-day program has been arranged by George L. Dahl, of Dallas, Vice-President and Convention Chairman.

ERASERS ON PARADE

A SERIES BY WELDON ROBERTS

What Every Artist Needs!

AN ALL-PURPOSE “CLEANING” ERASER

Weldon Roberts Eraser Hexo Cleaner

For Cleaning PENCIL CRAYON CHARCOAL
From Paper, Fabric, Painted Surfaces

Here’s the ideal, soft cleaner-eraser. Hexo-bevel shape for convenience—the broad side for cleaning large surfaces, the bevelled ends and edges for detail work.

Two sizes — No. 1010 — 10c; No. 1000 — 5c.
Available at art supply stores and stationers.

WELDON ROBERTS RUBBER CO., Newark, N. J., U.S.A.
America’s Eraser Specialist.

CORRECT MISTAKES IN ANY LANGUAGE

PENCIL POINTS
The Choice of
LEADING Artists, Designers, Engravers, Architects, Etc.
A Pencil or Crayon for EVERY POSSIBLE PURPOSE

The Pencil is one of the most useful of all media and is found in the studio of every architect, designer and artist. For sketching and in developing ideas for paintings, illustrations, sculptures, costumes, stage and industrial designing, virtually all works of art — the Pencil or Crayon plays its part. The professional artist uses good judgment therefore in his choice as he realizes its importance.

CONTE Pencils and Crayons are known the World over and demanded by the Profession. There IS a Reason!

Write for our booklet “Pencils & Paper” and enclose three cents for mailing.

If your dealer cannot supply you, write—
J. CRATZ FARISH
42-57 Kissena Blvd. Flushing, N. Y.

PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION
By Ernest Irving Freese
$1.50

This book presents a new and thoroughly tested method for making perspective drawings without the use of a vanishing point. It is based on sound principles and has been used for many years by the author.

CONTENTS
Straight Line Figures
Curved Line Figures
Expedients
Enlargements and Reductions
Domes, Foregrounds, and Interiors
The Author's Drafting Room Method
Supplemental Illustrations

PENCIL POINTS
330 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

You ask—
Are Round Boilers Coming Back Again?
DON'T know about other round makes.
But as for the Burnham, we are each year surprised at its sales.
In spite of the fact of its having no jacket, and not in the least dolled up, a lot of folks insist on having it.
One thing sure, although it's nothing fancy to look at, it certainly does make a most satisfactory looking fuel bill. Which is something.

See Sweet's. See for yourself.
BURNHAM BOILER CORPORATION
Irvington, N. Y. Zanesville, Ohio
Dept. K Dept. K

We mean the operation of the new 1940 Jamison-built Cold Storage Doors.
It's effortless! Yet not a whit of famed Jamison door strength and ruggedness has been sacrificed. New hardware does the trick — the new "Model W Wedgetight" Fastener with roller action, and the new "Adjustoflex" Hinge. Both are streamlined.

Modern plants are being equipped with these easy-operating, modern, cold storage doors. Is yours? Send for free descriptive bulletin to the JAMISON COLD STORAGE DOOR CO., Hagerstown, Md. Branches in principal cities.
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Cabot’s Collopakes
(Colloidal Paints)
and DOUBLE-WHITE

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
A Practical Course (HOME STUDY) by Mail Only
Prepares Architects and Draftsmen for structural portion of
STATE BOARD EXAMINATIONS
For many this is the most difficult section of the examinations. Qualifies for designing structures in wood, concrete or steel. Successfully conducted for the past eight years. Our complete Structural Engineering course well known for twenty-nine years.

Literature without obligation—write TODAY
WILSON ENGINEERING CORPORATION
College House Offices Harvard Square
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.

SOILLESS GROWTH OF PLANTS
By Ellis and Swaney
It takes the bunk and mystery out of the subject and, instead, tells you, plainly, the principles, possibilities and simple working plans for starting this fascinating hobby. Shows how to grow plants in water, sand or cinders—how to build the simple equipment you need—complete directions for tending the plants—how to make your own nutrient solutions with a few cents worth of chemicals.

155 Pages, 60 Illustrations, $2.75
Reinhold Publishing Corp., 330 W. 42nd Street, New York

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW METHOD OF WELDING DOOR SADDLES TO STEEL BUCKS
Julius Blum & Co., Inc., 532 W. 22nd St., New York, has recently developed a 3-in. wide hot rolled steel saddle to meet the new requirements of narrow bucks where thin partitions are used. It is $\frac{1}{2}$ in. high, $\frac{3}{8}$ in. in thickness and has three grooves in the top.

Previously all saddles were installed after the bucks had been set which meant a distributing job and then drilling the floor for the necessary screws to fasten the saddles down. For the apartment entrances in the East River Housing project and the Kingsboro Housing project for which the new saddles are specified, the saddles will be welded to the bucks and the complete unit set at one time, assuring squareness and exact size. This eliminates the use of spreaders at the bottom of the bucks as was necessary without the saddle welded. The saddle actually becomes the bottom spreader assuring the exact width of door opening the same as the header of the buck assures the exact width of door opening at the top.

NEW TYPE PEN FILLER
In an effort to give better service to the users of Higgins American drawing inks, the Chas. M. Higgins & Co., Inc., is experimenting with a new type of pen filler in place of the genuine goose quill which is so familiar to artists and draftsmen. The new filler is made by the Plastic Quill & Novelty Corp., 280 Madison Ave., New York, and is called the Little Big Dipper plastic pen filler. The end of this filler is shaped like a scoop the bottom of which is slit.

The Big Dipper pen filler is made of Polystyrene, a Bakelite product, and is used because there is no possibility of it decomposing or softening in the solution for which it is intended. It is stated that under ordinary usage the material will not break up or splinter. The walls of the new filler are of additional thickness to prevent nicking and catching on the blades of the ruling pen. The scoop of the filler is so designed that surface tension will cause it to hold more ink than the goose quills hitherto used. There is little danger of spattering or spilling the ink from the scoop.

(Continued on page 90, Advertising Section)
THE STANDARD CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

These contract forms have stood the test of time. They have reduced to a minimum lawsuits and misunderstandings. They make for good will between the Architect, the Owner, and the Contractor. They eliminate worry. They reduce office overhead. They safeguard the position of the Architect. They expedite the business of building.

Is there any Architect who has not adopted these forms as his own?

TITLES AND PRICES

Agreement and General Conditions in Cover $0.50
General Conditions without Agreement ..... .35
Agreement without General Conditions ..... .15
Bond of Suretyship ..... .10
Form of Subcontract ..... .10
Letter of Acceptance of Subcontractor’s Proposal ..... .10
Cover (heavy paper with valuable notes) ..... .02
Complete set in cover ..... .75
Review of the Standard Documents—by William Stanley Parker 1.00

Complete trial set in cover (75c) will be mailed from The Octagon the day the order is received or can be had from almost any dealer in Architect’s supplies.

MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS

Accounting Forms and Binders Prices furnished on request
Agenda for Architects ..... $0.40
Standard Filing System and Alphabetical Index (combined) ..... 1.00
Standard Filing System for Architectural Plates and Articles ..... 1.00

BOOKS

Handbook of Architectural Practice ..... $5.00
(Reprint pending—announcement later.)
Manual of Accounting for Architects ..... 5.00
The Autobiography of an Idea—Louis H. Sullivan 3.00
(Reprint pending—announcement later.)
A System of Architectural Ornament—Louis H. Sullivan 15.00
Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue—Architect and Master of Many Arts 30.00

Transportation prepaid on orders amounting to $1.00 or more net. Orders, communications and remittances (checks, money-orders, cash or stamps) should be sent to The American Institute of Architects, The Octagon, 1741 N. Y. Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.

FOR STRIKING MODERN MURALS

PC Architectural Glass

HERE IS AN outstanding example of how PC Architectural Glass may be used for sculptured glass murals of distinction. These panels add beauty and interest to the entrance of the new Banker’s Life Company Building in Des Moines, Iowa. Architects: Tinsley, McBroom and Higgins.

MANY architects and designers have deplored the fact that they cannot actually model in glass. But today, they can do almost as well—they can produce murals of the same striking originality and delicacy by having their own modeling in clay or plaster faithfully reproduced in exquisite sculptured panels of PC Architectural Glass. For murals, cornices, frizes and many other purposes, pieces of this glass as large as 6 feet by 4 feet can be used to reproduce a single design. Or a number of sculptured pieces can be joined to create a larger, overall pattern or design.

PC Architectural Glass is also available in a wide range of attractive standard shapes. Send the coupon for free literature giving additional facts about this modern material.

At the New York World’s Fair, visit the Glass Center Building and the Pittsburgh House of Glass

"PITTSBURGH" stands for Quality Glass

Pittsburgh Corning Corporation
514 Grant Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Please send me, without obligation, your free literature on PC Architectural Glass.

Name
Address
City State

ARCHITECTURAL GLASS

Distributed by PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY and by W. P. Fuller & Co. on the Pacific Coast
Comfortable . . . and convenient
Long Lasting . . . . but inexpensive

Designed for the Draftsman

It's a "HALLOWELL" STEEL STOOL

Here is a stool that's made to give the draftsman full freedom of movement yet a high degree of comfort. They do much to eliminate that familiar afternoon let-down, for they were designed by men who've personally spent many years "on the board." Designers are quick to appreciate this modern full welded construction that makes it a long-life product. "Hallowell" Stools won't wiggle and wobble after a little use like the ordinary welded stool generally does. They stay firm as new for years and years and years. Of course, they're not expensive! Be sure the next stools you buy are "Hallowell."

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO.
Jenkintown, Penna.

NEW NO. 25 SMITH-MILLS BOILER

In order to meet the need for a modern heating unit designed for such buildings as roadside restaurants, monitor stores, garages, small public buildings and large residences, The H. B. Smith Co., Inc., Westfield, Mass., has developed a compact Mills type boiler specifically designed for this in between size of building. The No. 25 Mills is a jacketed sectional boiler available in a wide range of sizes and models for oil, stoker and hand fired fuels. Ratings run from 1300 sq. ft. standing steam radiation to 2300 sq. ft.

Castings are made of rugged grey iron to insure low maintenance costs and long life. Vertical water tube construction provides an unusually high ratio of direct heating surface.

Gas travel is vertical and lateral as well as horizontal, thus, it is said, assuring maximum surface contact resulting in high efficiencies. Fins have been placed where gases are hottest to provide additional heat absorption.

Automatic firing units have such features as 14-in. base to provide ample combustion space; provision for all necessary controls and tight fitting doors to prevent air leakage.

Built-in trombone type tank or tankless heaters for domestic hot water are optional equipment. The 360 gallon per hour instantaneous unit is ample for the needs of the ordinary 12 suite apartment house.

NEW GLASS THAT BENDS

A new design material known as Flexglass has been recently introduced by the United States Plywood Corp., 103 Park Ave., New York. Flexglass will bend concavely and convexly and can be cemented to any smooth, hard interior or exterior surface.

Many uses for Flexglass are evident in the field of architectural design, among which are theatres, store fronts, bathrooms, bars, cocktail lounges, restaurant equipment, store fixtures, fine furniture, and wherever glass that will conform to curves is desired. The accompanying illustration shows the use of Dutch Leaf Flexglass on the columns of the Auditorium of the Ford Pavilion Theater at the New York World's Fair, designed by Walter Dorwin Teague.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 88, ADVERTISING SECTION

PENCIL POINTS
COMPLETE BLACK OUT
As always—coming thru ... "ARTGUM" erases clean without trace of smear, without injury to the surface of paper or cloth.
Removes pencil, pastel, charcoal, crayon or dirt. For efficiency and complete satisfaction demand "ARTGUM."

Sold by Dealers Everywhere
THE ROSENTHAL COMPANY
45 East 17th Street, New York, N. Y.

"ARTGUM"

KOH-I-NOOR
Drawing Pencils

10c each
Manufactured in U. S. A.

THE ROSENTHAL COMPANY
373 FOURTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Smart and modern in appearance, complete and efficient in every working detail, sound and strong in design and construction... this new Super-Speed L C Smith is indeed "a secretary's dream come true." Be sure and see it.

Now available for demonstration by branch offices and dealers.
New booklet free on request.
L C SMITH & CORONA TYPewriters Inc • SYRACUSE, N. Y.

THE NEW 1940 Super-Speed L C SMIth
Here is news—seven new General Electric Packaged Kitchens are ready—ready for business in the shape of increased rentals and greater tenant satisfaction for Mr. Apartment House Operator. They’re competitively priced, simple to install, and very, very easy on the eyes! Represent years of study on the drafting board and in the field. Introduce revolutionary new features of vital interest to the architect who plans the kitchen; to the contractor who installs it; to the building owner who must maintain it; and, most important, to the tenant who enjoys it.

See Your G-E Distributor or Send Coupon for Details

Descriptive literature and specifications gladly sent upon request. Fill out and mail the handy Coupon TODAY.

Illustrated is the 62" kitchen. Six other packages ranging in size from 42" to 116" are available. Complete with General Electric Refrigerator, Range, All-steel Cabinets and accessories, sink, work surfaces, etc. All in a package, complete from ONE source.

NEW TRANSPARENT MENDING FILM

Vanishing Patch which was recently introduced by Seal, Incorporated, Shelton, Conn., is an entirely new type of transparent mending film. Vanishing Patch is said to work particularly well on torn tracings, as well as on blue prints, drawings, etc. When running a tracing that has been mended with Vanishing Patch through a blue printing machine none of the adhesive will ooze up and gum up the glass on the blue printing machine. Likewise, when a quantity of tracings are filed away, there is no danger of the adhesive seeping out from under the tape and thus sticking valuable tracings together.

After a blue print has been made from a tracing that has been mended with Vanishing Patch, it is absolutely impossible to detect where the patch was placed on the tracing. Vanishing Patch is applied with a handy little thermostatically controlled gadget known as the patch welder, which works on 110 volt, alternating current, and requires about two minutes of heating before it is ready for use. Since the Patch Welder is thermostatically controlled, there is no danger of burning or scorching the tracing.

Vanishing Patch comes packaged in kit form. A kit consists of 250 1" x 11" strips of Vanishing Patch strips, one Patch Welder, and one felt rubbing pad. It is also possible to purchase the strips by themselves in a handy little refill package, which contains just the 250 strips of film.

Samples and complete information regarding Vanishing Patch can be obtained by writing directly to the manufacturer.

CRANE ANNOUNCES DURACLAY BATHTUB

A bathtub made of a new clay product known as Duraclay is announced by the Crane Co., Chicago. The Duraclay bathtub has all the easy cleaning properties of vitreous china because the hard, acid resisting surface is actually composed of glass over vitreous china completely fused to the Duraclay base under intense heat. Because of the strength of Duraclay, the weight of this bathtub is no greater than that of a cast iron tub of the same size, instead of greatly in excess as is the case with solid porcelain bathtub.

The new bathtub, known as the Delmar, has the low rim and flat bottom now well recognized as safety features for bathtubs, and in addition has a wide flat rim serving the three-fold function of a seat, a splash lip to

(Continued from page 90, Advertising Section)
keep water from splashing over, and a hand grip for the bather when entering or leaving.

In addition to the Delmar bathtub, a line of hospital sinks and baths of Duraclay is already in production, and kitchen sinks for domestic use will follow soon.

NEW HEAVY-GAUGE FERRO-THERM
The American Flange & Mfg. Co., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, manufacturers of Ferro-Therm metal insulation, announces that Ferro-Therm is now made in heavy-gauge sheets up to 10 ft. in length.

This new heavy-gauge Ferro-Therm is said to have all the advantages of light-gauge Ferro-Therm—the same high insulating value, with a reflectivity of 95% of all radiated heat. Ferro-Therm, it is stated, also has the same structural strength, gauge for gauge, as ordinary coated steel, and its alloy coating gives it the same high resistance to corrosion.

NEW TIMKEN AIR CONDITIONING OILFURNACE
The Timken Silent Automatic Division of the Timken-Detroit Axle Co., Detroit, Mich., announces the introduction of a new air conditioning oilfurnace designed especially for medium to large size homes. The new unit comes in two sizes, models FFR-140 and FFR-170. They are identical in all respects except capacity. The FFR-140 has a capacity of 140,000 BTU's and the FFR-170 has a capacity of 170,000 BTU's.

Both of these units are built around the Timken Model H wall-flame oil burner, which has only one movable part, and this part is self-lubricating by a forced feed system. The burner is equipped with the patented Timken chromium steel flame rim, which is said to cut warm-up time 87%. Leads for the electric ignition are of equal length and center grounded to reduce all possibility of radio interference.

The new Timken unit furnishes complete winter air conditioning as it filters, humidifies, warms and circulates air. The cabinet is made of 20 gauge furniture steel, spot welded for strength. The finish is in two-tone green Hammerloid.

NEW AUTOMATIC DOMESTIC COKE STOKER
The successful completion of several years of experimentation by the Koppers Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., in the perfection of a wholly automatic domestic coke stoker, which can be sold within a moderate price range, has just been announced. The Bryant Heater Company, Cleveland, O., it also is announced, has been selected to manufacture the stoker and to conduct the merchandising campaign.

The Bryant stoker will be wholly automatic, it is stated, since it will deliver coke direct from the bin to the furnace or boiler without requiring any attention by the householder. A silent type of conveyor extending from the bin to the heating plant is said to be one of the features which assure the permanently noiseless operation of the new stoker. No blower is required since coke does not need a forced draft. A dustless ash removal system will remove ashes automatically from the ash pit to a covered ash can at the side of the furnace.
INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

Advertising Offices: 330 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
Philip H. Hubbard, Vice-President and Advertising Manager.
District Offices: 1133 Leader Building, Cleveland, Roger W. Patterson; 310 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, John G. Belcher.
California Representative: Duncan A. Scott & Co., Western Pacific Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif., and Mills Bldg., San Francisco, Calif. [Main Office].
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Write for set of Don Graf's Data Sheets

ALSO MORTAR STAINS • SASH PUTTIES • ROOF COATING • PECOMASTICS FOR STRUCTURAL GLASS INSTALLATION

STOP! SAVE!
drafts and leaks on fuel bills
CALK ALL JOINTS WITH PECORA

To DUST, no moisture, no drafts can penetrate joints which have been made weather-tight with Pecora Calking Compound. No needless heat losses in cold weather, hence maximum fuel saving. Also greater efficiency in air conditioning due to closer control of room temperatures. Since 1908, Pecora Calking Compound has been specified by leading architects, used by responsible builders everywhere. Properly applied, Pecora will not dry out, crack or chip. It is applicable to all building materials. Specify Pecora for your next project.

Pecora Paint Company, Inc.
Member of Producers' Council, Inc.
Established 1862 by Smith Bowen
SEDGLEY AVE. & VENANGO ST., PHILADELPHIA

94 PENCIL POINTS

Page 94
COLOR IN SKETCHING AND RENDERING
Arthur L. Guptill

This volume offers a vast fund of information on practically every phase of representative painting in water color and related media. Step by step, the text leads through particularly complete elementary chapters (telling exactly what to buy and how to get it) to be of practical consideration. Every point is fully explained and graphically illustrated. Numbered exercises are provided for students forced to work without a teacher. Many secrets of the professional are revealed.

There are 350 pages, 9 x 12; 195 beautiful full page illustrations, many in full color, and 70 text illustrations. Complete index. This volume offers a vast fund of information on practically all the subject yet published. We feel this is the most valuable text and reference book on the subject ever published.

Ask your nearest dealer to show you these books or, better still, order direct from us. Any book may be returned within one week and purchase price will be refunded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLOR IN SKETCHING AND RENDERING</td>
<td>Arthur L. Guptill</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SKETCHING AND RENDERING IN PENCIL
Arthur L. Guptill

A thorough treatise on the subject of pencil drawing. Contains not only an exhaustive text and many illustrative sketches by the author but also numerous supplementary illustrations by well known artists.

It is one of the few books offering adequate authoritative instruction in the composition of various kinds of pencil drawings plus the technique of the medium itself.

It will be found exceedingly useful by architects and draftsmen, as well as by the architectural student, the artist and the teacher of art.

200 pages, 9 x 12 inches, hundreds of illustrations. Cloth $5.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SKETCHING AND RENDERING IN PENCIL</td>
<td>Arthur L. Guptill</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE DESIGN OF LETTERING, Egon Weiss

Alphabets of every style, with "set values" carefully worked out, are provided for the convenience of the user of this book. By the use of Mr. Weiss' system of "Net Values" an inscription to 6 ft. high can be drawn right the first time—so accurately spaced that only minor modifications, if any, will be necessary. 200 pages. 9x12 inches, hundreds of illustrations. Cloth $8.50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE DESIGN OF LETTERING</td>
<td>Egon Weiss</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

METAL PLATE LITHOGRAPHY, C. A. Seward

A brief and concise manual of technique for the process of drawing on and printing from zinc and aluminum plates to produce lithographs. 72 pages including 20 plates. Printed by offset Litho Process. 8% x 11% inches, cloth bound $2.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>METAL PLATE LITHOGRAPHY</td>
<td>C. A. Seward</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PENCIL DRAWING, Arthur L. Guptill

This volume contains 114 pages of plates of Churches in the medieval and Georgian styles, Collegiate and School Buildings, Churches in the mediaeval and Georgian styles, Colleges and Schools, Churches and Cathedrals. 11 x 14 inches, bound in buckram, enclosed in slip case. $10.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PENCIL DRAWING</td>
<td>Arthur L. Guptill</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DRAWING WITH PEN AND INK
Arthur L. Guptill

We do not hesitate to say that Mr. Guptill has provided the most complete, practical and profusely illustrated text and reference book on pen and ink drawing that has ever been published. Like its companion "Sketching and Rendering in Pencil" this volume is based on the experiences and instructions given by the author in his classes and partly on his experience as a professional illustrator and renderer.

This book furnishes a sound and thorough guide for the study of pen and ink and its various techniques. It is embellished by hundreds of drawings by the author and by examples of the work of many leading illustrators and renderers.

444 pages, 9 x 12 inches, over 800 illustrations. Cloth $6.50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRAWING WITH PEN AND INK</td>
<td>Arthur L. Guptill</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE STUDY OF ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, John F. Harbeson

The designs in this portfolio were chosen by the Society of Beaux Arts Architects as the best solutions submitted of the exciting problems presented. Size 10 x 15 inches, 35 plates, 69 drawings $1.50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE STUDY OF ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN</td>
<td>John F. Harbeson</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PARIS PRIZE IN ARCHITECTURE—WINNING DESIGNS, 1904-1927

The designs in this portfolio were chosen by the Society of Beaux Arts Architects as the best solutions submitted of the exciting problems presented. Size 10 x 15 inches, 35 plates, 69 drawings $1.50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PARIS PRIZE IN ARCHITECTURE—WINNING DESIGNS</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DRAFTING ROOM PRACTICE, Eugene Clute

Presents a new and thorough treatment of the art of drafting. This book is based on the experience of the author in his classes and partly on his experience as a professional illustrator and renderer.

This book furnishes a sound and thorough guide for the study of drafting and its various techniques. It is embellished by hundreds of drawings by the author and by examples of the work of many leading illustrators and renderers.

244 pages, 9 x 12 inches, over 800 illustrations. Cloth $6.50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRAFTING ROOM PRACTICE</td>
<td>Eugene Clute</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRACTICAL REQUIREMENTS OF MODERN BUILDINGS, Eugene Clute

Contains concise statements of the requirements for buildings for different purposes, together with architects' drawings and photographs that illustrate the latest practice in meeting these requirements. 231 pages, 9 x 12 inches $2.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRACTICAL REQUIREMENTS OF MODERN BUILDINGS</td>
<td>Eugene Clute</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE THREAT OF INTERIORS, Eugene Clute

Presents a new and thorough treatment of the art of interior decoration. This book is based on the experience of the author in his classes and partly on his experience as a professional illustrator and renderer.

This book furnishes a sound and thorough guide for the study of interior decoration and its various techniques. It is embellished by hundreds of drawings by the author and by examples of the work of many leading illustrators and renderers.

244 pages, 9 x 12 inches, over 800 illustrations. Cloth $6.50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE TREATMENT OF INTERIORS</td>
<td>Eugene Clute</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FRAGMENTS D'ARCHITECTURE ANTIQUE, D'Espouy

A reprint of 100 carefully selected plates from the original edition. Size 9 x 12 inches, handsomely bound $3.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FRAGMENTS D'ARCHITECTURE ANTIQUE</td>
<td>D'Espouy</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARCHITECTURE TOSCANE, A. Famin

Reprint of the entire 110 plates of the original edition, reproduced with the greatest care and faithfulness. 9 x 12 inches $3.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARCHITECTURE TOSCANE</td>
<td>A. Famin</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An announcement of a new development for protection of plaster corners, at lower cost:

**MILCOR presents**

**PATENT APPLIED FOR**

**Super-Ex**

The Superior Expansion CORNER BEAD — the only major improvement in corner beads in 15 years

Combines all the advantages of every corner bead into a superior product that assures your clients of long-time plaster beauty!

The rigidity of a solid wing . . . plus the added plaster reinforcement of expanded metal — all in one superior corner bead exclusive with Milcor . . . Goes on fast to please your clients with reduced erection costs. Requires practically no plumbing. Stands up to protect plaster corners against cracking, chipping . . . to assure straight, true-edge beauty . . . Part of Milcor's complete line of corner beads used successfully everywhere . . . Write today for free, colorful bulletin giving facts about the new Milcor Super-Ex Corner Bead, so that you may have it in mind when drafting plans and specifications.

---

*MILCOR STEEL COMPANY*

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
CANTON, OHIO

CHICAGO, ILL. • KANSAS CITY, MO. • LA CROSSE, WIS. • ATLANTA, GA.
• NEW YORK, N.Y. • ROCHESTER, N.Y. • BALTIMORE, MD.

Sales Offices: Minneapolis, Minn., Little Rock, Ark., Dallas, Tex., Denver, Colo., Washington, D.C.
TODAY, manufacturers throughout the country are faced with the problem of maintaining increased production schedules. The National Defense Program is making it necessary for many industrials to build new plants and remodel or modernize their present facilities.

Already there has been an increased demand for Herman Nelson Hijet Heaters to be installed in these industrial plants. However, with the further development of the Defense Program and the approach of cold weather, we anticipate that this demand will become even greater.

The Herman Nelson Corporation offers the cooperation of its entire organization in assisting Architects, Engineers and Contractors with the solution of their industrial heating problems. If we can be of assistance to you as we have been to thousands of Architects, Engineers and Contractors during the past 33 years, we suggest that you call on our Representatives, located in principal cities, or the Home Office at Moline, Illinois.

A COMPLETE LINE OF HERMAN NELSON HIJET HEATERS

A complete line of Herman Nelson Hijet Heaters answers today's demand for a method that provides heat where it is wanted, when it is wanted without waste of fuel or space.

Like all Herman Nelson Hijet Heaters, the Propeller-Fan Type incorporates many exclusive features. A few of those outstanding features follow: 1. Loops in heating element absorb difference in expansion and contraction between individual tubes. 2. Tubes project from side of header, above center line, assuring proper distribution of steam. 3. Streamline fan with wide face area operates most efficiently and quietly. 4. Her-Nel-Co Motor for single, 2 or 3-speed operation. 5. Patented, extra heavy, red brass stay tube maintains proper relationship between headers without increasing strain on loops. 6. Steel arms absorb and dissipate torsional vibration.

The Blower-Fan Type Hijet Heater is designed to provide efficient heating of large spaces. It also incorporates many exclusive features. Write for literature.
IT'S EASY TO CREATE STRIKING COMBINATIONS OF ZOURI METAL AND PORCELAIN ENAMEL...

The lustre of aluminum or bronze surfaces—the brilliant contrast and wide choice of color in K.Z.S. Porcelain Enamel—the interesting shadow lines and contours of numerous decorative mouldings; these are the stimulating materials with which the designer of a complete Zouri Store Front works. There are practically no limitations. Curved surfaces may be specified, large or small show windows may be safely planned, K.Z.S. Facing in Alumilite or Porcelain Enamel may be used to any height, since each panel is individually and mechanically suspended with strong spring clips.

Before you start your next store front design, investigate the complete up-to-the-minute ZOURI Store Front. Write ZOURI STORE FRONTS, NILES, MICHIGAN, to-day.

ZOURI STORE FRONTS INCLUDE:
- SASH AND BARS
- AWNING BARS
- MOULDINGS AND SHAPES
- SIGN LETTERS
- ALUMILITE FACING
- AWNING BARS
- PORCELAIN ENAMEL FACING

ZOURI STORE FRONTS